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Editor's Pref ace 

TRACI s FOlt THE TIMES will attempt to provide: meaningful infur
mation, critical penpectives, and theoretical reflections on various 
themes of contemporary concern. The tracts will seek to deepen our 
knowledge of crucial issues, query our common sense, re-think old 
concepts, and analyse che social and economic problems we confront. 

This is a tract on the Hindu Right. Today, possibly more than 
any earlier time in the history of Independent India, we need to 
know about the communal forces which threaten to rupture Indian 
sociecy. On Oeccmber 6, 1992, the Bahri Masjid was destroyed. 
This wu not sim,ply the consequence Qf spontaneous vandalism. 
Behind the ~tion lies a long history of Hindutva policies which 
celebrates aggression and violence, declares war against other com
munities, and scorns at legal and democratic norms. 

The events of December 6 ao.d after re-:affirm that the RSS and 
the VHP dictate the politics of the Hindu Right, they define the 
limits within which the Bh~tiya Jan~ Party can maneu.ver. The 
Hindu right has for long Qperated with two facCs; it h•· ptesen~ 
itself in two different ways. On the one hand it. has sought to 
present a gentle face, symbolized in L.K. Advaai's ~ti6c smile: on / 
the other it has-·wiciely proj~ed an angry, aggressive-and savagely 
SC<ltariltll face ~pressed in the stJeechea of Sadhvi Ritham~ and 
Uma Bharati. These ·cwo faces are iconic:ally represented, as this tnct 
sholQ, in the twin images of Ram popularized thmu&h the J*tcn 
and stickers of the VHP: the irnaae of R.amlalla, thecbild·god, and 
the .image of Ram as the mtSCuline warrior .god. The Hind~ Right 

•• 
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EDITOll'S PR.EFACE 

also talks in two languages: the language of democracy and that of 
authoritarianism, the language of law and that of force. The BJP 
claims to function within a cons~itutional, democratic, legal frame
work; but the activities of the R.SS, the VHP and the Bajrang Dal 
mock this framework. The politics of the Hindu-Right derives its 
dynamic from the complex relationship between these seemingly 
opposing tendencies: from their complementarity and contradiction. 
December 6, 1992 revealed the sad logic of this politics. It revealed 

/the hollowness of the BJP's ~~mocratic rhetoric and the ugly powa 
of the violent forces of Hindutva. 

This tract on the Hindu Right, written and printed before the 
Bahri Masjid was destroyed, focuses on the R.SS and the VHP. It 
allows us to reflect more meaningfully on the present, to locate the 
unfulding events within the longer history of communal mobiliza-

• t1on. 
The Rashtriya Swayamsevak S.ngh claims to be a cultural, not a 

political, organization. Its object is to reform the Hindu self, to 
create a Hindu identity aware of its cultural heritage. This cultural 
project is, however; deeply political. It extends the reach of politics 
to every sphere of society. The R.SS realizes that even sports can be 
an efkctiw attna of politics. Through an involvement in games and 
physical exercises, the R.SS seeks to create bOnds of brotherhood and 
a sense of discipline amongst its cad.res. This collectivity forged 
through leisure-time socialization is also structured in 'political 
ways. The stories told in the shakhas are always charged with com
munal meanings; the inculcated values of absolute loyalty-the sub
mission of the self to the leader, the submergence of the individual 
to the community-create a basis of authoritarianism; martial train
ing allows the possibility of a militarization of society. The com
munalization of society proceeds through a variety of other R.SS 
cultural activities. 

This tract explores in fascinating detail the history of the RSS, 
t.heir organiational suucture, the inner life of the shakhas, the RSS 
ideology of Hindutva, the seemingly invisible politics of sports and 
leisure, the communal use of cultural symbols and rituals, and· the 
educational programmes of the shishu mandin. It reveals the polit
ical implicatiom of S.wrkar's slosan 'Hinduize politics and milita
rize. Hinduism'. It shows how the programme of 'Hinduization' 

... 
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inwlves a specific construction of Hindu self. a virile, masculine, 
a88rcssively communal self which is intolera.nt of other faiths, even 
of other conceptions of Hinduism. 

From the RSS the discussion moves to the Vishwa Hindu 
Parishad. The tract analyses the history of the organization and its 
activities, its ideology and political rhetoric. It shows how the for
mation of the VHP in 1964 marks a new phase in the history of 
Hindutva. The VHP was specifically set up to forge a corporate 
Hindu identity, to unite all Hindu sects in opposition to Islam. The 
tract shows how communal cultural attitudes arc constituted 
through stereotypes and symbols; how the VHP has used techno
logy-video films, audio cassettes, stickers-to popularize the com-

1 munal message; how it has mobilized women, youth and sadhus in 
a war against Muslims. 

, 

The authon end with a plea for an alternate secular culture. This 
appeal has an urgency at a time when the secular foundations of 
Indian society suddenly appear fragile. But this cultural project re
quires that we not only rethink the concepts and language of our 
secular discourse, but think of imagina~ivc ways of constituting this 

· ~ular culture. 
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Preface 

Our book is primarily based on interviews conducted at Delhi, 
K.hur)a, Ayodhya, and parts of central UP, combined with a study 
of the publications and media products of the RSS, BJP and VHP. 
We arc extremely grateful to the many who gave us their time and 
patience so generously at interviews. Biswamoy Pati made invalu
able contributions in collecting and helping to write up material 
from Nizamuddin. Our information about Khurja was collected 
along with Uma Chakrabarti, Prem Chowdhuri, Zoya Hasan, and 
Kumkum Sangari. Arindam Sengupta accompanied two members 
of our team on two trips to central UP in 1989 and 1991. We are 
grateful to Sanjiv Kakkar, Aijaz Ahmad, Nilanjan Mukhopadhyaya, 
Ashok Bhattachargi, and Prabhu Mahapatra fur information and 
advice. Neeladri Bhattacharya, who suggested to us the idea of this 
collective venture, and Romila Thapar have helped us enormously 
through their comments and criticism. The responsibility for errors 
and inadequacies remain with us alone. 
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r ntroduction 

The significance of the politics of Hindutva• in contemporary India 
is self-evident. What is not so obvious is the institutional ground
work that supports this movement: its long historical roots, the 
precise meaning and implications of its objectives. The frequent 
representations of Hindutva as a spontaneous mass movement in 
search of Hindu identity naturalizes and suppresses a whole history 
of meticulously organized effi>rts towards a Hindu Rashtra. 

Over a lons time we have got accustomed to equating commu
nalism largely with sei-ratist trends among the minorities. A com
munalism that claims to represent the majority community has the 
treinendous ad.vanuae of being able to masquerade as democratic 
anc:l national. In democracy, however, no majority is ever assumed 
to be permanent, or based on a single unchansing identity alone: a 
majority is constructed from issue to issue and can change from 
programme to programm~. The majority that Hindutva claims to 
represent, on the other hand, is by definition, permanent, fur it is 
constituted solely by the fact that 85 per cent of the population are, 
by census swistics, Hindu. The multiple identities within this cat
egory, of caste, sect, region, gender, class or belief, are sought to be 
~ and the organized furces of Hindutva arrogate to themselves 

• We we this cerm throughout not in the aenae of Hinduism, but to 
indicate the c:oncemporary communal organizations and movements 
that use this banner. 
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a proprietorial right to define what Hinduism means. Thus old 
temples can be destroyed to clear the way for the VHP mandir at 
Ayodhya. The community, further, is then elided into the countty 
and nation, the Hindu Rashtra. 

The homogenizing consequences of the claim to speak uniquely 
for a community defined by religious identity alone is present in all 
varieties of communalism, but only majocity communalism can 
change the nature of the Indian polity, subverting the basic princi
ples of democracy and secularism. Majority communalism, further
more, has very obviously been on the offensive in recent years, and 
the vast majority of riot victims over the past decade have ~ 
Muslims (or, in 1984, Sikhs). At Meerut, Maliana, Delhi, Bhagalpur 
and many other places, the very meaning of communal riot changed 
into something very like genocide with official connivance. Riots 
have become integral to election strategy: a clear correlation can 
often be seen, for instance, between riot areas and constituencies 
where the BJP won in the recent elections.1 We decided, therefore, 
to concentrate primarily in this project on majority communalism, 
on Hindutva, studied through certain structural aspects of the RSS
VHP-BJP combine. Within Hindutva we have attempted here to 
study its evolution from the RSS to the VHP mobilization on Ram, 
keeping in mind that it is the RSS which really constitutes the 
fountainhead of aggressive Hindu communalism. A subsequent 
tract, which we hope to bring out in the near future, will trace the 
specific interconnections between Hindutva and recent communal 
riots, through case studies of Nizamuddin (March 1990), Khurja 
(December 1990- February 1991), and the Ayodhya ~1' 1t11a move
ment (winter 1990-91). Our focus here has been on Delhi and parts 
of µP. The constraints of space and expertise forbade any attempt 
to be comprehensive: the Shiv Sena, for instance, has been left out 
entirely, along with other reilo.nal variations in Hindu communal-
• ism. 

J At the heart of Hindutva lies the myth of a continuous thou
sand-year old struggle of Hindus against Muslims as the structuring 
principle of Indian history. Both communities are assumed to have 
been homogeneous blocs of Hindu patriots, heroically resisting 
invariably tyrannical, 'foreign' Muslim rulers. Every element in this 
myth has been demolished by historians. If the early Muslim kings 
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had been inv.ders, so presumably were the Aryans. Nor could a 
Muslim peasant or artisan be classified as a member of a 'Muslim' v ' 
ruling class. Conversely, many Hindu princes and .zamindars were 
demonstratively a part of this class, and the proportion of Hindus 
in the highest ranks of the Mughal administrative-cum-military ser
vice (mansabd.1) reached its maximum levels under the 'bigoted' 
Aurangzeb, then engaged in wars with the Marathas and Si.khs.2 If 
tlle Hindus alone (occasionally) had to pay the jniya, there were 
other t.axes for which only Muslim subjects were liable. There were 
many wars between· Muslim and Hindu kings, but extremely few 
instances, prior to the nineteenth century, of what even dimly re
sembled the mass communal movements of today. Academic refu
tations have gone on, but myths pcnist and proliferate providing a 
simplistic, hand-me-down history to the layman. Modern secular 
historiography, still composed mainly in English, has a very limited 
reach in a subcontinent marked by mass illiteracy, generally poor 
and dated textbooks, and now, by the attempt of the VHP and BJP 
to dominate oral culture through the audio.visual media. 

The essential point that requires emphasis is that prior to the 
communicational and economic integration of the last quarter of the 
nineteenth century, sharply.defined identities and animosities across 
large expanses of space had relatively little chance of development. 
There were occasional instances of local religious clashes, though 
these could as well be intra-Muslim or intra-Hindu: Shia-Sunni dis- ../ 
putes, or conflicts between different Hindu castes or sects. Individ
ual Muslim rulers at times wrecked places of worship or behaved 
intolerantly-just as ruling groups or members of other religious 
communities have done occasionally in India or elsewhere. But news 
of such an incident in Bengal, say, would take months, perhaps 
years, to reach Punjab or Malabar: today we get it within hours. It 
is not accidental, therefure, that broader identities of many types 
started getting consolidated roughly around the late nineteenth to 
the early twentieth century. What came to be tern1ed a communal 
identity (Hindu, Muslim or Sikh) was funned alongside of, and 
often interpenetrated with regional, caste, class and 'national' loyal-

• ties. 
The myth of the Muslim invader and Hindu resistance has also 

been deployed to prove that Hindutva represents the true, native 
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nati001lism. It may be conceded th1t there is an us of overlap in 
idma and penonoel betwu:n Hindu communalism md m1instr1C•m 
mti001lism. The communaliam of the majority corumunity, Nehr\J 

/ once pointed out, an easily pass off u national, while th•t of the 
minorities is quickly branded u separatiat.3 It is well known,, fi>r 
instance, thlt the myth of medienl 'Muslim tyr1noy' md Hindu 
(particul1rly Rajput, Maratha and Sikh) 'national' resistance was de
~loped or encloned in the lar.e nineteenth century by m1ny of the 
ecknowledsed founding &then of Indian nationalism: Bankim
chandra would only be the most obvious enmple of this phenom
enon. Tilak's Ganpati and Shivaji lllsMIS worsened communa\ 
relations in Maharuhua, Congress Jelden like Madin Mohan Mala
viya or I.ala Lajpat Rai were also acti~ in the Hindu Mahasabha, 
there was a preponderance of Hindu imagery in much· nationalist 
propaganda, and at local levels Congress and Hindu communal or
ganizations often shared the same cadres till the late 1930s. 

Yet a dividing line could be suggested, in logic if not always so 
clearly in pnctice. From the Moderates' exposure of colonial eco
nomic exploitation through the drain of wealth theory, down to 
1947, mainstream nationalism always had British rule as its prin
ciple target fur critique or for struggle. In mature, self.conscious 
communalism, however (whether Hindu or Muslim), there was a 
break in this crucial respect, with the other major religious com
~unity beroming the primary enemy. The history of the RSS, as 
we shall see, is particularly revealing in this respect. Despite its 
enviable organi7.ational strength and discipline, the RSS had re
mained consistently aloof from all movements against fureign rule. 
Savarkar's early anti-British record is unimpeachable and heroic; it 
is difficult to make a similar stat.ement about his activities in the 
mid-1920s, after he had evolved into the principal ideologue of 
Hindutva and become the leader of the Hindu Mahasabha. Maha
sabha memben of local bodies, legislatures and services were urged 
by Savarkar to 'stick to their posts and continue to perform their 
regular duties' during the 1942 movement, and his wartime slogan, 
'Hinduize politics and miliwize Hinduism' meant in pnctice a 
combination of virulent anti-Muslim propeganda and full collabo
ration with the British:' 

Twentieth century communal tensions and identities have often 
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been explained as distorted expressions of socio-economic conflicts, 
and/or the result of political manipulation. Thus Muslim peasants 
confronted Hindu landlords in East Bengal and Malabar and Hindu 
traders and moneylenders in the Punjab, while in Uttar Pradesh a 
relatively privileged Muslim gentry faced Hindu peasants and trad
ers. The other standard interpretation has been in terms of British 
divide-and-rule_ strategics. Currently fashionable theories of over
whelmingly dominant 'colonial discourse' have refurbished the sec
ond line of argument, replacing the conspiratorial by the structural. 
Western categories and modes of analysis (imposed via census op
erations, for instance) arc held responsible for the cutting-up of 
Indian society into distinct, often mutually opposed blocs of reli
gion, tribe or caste. The interpretations arc helpful so far as they 
go: the specifics of many contemporary riots, for example, can be 
explained fairly well in tera1s of a combination of local socio-eco
nomic tensions and political or discursive machinations. 

Yet many questions re111ain unanswered. Why do class tensions 
so often get 'distorted'; how and why do political manipulations 
succeed_ and how and to what extent did colonial discourse really 
dominate the subcontinental mind? It may be observed that a no

. tion of an all-powerful oolonial discourse tends to cast Indians in 
the role of simple victims ancl exempt them from their own initia
tives and agency. Nor is there a satisfactory explanation as to why 
communalism on the whole has been a growing dimension of sub
continental politics and culture precisely from the 1920s onwards. 
The worsened relations and riots of the 1890s and 1900s were fol
lowed fairly soon by the impressive Hindu-M-uslim unity of the 
Lucknow Pact and Khilafat yan. Yet no such major reversal of 
trends happened after the mid-l 920s. Growing competition bet
ween political elites in the context of imminent decolonization may 
seem. to provide a plausible, if partial, explanation fur deepening 
conflicts down to 1947. But the much-reduced Muslim minority in 
post-Independence India cannot, by any objective criteria, be said 
to pose a political threat and yet Hindu communalism today is 
stronger than ever befure in iu history. 

Within the whole corpus of explanations fur ·communalism, there 
has been little worJc Oil it as an ideological furmation-that is, not 
just a set of ideas, but the elaboration· of organizational structures 
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that embody and spread these in effective ways. The mid- l 920s 
seem to have been particularly crucial for Hindu communalism from 
this point of view, for they saw a series of developments (which will 
be detailed later) that was epitomized by the publication of V.D. 

,_,1Savarkar's Who ls a HindN? in 1923 and the foundation of the RSS 
in 1925. As we shall see, Savarkar was able to present Hindutva as 
a coherent and powerful pattern of concepts. And for more than 

J
sixty years now, the quiet but extremely effective 'cultural' work of 
the RS.S has been spreading these ideas and emotions, till they seem 
to have been internalized into the common sense of certain social 
groups in large parts of the country. 

An ideological formation, however, requires preconditions and 
roots, whether real or imagined. And an understanding of this pre- ' 
history of contemporary Hindutva is crucial, not only for purposes 
of research, but to also map the changes the RSS has wrought in a 
tradition they claim to be unc~anging. The RSS and its 'family' 
have a habit of concealing their innovations under the guise of main
taining or reviving supposedly age-old traditions. The most spec
tacular instance of this phenomenon is the VHP, which uses the 
latest in media technology and political double-speak, with the pro
fessed aim of exalting a Puranic hero as the model of Hindu char~ 
acter. In their conversations with us, RSS and VHP leaders like K.S. 
Sudarshan and B.L. Sharma claimed a long chain of predecessors fur 
the Hindutva of today: Dayanand, Vivekananda, even Gandhi, 
Tagore, Bhagat Singh and many others. If the Fascists and Nazis of 
Europe had appealed to the iconoclastic tendencies of youth through 
their talk of a new civilization, the RSS, which tries to catch its 
adherents even younger, tells its cadres to revere their elders and 
the past. 

A key element of the RSS view of Hindu tradition is that of 
catholicity. K.S. Sudarshan, Assistant General Secretary of the RS.S, 
talked about 'many flowers, one garland; many rivers, one ocean' in 
defining Hindu nationalism. Posed in this general way, the RSS idea 
of catholicity, to a less-than-discerning eye, could simultaneously 
lay claim to two different ideas of cuholicity which have arisen from 
two distinct traditions. One is the political and cultural vision of 
early nationalism which saw India as a federation of different com
munities. This was a tradition that included the ideas of Sir Sayyid 
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Ahmed and Madan Mohan Malaviya, and was for111ulated as a pro
gramme in Bepinchandra Pal's vision of 'composite patriotism'. 
Hindus, Muslims, Christians and tribals would each preserve its 
distinctive featwcs and by cultivating them contribute to the com
mon national life of lndiL •5 Such views at times implied a socially 
conservative clinging to past traditions, and could offer a spring
board fur mutually opposed communal solidarities. This danger 
prompted a more radical reformulation of catholicity by Rabin
dranath Tagore from 1907 onwards. His ideal too was a 'unity in 
diversity', but this was to be the future-oriented unity of a "'1dhaj41i 
based on an open and self-critical commingling of a variety of cul
tures, not of a federation of static traditionalist blocs. 

The Hindutva which hu developed from the 1920s, while often i-· ,, 
trying to appropriate the same language of unity in diversity, re
stricts the pcr1nitted variety within the bounds of Hindu traditions. 
All the flowers in Sudanhan's discourse make up the single garland 
of Hindutva, the m•ny riven flow into the one Hindu ocean. Sudar
shan sharply distinguished the ideal of the RSS from any notion of 
'composite culture'. The country cao have only one Hindu culture, 
he declared, and so all must accept Ram-if not as divine, at least 
as the nation's hero. 

Present-day Hindutva seems to be somewhat more closely related 
to another tradition of catholicity, which became widespread in the 
late nineteenth century. This was a catholicity bound up with what 
was called atlhil&tw-b'-la. According to this idea, each level or group 
within the vast hierarchy that is Hi_nduism should legitimately have 
its own distinct rituals and beliefs, and thus enormous diversity 
could be rcoonciled within an overruling Hindu solidarity. This idea 
was most closely associated with Ramakrishna, the nineteenth cen
tury religious leader who is approvingly cited by Golwalkar in his 
81m&h o/Thollgbts. However, Golwalkar's reverence see111s misplaced, 
for . Ramakrishna, drawing upon village traditions of tolerance and 
synctetism from which he had emerged, had imparted a unique 
range to this catholicity when he had declared that Hindu notions 
of divinity differ no more from Muslim or Christian than jai does 
from pani (both names denoting water in different tongues). Vivek
ananda, a name frequently cited by contemporary advocates of Hin
dutva, represents a slightly less unfair appropriation. The alleged 
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unique tolerance of Hinduism was transformed by Vivekananda into 
an argument for its consequent superiority over all other faiths. 
From the Chicago address of 1893 onwards, Vivekananda became a 
kind of roving ambassador for a fundamentally unified, muscular 
Hinduism. 'Our religion is uuer than any other religion because it 
never conquered, because it never shed blood,' and today its adher
ents have to acquire 'iron muscles and nerves of steel.' Yet 
Vivekananda could also be a trenchant critic at times of high caste 
domination and gender oppression, and even prophesied a day when, 
the saJhm and Brahmins who 'suck the blood of poor people' "WOuld 
be displaced by a 'rising of the Shudra class' .6 The complacent, 
aestheticized contemplation of any number of oppressive practices 
as so many flowers in a garland, <:haracteristic of today's Hindutva, 
would have been utterly foreign to Vivekananda and his capacity 
for self-criticism. 

Hindutva's uncritical celebration of diversity represents a depar
ture also from the tenets and practices of Dayanand, another fre
q uentl y-ci ted father figure, who had founded the Arya Samaj 
through militant campaigns against priestly corruption and super
stition. The linkages with subsequent Arya practices; however, arc 
fairly close. Dayanand in his last years tempered reformist zeal with 
a growing emphasis upon Hindu unity, furcgrounding cow protec
tion and replacement of Urdu by Hindi in the Dcvanagri script: the 
two issues which underlay the worsening of communal relations in 
north India during the last two decades of the nineteenth century. 
Conflicts with orthodox Sanatan Dharma Sabha groups, extremely 
bitter in the earlier years, gradually died down, and the Arya Samaj 
came to contribute greatly in course of time to the cause of Hin7 
dutva in Punjab and UP. 

Modern Hindutva really comes into its own with V.D. Sa:varkar's 
definition of the Hindu in 1923 as 'a person who regards the land 
of Bha,.atflaf'Sha from Indus to the Seas as his Fatherland, as well as 
his Holy land-that is the cradle land of his religion.' The impli
cations of this pit,.ibhwm-f'*nyllhhMmi equat.ion are brought out in 
course of the pamphlet Hi1UlutfJal Who is a Hind#? in a formidably 
lucid manner. Ascribing sanctity to the land of one's birth is a 
standard patriotic rhetoric, and Savarkar's bid to link up with the 
nationalist discourse was strengthened by the fact that the pamphlet 
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h9d been drafted in the Andaman cellular jail. At the same time, 
the definition is wielded in a firmly exclusionist manner. The pa
ttiotism of Indian Muslims and Christians is always inferior and 
suspect, for, with holy lands in Arabia and ·Palestine, they cannot 
identify pirib.111i uniquely with Jllm111bhll1ni. The argument is em
inently extendable, and Golwalkar, predictably, brought in the 
Communists in his Bllll&b of Th""ghts. If need be, advocates of sec
ularism, science and democracy can all be tarred with the ~ame 
brush, for all these ideals had developed initially in the modem 
West. Exclusion, howevc.r, goes along with a supreme internal cath
olicity. All differences of ritual, belief, and caste are irrelevant: what 
matters is not content, but origin in (a vaguely and arbitrarily de
fined) Bh.rlllfldrsh.. Monists, monotheists, polytheists and atheists, 
Sikhs, Arya Samajists, and advocates of Sanatan Dharma, are all 
equally good Hindus for Savarkar. Again, if differences and tensions 
of caste, say, are unimportant, nothing needs to be done about such 
contradictions, the important thing is Hindu solidarity. 

Savarkar soars above sectarian and ritual differences within what 
he has defined as the fold of Hindutva, but there is also a revenc, 
downward movement in bis discourse. No particular Hindu symbol 
or rite is indispensable, but since Hindutva involves reverence for a 
'common culture', 'common civilization', and 'history', any of these 
can be taken up in a pragmatic manner and rcsanctified. And so 
Diwali, a.khi and Hindu pilgrimages are discovered to be essential 
'from· a national and racial point of view'. Muslims and Christians 
who do not accept these once again become suspect: 'their names 
al)d their outlook smack of foreign origin'. Particularly significant 
in today's context is S&varkar's handling of the Ram symbol: 'Some 
of us worship Ram as an incarnation, some admire him as a hero 
and a warrior, all love him as the most illustrious representative 
monarch of our race. ' ; 

S.varkar established the fundamental pattern of ideas, in this 
pamphlet initially published under the pseudonym 'A Mahratta'. 
Two years later, a fellow Mahatashtrian, K.B. Hedgewar, undertook 
the task of pro\'iding the essential organizational b.ckup by found
ing the RSS at Nagpur. The timing of these two. developments is 
sisnificant, and so is their common location in Maharashua. 

The immediate context for the initiative of Savarkar and 
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Hedgewar was obviously provided by the musive communalization 
of Indian political life during the mid-l 920s. The weakening, and 
eventual collapse, of the Congress-Khila&t alliance after Gandhi's 
unilateral withdrawal of the Non-cooperation Movement in Febru
ary 1922 was followed by an unprecedented wave of riots. They 
ranged from Kohat in the NWFP to Dacca, and there were no less 
than 91 communal outbreaks between 1923 and 1927 in UP, the 
worst-affected province. The Arya Samaj under Shraddhanand 
started a purificatory-cum-organizational drive (sbtu/Jbi and 
sangatlNm) to win back low caste groups whose practices had incor
porated Islamic clements: the Muslim communal counterparts of 
these movements were ldbligh (propaganda) and tam:i• (organiza- ' 
tion). Shwidhi had been formulated by the Arya Samaj, already in 
Dayanand's time, as a device fur countering Christian, and later Sikh 
and Muslim, proselytizing. Since conversions were most common 
among low castes and untouchables, Shraddhanand in the early 
1920s sought to develop slnuJJhi into a strategy fur tackling un
touchability. His pamphlet Hi""- S•glllba: Sllflitnw of A Dyi11g RAa 
(1926) combined the themes of alleged Hindu population decline 
due to conversions, and the consequent need to end untouchability 
if the 'dying race' was to be saved. There is much in this pattern, 
as we shall see, that anticipates current VHP methods of clcaling 
with caste discrimination in ways that do not eliminate, but ulti
mately strengthen, high caste hegemony. The Mahasabha quickly 
endorsed S.varkar's 'catholic' definition of Hinduna, and its Benaras 
session (August 1923) called fur the organization of Hindu sclf-de
fcncc squads. The Mahasabha was, and remained, little more than 
an annual conference but Hindu communalism W.S now in search 
for disciplined cadres. 

The centrality of Maharashtra in the formation of the ideology 
and organization of Hindutva in the mid-1920s might &J>f"•r rather 
surprising, as Muslims here were a small minority and hardly a 
threat, and there had been no major rioa in this region during the 
early 1920s. But Maharashtra had witnessed a powerful anti
Brahmin mG«incnt of backward castes from the 1870s onwards, 
when Jyotiba Phulc had founded his Satyashodhak Samaj. By the 
1920s, the Dalits, too, bad started organizill8 then1sel9CS under 
Ambedk•r. rindutva in 1925 as in 1990-91, was an upper caste 
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lt bid to restore a slipping hegemony:lRSS'self image of its own his
. tory, we shall see shonly, makes th!~ abundantly clear. There was, 
: in addition, the distrust felt for the new Gandhian Congress on the 
: pa.rt of a section of the predominantly Chitpavan Brahmin Tilakites. 
-: It is symptomatic that B.S. Moonje, an old associate of Tilak, was 
~- one of the five who founded what became the RSS on Vijaya 
r Dashami day, 1925. 

---
---. 
-. 
--
"' -

. -

• 
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A Sketch of RSS H·istory 

DR. HEDGEW AR'S RSS 

Let Muslims look upon Ram as their hero and the communal 
problems will be all over ... 

Organisw, 20 June 1971 . 

The above quotation from the official weekly of the RSS is re
freshingly candid in its avowal of a Hindu intolerance and aggres
siveness quite unconnected with any real or imagined Muslim 
intransigence. It is also revealingly indicative of the long history 
behind the SC!!mingly spontaneous and popular contemporary move
ment fur the 'liberation' of the Ram Janambhoomi complex at 
Ayodhya. The war cry for this 'liberation' was articulated by the 
Vishwa Hindu Parishad (VHP) only .in late 1983, and taken up 

j . subsequently by fraternal organizations like the Bharatiya Janata 
Party (BJP) or the Bajrang Dal (BD). The leaders and activists of 
these an~ similar organizations however freely acknowledge the RSS 
as" the mother of us all'. 'G1m jo hai, sah mlu hai, Josh hoga to hamara 
hoga,' declared B.L. Sharma, then Secretary of the lndraprastha unit 
of the VHP and now BJP MP from F.ast Delhi, in an interview 
given to some of us in April 1990. 

Ram has been central to the RSS 'cultural' project right from its 
inception in 1925. Dr. K.B. Hedgewar deliberately chose Vijaya 
Dashami for its inauguration, the day on which Ram was supposed 
to have defeated Ravana in that epic conflict between good and evil 
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which is the substance of the Rll1Myana. The infant organization 
was given its name in 1927 on Ram Navami-popularly believed 
to be the birthday of Ram-.nd the saffron flag adopted on the 
same day, the bhagwa jbanJa, was supposed to be the flag of Ram 
in its colour and shape. Thus from the very beginning the R.SS has 
used the legends of Ram to define its ideology, its peculiar brand 
of 'culture'. The confrontation over Ram clearly presaged by the 
Org"1Ww has been perceived by the R.SS for at least two decades now 
as a crucial milestone in the achievement of its long-cherished goal 
of making India into a Hindu Rashtra. As Achin Vanaik has accu
rately observed, 

' It is not the VHP or the BJP or the Bajrang Dal or the 
Bharatiya Mazdoor Sangh or the Akhil Bharatiya Vidyarthi 
Parishad that is the main driving force of Hindu Rashtra. It 
is the RSS.1 

Yet the RSS has generally shunned publicity, preferriµg to work in 
a quiet, unostentatious, 'cultural' manner, training up the cadres for 
the other, more flamboyant members of its affiliated organizations, 
what the adherents call its 'family'. Of course, as we shall substan
tiate in the course of this chapter, the RSS insistence that its work 
lies in the propagation of Hindu culture alone without any political· 
overtones, is just a play with words. The notion of Hindu culture 
that is propagated in its shalt.has is a definition of a majoritarian and 
authoritarian rashtra where Hindus, under R.SS direction, will lay 
down the rules by which the minorities must abide. Its version of 
Hindu culture is inextricably mingled with antagonism against the 
non-Hindu. 

This shunning of publicity has helped to produce a strange rel
ative si~e about the RSS even in much secular writing. To take 
two recent examples: Hedgewar and the R.SS get a couple of lines, 
and no index reference, in Gyan Pandey's Constnut#m of C0111111.1111al
U. n. Coltmial North f,,,Jia (Delhi, 1990), and even the collection of 
essays on the Ayoclhya dispute, edited by S. Gopal A...i_, of Con
frontatitm (Delhi 1991) contains little about this core organization 
of Hindu communalism. We thercfure decided to fucus fint of all 
on the R.SS, present a sketch of its foundation and history, to be 
fullowed by an, analysis of the organiaatiooal structure through 
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which it has been able to give birth to a \\'.hole series of 'family' 
members. 

Material produced by the RS.S itself, or by writers fairly sympa
thetic towards it (like Anderson and Damle), along with some in
terviews with activists prominent in the. RS.S or its 'family', perforce 
became our major source.2 This is not necessarily a disadvantage, 
however, for critical analysis of such material permits a simultaneous 
focus on present-day perceptions of the RSS of its own past, the way 
in which it selectively uses or invests it as a resource in its activities 
today. Such use is peculiarly vital for an ideology and organization 
which, as we have seen, emphasizes continuities and ancestors. 

Our study of the RSS'construction of its own origins may begin 
most appropriately with Dr. Hedgewar himself: 

As a result of the Non-Cooperation Movement of Mahatma 
Gandhi the enthusiasm [for nationalism] in the country was 
cooling down and the evils in social life which that movement 
generated were menacingly raising their head. As the tide of 
national struggle came to ebb mutual ill-will and jealousies 
came on the surface. Personal quarrels raged all round. Con
flicts between various communities had started. Brahmin-non
Brahmin conflict was nakedly on view. No organisation was 
integrated or united. The ya11an-snakes reared on the milk of 
Non-Cooperation were provoking riots in the nation with 
their poisonous hissing.3 

An official publication of the RS.S gives the following account of 
• • • its or1g1ns: 

A change was coming over the country. The aftermath of the 
1921 movement had come to Doctorji (Hedgewar) as a shock. 
Indian Muslims had proved themselves Muslims first and In
dians only secondarily so that when the Khilafat was given up 
in Turkey, they withc:L:ew from the allied movement fur na
tional independence. The whole atmosphere was charged with 
Muslim fanaticism. 'Allah ho akbar' and not 'Bharat mata ki 
jai' was heard everywhere. Soon there were Muslim riots in 
Bannu, Kohat, Multan, Nagpur, Kanpur and elsewhere. 
'These are not Hindu-Muslim riots,' he would say 'These 4lre 
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Muslim riots because in every single case it is they who start 
them and go on the offensive.' These riots culminated in the 
Moplah atrocity, completed with arson, loot, murder, rape and 
forced conversion. The nation was dazed. And Doctorji won
dered: 'Is it Khilafat (restoration of Khalif) or Akhilafat (ca
tastrophe for all)? . . . ' It became evident that the Hindus were 
the nation in Bharat and that Hindutva was Rashtriyatva. 
While wishful thinkers pretended not to sec the writing across 
the national political firmament, the realist in Dr. Hedgewar 
refused to dream up wishy-washy dreams. The truth was out. 
Only Hindus would free Hindustan and they alone could save 
Hindu culture. Only Hindu strength could save the country. 
There was no escape from the logic of facts. Hindu youth had 
to be organised on the basis of personal character and absolute 
love of the motherland. There was no other way. The agony 
of the great soul expressed itself in the formation of the Rash
triya Swayamsevak Sangh. With five friends he started the 
day-to-day programme of RSS. The great day was the auspi
cious Vijaya Dashami day of 1925.4 

The accounts are revealing in a number of different ways. The 
Non-Cooperation upsurge, highest point in anti-British unity in.the 
entire history of modem Indian nationalism, is unequivocally con
demned. The 'yt#d11 snakes', it seems, are at their most dangerous 
when they are fighting foreign rule side by side with the Hindus, 
when they cease behaving in the expected. 'anti-national' manner. 

l Hindu-Muslim fraternity is dangerous because the ideal, evidently 
is not a united, free India but a 'Hindu Rashtra'-only Hindus 
could constitute 'the nation in Bharat'. This is hard~caded 'real
ism' a style of argument much favoured throughout by Hindu 
communalists. Yet the stereotype of the Muslim as anti-national has 
to be preserved, and so history must be doctored. Khilafatists are 
blamed for withdrawing from the 'allied movement', though it was 
Gandhi and the Congress leadership which had unilaterally called 
off that movement in 1922. The catalogue of riots is similarly 
twisted, to present the Moplah rebellion actually far more of a 
petsant rising 88'inst landlords than a straightfocward communal 
disturbance as a culmination (it had in reality preceded the other 
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riots that had been listed by several years). And Hedgewar's account 
clearly reveals the centrality (or him of the Brahmin-non-Brahmin 
conflict. Organized Hindutva emerges right from the beginning as 
an upper caste reaction to efforts at self-assertion by downtrodden 
groups within the Hindu fold. 
R~ literature tends to exaggerate the role, greatness, and origi

nality of Hedgewar. The fuur others present at the inaugural Vijaya 
Dashami meeting-Dr. B.S. Moonje, Dr. L.V. Paranjpe, Dr. B .B. 
Thalkar and Baburao Savarkar (V.D. S.varkar's brother}--are sel
dom named in such publications, probably because all of them then 
belonged to the Hindu Mahasabha, an organization with which the 
R~'s relations have not always been particularly friendly. In addi
tion, they were leaders of the Hindu Swayamsevak Samiti and 
Hindu Samrakshan Samiti-volunteer groups set up by the Nagpur 
Hindu Mahasabha after a riot ~n that city in 1923. There had clearly 
been some anticipation of the ~ type of organiz.ation in Nagpur 
itself befure the 1925 meeting, and the idea did not simply float 
down from heaven into Hedgewar's head, as subsequent ~ ac
counts would like us to believe. 

Hedgewar's true .originality lay in his brilliant elaboration of a 
suggestion first made by Sister Nivedita (an indebtedness which the 
R~ today is proud to acknowledge, for it strengthens its nationalist 
credentials): 'Congregate and pray together fur fifteen minutes, 
every day, and Hindu society will become an invincible sociecy:s 
This was developed in course of time into a single furmat of ritu
als-cum-physical training, to be perfurmed at identical times by RSS 
branches (shalthas) all over the country. The notion of a spiritual 
energy generated by universal, time-bound prayer and ritual draws 
its inspiration from a concept of an invisible congregation. 

The Vijaya Dashami meeting analysed the weakness of existing 
Hindu organizations in Nagpur city. Very significantly, the main 
problem was felt to lie in the dependence of literate upper cute 
Hindus on the lower castes in times of actual combat. The educated 
Hindu, the meeting decided, must give up such dependenCe and 
learn combat skills himself. a revealing admission of the telt un
reliability of low castes, evidently in the contnt of -slwpeni"B 
Brahrnin-non-Brahmin conflict. The RSS, from its inception down 
to today, has been overwhelmingly middle clan Bmhmin or B.nia 
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in composition, drawn together on the basis of a fear psychosis 
directed against other social groups: Muslims, mosc overtly, but by 
implication also lower caste Hindus. 

Hedgcwar and his associates decided co conccncrace on teenage 
boys, as grown-up men were often too corrupted, or preoccupied by 
family concerns, to be relied upon. There is a link here with the 
practices of revolutionary terrorise organizations, which coo rec
ruited heavily from schoolboys and college youth-while a religious 
leader like Ramakrishna had similarly drawn most of his intimate 
disciples from teenagers. The training of the boys would combine 
physical culture wich inculcation of a sense of the greatness of 
Hindu traditions. Hedgewar was given sole charge of chis training 
programme, and he carefully began co recruit schoolboys from the 
twelve-to-fifteen year age group, scrutinizing their eligibility in 
terms of capacity for loyalty and obedience. He was developing a 
group loyal to him personally, a militant coterie which would not 
stand duality of allegiance either to persons or co principles. Rec
ruitment in very early youth must have helped to preserve unques
tioning loyalty. Association from early boyhood creates a peer group 
that would last a lifetime and would share memories of growing up 
together as well as identical convictions. The cohesiveness of the 
group would chen be rooted in exceptionally strong emotional and 
political ties. A vacant ploc of land in che cicy-where now stands 
Hedgewar Bhawan, headquarters of che RSS-was cleaned up by 
the boys themselves under Hedgewar's leadership and made into a 
playground-cum-training area, and here the Ihakha programme 
began, in early 1926. As yet che organization had no name, flag, or 
other formal rituals, funds or hierarchy: it was still a purely local 
affair. Hedgewar personally supervised che physical training, and as 
an intellectual exercise, told and retold stories of Hindu heroes like 
Shivaji and Rana Pratap who had fought Muslims valiantly in the 
past. He also deepened his personal contact with the ·boys by taking 
them ouc for picnics and sports and, unlike many other superficially 
similar volunteer groups, refused to employ his boys to do small 
chores for organizations dominated by others. This gave Hedgewar's 
boys a sense of self-importance and independence. They felt superior 
to other ~olunteers: prepared to do anything for themselves or their 
leader; they were at nobody else's beck and call. 
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On Ram Navami day, 1926, the infant organimtion, after con
siderable discussion between Hedgewar and his co-founden, gave 
itself the name of Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh. Hedgewar insisted 
on the term 'wuhwiya' (national) for his exclusively Hindu·organi
zation, for he wanted to re-assert the identity of Hindu with rdSh
triya. A flag was chosen that allegedly belonged to Ram, and was 
said to have been used by Shivaji. A prayer, in mixed Hindi and 
Marathi, would be sung at the end of every shdlt.ha meeting, along I 
with the slogans of &uhtra glW# Sa1'1Mth RtlllUiaJ lei jai and Bharat 
Mata lei jai. The prominence of Shivaji, his flag, and his guru Ram
das in RSS ritual gave it a strongly Maharashtrian complexion, lead
ing even to rumours that its aim was a Peshwa restoration. 

Between April and June 1927, the RSS held a training camp fur 
twenty sUldyamswalu (volunteers). There was training in the use of 
lalhi (staff), sword, javelin and dagger-weapons, it may be noted, 
which could be helpful in a street brawl with unarmed fellow In
dians, but were of little use in fighting British soldiers or police
men. The boys played indigenous games like Jt.abaJJj and leho kho, 
and heard lectures on Hindu nationalism, the disloyalty of non-Hin
dus,2 the fultlity of Gandhian methods and the past heroism of the 
Hindus. The constantly reiterated message was that the Hindus 
were suffering because they had become unorganized, liberal, gen
erous and peaceable. They needed to become militant and powerful, 
and for that an organization like the RSS was essential. 

1927 was the year when the f1988ing national movement had I 
started to revive, with a powerful agitation against the all-white 
Simon Commission, with the establishment of patriotic student and 
you ch organizations., the beginnings of a working class upsurge, and ' 
with growing pressures within the Congress for the adoption of I 
complete independence as its goal. From all such developments the I 
RSS kept itself strictly aloof, even though Hedgewar personally re- : 
mained reasonably active in the Congress. The first training cunp 
apart, 1927 is important in RSS history for the major role it played 
in a communal riot in Nagpur in September 1927. The riot was 
followed by a rapid spread of RSS organization in and around Nag
pur. 

Once again, the RSS version of this incident given by C.P. 
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r Bhishikar will repay close attention. Bhishikar begins with a com
: ment about general Muslim aggressiveness, and then goes on: 

• . 
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Stones were thrown at Doctorji's house. He was also receiving 
letters threatening to kill him. Tension was growing in the 
atmosphere. And the Muslims hatched a conspiracy to bring 
out a massive procession on September 4, 1927 (Mahalakshmi 
Puja day) and indulge in rioting. The procession was sched
uled for the afternoon, a time during which Hindus would be 
resting after lunch. The Sangh workers got wind of the plan, 
and knew that the procession was going to be attended by 
riot. Doctorji was personally out of Nagpur on that day. The 
procession was to pass through the Mahl area, an educated 
middle class locality. On both sides of the route there were a 
number of narrow lanes. The processionists were equipped 
with lathis, javelins, knives, daggers. Those who wanted to 
indulge in violence and loot indulged in thunderous slogans 
of 'Allah ho akbar' and 'din din' and attacked a house situated 
in one of the narrow lanes. But at the entrance itself they got 
a thorough beating. Thereafter they got thrashing at every 
lane entrance. Several rioters had their heads broken. The pro
cession broke up and people began to run. The fleeing goondas 
(hooligans) beat up the lone Hindus they found in the way. 
After the first retaliation against the Muslim intrusion several 
Hindus left their lunch unfinished in anger and came out; by 
the evening they beat back the invaders. For three days there
after stray incidents continued. The atmosphere remained 
tense but not a single Hindu locality was attacked. The Hindu 
society showed a unity and militancy which inspired self--:on
fidence.6 

The incident is worthy of such a long and detailed description, 
the author adds, because it won for the RSS the confidence of the 
community and ushered in a new era of RSS work in N88pur and 
other parts of the Central Provinces. 

The Nagpur clash and, even more, Bhishikar's style of narration 
provide a vivid case study of a riot and the self-justificatory com
munal discourse that develops around it. The Muslims are depicted 
as aggressors, a~d some of them may well have had. violent designs. 
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But the hard facts indicated in the RSS account itself are that the 
procession did not really clash with any Hindu cerc1nonial (this 
being the time for a Hindu gentleman's siesta), and that the 
Muslims got a 'thorough beating at every lane entrance'. Thus, in 
a pattern that repeats itself right down to today, reassertion of the 
basic tenet of Muslim aggressiveness is delicately balanced by an 
emphasis upon successful (because militant and organi?.Cd) Hindu 
'self-defence'. In a similar equipoise, the RSS's own role is both kept 
in the background, and yet subtly displayed. The incident had been 
preceded by an RSS camp, the swayamswaks had somehow 'got wind 
of the plot', there were evidently young men ready to fight at every 
lane entrance. But no details are given of RSS preparation, and the 
leader himself was out of town. Formal connections between the riot 
and the RSS would be difficult to establish, but there is no doubt 
!lt all that it was the RSS which gained most from it. The whole 
pattern is tediously, even frighteningly familiar. In post-Indepen
dence India too, the RSS always brands charges of its involvement 
in communal riots as motivated propaganda by 'pseudo-secularists'. 
Yet at least three commissions of inquiry-Reddy, Vythayathil, 
Venugopal-have found RSS inspiration behind anti-Muslim and 
anti-Christian riots, not so much in direct cadre participation, but 
through long-term and sustained communal propaganda.7 

The Nagpur riot vastly enhanced RSS prestige, fur the word 
spread around that a hundred Hedgewar boys had successfully re
pulsed a violent Muslim mob. Hedgewar was quick to consolidate 
the gains. In March 1928, an oath was instituted for swayamswah 
to intensify their commitment through a romantic aura that was 
also reminiscent of revolutionary-terrorist traditions. Members 
henceforward had to pledge their lives to the cause of the RSS and 
the Hindu Nation. Hedgewar's speech at the fint oath-taking cer
emony (31 March 1928) once again used the symbolism of Ram, 
for its leitmotif was the famous passage in Tulsidas: 'Life itself can 
be sacrificed but the plighted word cannot be betrayed.' He also 
started inviting well-known personalities (like Vithalbhai Patel, the 
Speaker of the Central Assembly) to visit RSS camps, seeking to 
impress them through a display of the discipline of his boys. Mean· 
while the first steps were being taken to spread the RSS beyond 
Maharashtra. Three SflldJ41111SWdlu were sent to the .Benaras Hindu 
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University as students to start an R.$ unit there. Well-to-do sym
pathisen apparently provided fmancial support, and Madan Mohan 
Malaviya proved extremely helpful and provided Hcdgewar's stu
dents with a premise where they could start their R.$ office. 

Expansion had its problems, however, for there were signs that 
the shalehas under their 14111ghcbalalu (directon) were at times pulling 
in different directions, in the absence of a clear-cut hierarchy of 
functionaries. In 1929 Anna Sohni, who had evolved the R.$ system 
of physical training, left the organization, in the first of a number 
of internal clashes about which the R.$ has always been exttc111ely 
secretive. A meeting of prominent R.$ workers at Nagpur on 9-10 
November 1929 decided to formalize the institutional structure. 
The key principle adopted was that of ..i chat.le .,,.,,,,.,,;"'(following 
one leader), and, as puposed by Appaji Joshi, Hcdgewar was chosen 
as sars1111ghchalalt., supmne director on a life-time basis. Thus the 
R.SS decided to avoid internal democncy, and opted fur a totally 
centralized command structure, which Hcdgewar would be free to 
expend and elahm:ate as and when required. V.V. Kelkar explained 
to the meeting that ..i chaW a11MWf1.il4 was on the lines of the 
traditional Hindu joint family system and hence most appropriate 
for an organization wedded to the rejuvenation of the Hindu way 
of life. Dictatorial principles of organization have not been rare in 
movements working underground, like Indian revolutionary-terror
ist groups: the peculiarity of the RSS decision of 1929 was that it 
was being taken by an organization which haJ no intention at all 
of fighting militantly against British rule. 

In December 1929, the Lahore Congress~ Puma Swaraj 
as the national goal, and Jawaharlal Nehru's presidential address 
gave a new revolutionary dimension to the nationalist project by 
placing it in the context of the international StrlJ88le against impe
rialism. Three months later Gandhi start.ed his Dandi march and 
the Civil Disobedience Movement was born. The R.$, as usual, 
remained deafeningly silent except fur a single, -though interest
ing, circular issued by Hcdgewar as Sdl71111ghchtJ.lt concerning the 
Congress decision to observe 26 January 1930 as Independence Day. 
The circular audaciously claimed that 'the Indian National Congress 
too has adopted our goal of Independence.' RSS sbtl•btu should 
therefore celebrate Independence Day-but through 'worship' of 
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'the national flag, that is, the bhagwa jhanda'. Not, it needs to be 
noted, the tricolour. 1930, in any case, remained the only year when 
the RSS celebrated 26 January, even though such celebration be
came a standard feature of the freedom movement, and often came 
to mean violent confrontation with the colonial police. The RSS 
preferred to conserve its martially-trained cadres for other objec- · 

• tives. 
Hedgewar personally joined the satyagraha movement, and 

briefly went to jail, but otherwise the Civil Disobedience of 1930-
31 is a non-event in RSS history. RSS expansion was resumed from 
1931, particularly 1933-34, moving in tandem, it may be noted, 
with the decline of the national upsurge. The Congress was becom
ing worried by the drift of some of its members towards the RSS, 
and the latter's connections in these years with the Hindu Maha
sabha, a rival political formation, added to these suspicions. In 1933 
the Congress leader Jamnalal Bajaj sought clarifications about R~ 
attitudes on national issues from Hedgewar. Despite Hedgewar's 
effi>rts to allay suspicions through a personal meeting with Bajaj, 
the Congress in June 1934 passed a resolution forbidding its mem-· 
bers from joining the RSS, the Hindu Mahasabha, and the Muslim 
League. 

The RSS at this time did not want to make a demonstrative break 
with the nationalist mainstream. In December 1934 Hedgewar in
vited Gandhi to visit a camp at Wardha. K.S. Sudarshan in his 
interview claimed that Gandhi had been deeply impressed, and RSS 
sources describe the· meeting with Hedgewar as an exchange of 
views between equals. 'There is no question of scoring points in 
such meetings. Leaders who talk with mutual confidence and good
will try to understand each others point of view and to remove 
misunderstandings, if any .. .'8 Gandhi's attitude towards the RSS in 
1934 may have been somewhat noncommittal, but against this we 
need to place his unqualified denunciation of the organization some 
years later, which has been recorded by his secretary Pyarelal. In the 
wake of the 1946 riots, a member of Gandhi's entourage had praised 
the efficiency, discipline, courage and capacity for hard work shown 
by RSS cadres at Wagah, a major transit camp for Punjab refugees. 
'But don't forget,' answered Gandhi, 'even so had Hitler's Nazis and 
the Fascists under Mussolini.' He went on to characterize the RSS 
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as a 'communal body with a totalitarian outlook' .9 Gandhi categor
ically declared that 'the way [to national independence] does not lie 
through .khaM.s ... if they are meant as a preparation for self-defence 
in Hindu-Muslim conflicts, they are foredoomed to failure. Muslims 
can play the same game, and such preparations, covert or overt, do 
cause suspicion and irritation. They can provide no remedy_. •lO 

~relations with the Hindu Mahasabha durins the 1930s kept 
fluctuatins, but for some years were, on the whole, mutually fruit
ful In 1931 Baburao Savarkar, who had founded a Tarun Hindu 
Sabha as the youth wing of the Mahasabha, merged his· organization 
with the RSS. Lacking trained cadres of its own, the Mahasabha, 
coo, had .started regarding the RSS as an extension of its politics in 
che sphere of the youth. The Delhi session of the Hindu Mahasabha 
(1932}-passed·a resolution commending the activities of the RSS 
and emphasizing the need to spread its network all over the country. 
In the same year, the Mahasabha leader Bhai Parmanand extended 
a special invitation to Hedgewar to attend the Karachi session of 
the Hindu Yuvak Parishad, and the RSS leader was thus able to 
establish contacts with youth groups in Sindh and Punjab. Baburao 
Savarkar brought the RSS in touch with Mahasabha activists in 
Benaras and Delhi, and the great prestige of the Savarkar family 
among the upper castes of western Maharashtra enabled a major 
expansion of the RSS into that region. Pune developed into a kind 
of second headquarten for the RSS, and an additional training camp 
was started there from 1935, along with the main Nagpur.camp. 
V.D. Savarkar, after his release from jail in 1937, also helped to 
enhance RSS prestige in Maharashtra by demonstratively visiting 
and speaking at shal!ha meetings. In 1940, Shyamaprasad Mukher
jee, prominent Mahasabha leader, addressed a Lahore RS.S shakha 
and declared that the organization was 'the one silver lining in the 
cloudy sky of India' .11 Above all, it was the Mahasabha connection 
which enabled the RS.S to start penetrating Hindi speaking northern 
India, today the principal base for itself and its affiliated organiza-

• t1ons. 
Yet there remained points of tension in the relations between the 

RS.S and the Hindu Mahasabha. They culminated in an open breach 
after Golwalkar succeeded Hedgewar as sananghchaialt.. An early in
dication was the career of Nathuram Godse, future assassin of 
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Gandhi, who joinecl the R.SS in 1930, and rapidly became a prom
inent speaker and organizer. Godse accompanied Hedgewar and 
Baburao Savarkar in an extended tour of western Maharashtra in 
1932. Two years later, however, Godse deserted the R.SS fur the 
Hindu Mahasabha, apparently because 'Hedgewar refused to make 
the RSS a political organization.'12 

Apart from the natural rivalries between two bodies with broadly 
similar aims but distinct organizational structures, there was this 
'cultural'/'political' tension, which in fact has been a recur1ent theme I 
in R.SS history. The Hindu Mah1sabha was self-confessedly a polit· 
ical party, trying to project itself as an alternative to the Congress, 
immersed mainly in elections and ministry-making. Hedgewar · 
wanted his RSS to remain primarily 'cultural', pursuing more long· 
term goals through quiet but sustained physical-cum-ideological 
training of cadres . 

The expansion of the RSS was particularly rapid between 1937 
and 1940, in the context of worsening Hindu-Muslim relations in 
northern India. Organizers were sent into Punjab, Delhi, the United 
Provinces and Bihar, and in 1939 Hedgewar decided to strike out 
for an all-India composition by sending swayamsevalu to Madras city, 
Tamil Nadu and Karnataka. There were 400 RSS centres with 
40,000 members in 1938; by 1940, according to an R.SS spokesman, 
the number of volunteers had shot up to 100,000. Significantly, 
however the focus remained entirely on towns, and, within them, 
on recruiting from 'university students and shopkeepers and clerks 
of the lower middle classes' . 1~ 

As the RSS grew out of Maharashtra, its initial Marathi colouring 
became irksome and a hindrance to expansion. In much of northern 
India, the ground for the RSS version of Hindu culture and orga· 
nization had already been prepared by the Arya Samaj with its chain 
of educational centres (DAV and Gurukul Kangra) and identifica· 
tion of Hind-Hindi-Hindu. The 'Aryas', however, had begun as 
militant reformers. Dayanand's tradition of iconoclasm got much 
diluted over time, yet what had still survived in the 1930s WIS 

sufficient to breed a certain wariness about some of the aggressively 
idolatrous rituals and rites of the RSS. In deference to such senti· 
men ts Hedgewar abandoned the worship of Hanuman in RSS ritual. 
changed the language of prayer to Sanskrit, and generally toned 
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down insistence on rituals. :S.jrangbali, of course, has corne b.ck 
today in a different context as organizations spawned by the RSS 
suivc fur a mass base much wider than the urban middle class. The 
impact of this change can be seen today in the house of the Presi
dent, Lodi Road Arya Samaj, in Delhi, which prominently displays 
a huge icon of Bajrang Bali. 

The Nagpur 'officers' training camp of 1940 wu the last one to 
be attended by Hcdgewar. Trainees came from all over the country, 
escept from Assam, Orissa, and Kashmir. 'I see before my eyes today 
a miniature Hindu Rashtra,' declared Hedgewar in his last sp:ech: 
words f'Ctold to us with much emotion by K.S. Sudanhan in coune 
o( his interview. "' 

• 
THI! RSS UNDER. Gol.WAI.Kil IN THB Fol.TmS AND FIPTIF.s 

In the interview he gave us in April 1991, K.S. Sud•nhan's Kcount 
ci the R~ under Golwallcar revealed an interesting pattern of omis
sioru and stresses. He said very little about the early Golwalkar 
yars; but dilated at great length upon a speech r:X his in 1954 and 
Subsequent developments. Sudatshan was talking to complete out
siders, at a time when the ~ and its affiliates want to project 
themselves as uniquely national. In the 1940., the ~ Md gone 
through a particularly aggressive ph1se, in theoretical formulation 
aod ICtivities alike: demonstrativdy aloof from the 1942 upsurge, 
Tiolently active durina the 1946-47 communal rioa, suspected by 
muy of complicity in the murder of Gandhi. Sudlnhan's silence is 
undenrandable, but it cannot negate the abiding importance of this 
phlse in R~ history. It remaim a historical resoumi mdty for the 
~ and its 'family', cal.led upon to suit specific times aod audiences 
(pirticul•rly, during riots). It is also exceptionally helpful b our 
undencaodins of precitdy what the. triumph C'L Hindut"fa will •1..e•a 
fur our country. 

In 1938, two years before be aucceoded HecJsew1e u Mt7J .,. 

r'~ M.S. Golwalkar publilhecl hia W1,,,. 0... N111#d1otl 1),jMmJ. 
and lacer oo many of his apeeches and essays were published u Bwrd 
l/T"-1'1111. Golwalbr's t.li.eofttical writift81 clearly take V.D. Soar
br'1 Hirii'dlw • their mrtiDB p>int <alana widi Babumo S.wrbr'a 
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Marathi tteatise RAshlJ'd M;,,,,,ta"), but elaborate their ideas into a 
full-fledged conception of what he liked to call 'cultural nation
alism' as distinct from 'territorial nationalism'. Hedgewar, too, had 
been acutely aware of this distinction. In the words of his biogra
pher, 'In those days the idea of territorial nationalism held sway in 
the country. Even well..educated workers had developed a strong 
feeling that all those who live within the geographical boundaries 
of the country,whatever their sentiments, constitute the nation.'14 

Savarkar, we may recall, had kept a certain link with territorial 
nationalism through his concept of pitribb.Wli, but had then shifted 
his emphasis towards Hindu 'sentiments' or 'culture' by arguing 
that only among Hindus could pitribb.'11i and pimyaillnmU be iden
tical. It was left to Golwalkar to bring out the implications, in all 
their totalitarian fullness. 

W1 or Oiw N111iorthooJ D1fi1111i explicitly models 'cultural nation-
alism' on Adolf Hitler: 

German national pride has now become the topic of the day. 
To keep up the purity of the nation and its culture, Ger111any 
shocked the world by .her purging the country of the semitic 
races the Jews. National pride at its highest has been mani
fested here. Germany has also shown bow well-nigh impossi
ble it is for races and cultures, having differences going to the 
root, to be assimilated into one united whole, a good lesson 
for us in Hindustan to learn and profit by.15 

Golwalkar then·procecds 'to spell out the Indian implications of 
what he had learnt from ·Nazism with enviable clarity: 

From this standpoint sanctioned by the experience of shrewd 
old nations, the non-Hindu people in Hindustan must ·either 
adopt the Hindu culture and language, must learn to respect 
and revere Hindu religion, must entertain no idea but the 
glorification of the Hindu nation i.e. they must not only give 
up their attitude of intolerance and ingratitude towards this 
land and its age-long traditions, but must also cultivate the 
positive attitude of love and devotion instead; in one word, 
they must cease to be foreigners or may stay in the country 
wholly subordinated to the Hindu nation claiming nothing, 
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deserving no pri•ilega, fiar less any preferential cn:atment, not 
even citi%en's rights.16 

The R$ and its affiliates have never repudiated this definition 
of Hindu Rashua, though they have not always been so explicit 
about it as Golwalkar was in 1938. The absolute opposition to the 
ideal of composite nationalism as enshrined in the constitution of 
secular India is abundantly clear, fur that grants equal rights irre
spective o£ religious creed and protection to minority cultures. 

Yet, in a pendox that is only appuent, since it underlies the 
whole history of twentieth century Hinduna, GolWalkar is always 
ready to Wk in the same breath of catholicity and 'unity in diver
sity' as the special (and superior) characteristics of Hinduism, as 
contrasted to Islam, Christianity, or Communism. Everywhere, be
neath the much uumpeted veneer of flexible heterogeneity, there 
lies a kernel of homogenizing rigidity, and in our subsequent chap
ter on the VHP we shall see how this is embodied today in two 
images of Ram. Herc is Golwalkar again: 

... this great country of oun extending in the north &om the 
Himalayas-with all its branches spreading north, south, east 
and west, and with the territories included in those great bran
ches right up to the southern ocean inclusive of all the is
lands is one great natural unit. As the child of this soil, our 
well-evolved society has been living here fOr thousands of 
years. The society bas been known, especially in modem times, 
as the Hindu soeiety. This is also a historical fact. For it is the 
forcfathen of the Hindu People who have set up standards and 
uaditions ... prescribed duties and rights . .. (and) shed their 
blood in defence of the sanctity and integrity of the Mother
land. That all this has been done only by the Hindu People 
is a fact to which our history of thousands of years bears elo
quent testimony. It means that only the Hindu has been living 
here as a child of this soil.17 

As for lodi•n Muslims and Christians, 'They arc born in this 
land, .no cb1bt. But arc they uue to its salt? . . . No. Together with 
the chanse in their 6Uth, gone arc the spirit of love and devotion 
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for the nation.'18 The only test of patriotism, then, is to be alle
giance to the so-called religion of the land. 

All Muslims, in particular, are by definition traiton.: 

They have also developed a feeling of identification with t:he 
enemies of this land. They look to some foreign lands as their 
holy places. They call themselves Sheikhs and Syeds ... They 
still think they have come here to conquer and establish their 
kingdoms. So we see that it is not merely a case of change of 
faith, but a chaose even in national identity. What else is it 
if not treason, to join the camp of the enemy leaviDB the 
mother nation in the lwch?l9 

' 
A glance through some issues of the O..ganis• is sufficient to 

indicate that Golwalkar's statements were not aberrations, but part 
of a coherent, continuous ideological tradition. Urdu is strongly 
condemned as a foreign language embodying subjugation, despite 
the fact that it was born in India. One article thunders: 1.et noc 
another Pakistan be in the name ofUrdu.'20 Similarly, Indian Chris
tians are condemned fur allegedly preferriOB the English language, 
instead of Sanskrit or Hindi. Jainism and Buddhism also come in 
for denigration: 'they have never made any contribution to economic 
and philosophical thought as such .. .'21 Against the much-touted 
propaganda today that the BJP-VHP-RSS, combine is only ftghting 
'pseudo-secularism' (and therefore, are presumably the only true sec
ularists) we may counterpose the following passages from the 
O..g""isw: 

All that the Hindu wants is that our culture should flower 
forth into greatness. He is scandalized that after installing one 
Muslim as President and another Muslim as Chief Justice, he 
is told that he is not giving jobs to the Muslims .. :Muslims 
must accept the fact that India is as much a Hindu country 
as Pakistan is a Muslim country or Britain is a Christian coun
trv.22 

While politicians may play with the words 'communal' and 'secu. 
lar' to their hearts' content, the fact is that the predominant culture 
of a country will be its basic national culture. 
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llecalling the proverbial story ~Mohammed going to the moun-
tain, the article concludes: 

In the Indian situation, the Hindu is the mountain, and the 
Muslim population, Mohammed. I need not elaborate. 23 

After beginnins on a noce of sweet reasonableness and catholicity, 
and ba'rins carefully noided references to the early Golwalkar, K.S. 
Sudanban, too, launched on a violent harangue against Muslims 
towards the end of his interview. It may be recalled that B.L. 
Sharma of the VHP, a far more abrasive 'peaker, had a simpler 
apprwicb: "They ba'fe lust in their eyes,' he told us, 'and they breed 
roo much.' He wove his ·entire discourse on the single them.e-e -
Muslim violence and lust. 

Golwalbr dctelopcd his exclusivist logic to bring in one more 
target: socialist or communist ideas, which, too, could be branded 
u being of 'fureian' origin. But he was strangely reticent about the 
foreigners who were actually ruling the country when W1 or 0.. 
Hlll;.,J.,J Dt/it••i was published and his writings even include a 
P'SUtBe that wu critical of anti-British nationalism: 

The theories of territorial nationalism and of common danger, 
which formed the basis for our concept of nation, had deprived 
us of the positive and inspiring content of our real Hindu 
nationhood and made many of the freedom movements virtu
ally anti-British movements. Being anti-British was equated 
with patriotism and nationalism. This reactionary view has 
had disastrous effects upon the entire course of the indepen
dence struggle, its leaders and the common people.24 

The RSS therefore kept totally aloof from the many anti.Britiah 
m0¥1Cments of the 1940s: the individual civil disobedience of 1940-
41, the Quit India suuggle, Azad Hind Fauj, the 194~-46 upsurges 
around the INA trials and the Bombay naval mutiny. Yet the early 
and mid· 1940s remained a period of rapid growth, with the number 
of 111111/dw.r doubling between 1940 and '42, and with 10,000 JWa

'tlWlwa bei03 trained by 1945 in Officers Training Camps (now 
set up in ne9rly every provinc:'c), Like the Muslim League and the 
other Hindu communal groups, the ~, tOo, benefited from the 
&ct that it wu netct a target fur -British wartime repre•ion .. But 
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much more important was the way in which Hindu and Muslim 
communalism were feeding into mch other, with the drive for Paki
stan making more and more Hindus feel that the R.SS was their best 
and perhaps only defender. Such sentiments spread particularly 
among the Hindus of the Muslim-majority province of Punjab, as 
wdl as in UP where thett was a highly articulate and aggressive 
Muslim lcwlership. A section of the Congress, too, had come to 
consider the R.SS a useful bulwark tgainst the increasing intransi
gence of the Muslim League. In Bengal, the other major Muslim
majority area, in contrast, the already-powerful progressive ~ Left 
tnditioos were able to block large-sale R.SS inroads. Taking the 
country as a whole, bowewer, n:cruits were trooping into sWht:u, 
and moocy, too, was pouring in. It was a time of prosperity fOr 
trading groups, with ample opportunities for war contncts and pro--
6teui.ns, and tndcrs have always provided the major social bescs 
foe the RSS. Significant i~1ds scan to have been made during 
tb:sc years into government services 1lso. 

TbC communal boloamt of 1946-47, usbeaed in by Jinmb's call 
for Dittct Action and the Great Calcutta Killings of August 1946, 
was regarded as its 'finest hour' by the R.SS. Through active putic
ipetion in riots, relief work in Hindu refugee camps and virulent 
communal propeganda, the R.SS contributed vastly to the develop
ment of a missive fear psychosis amoos large sections of Hindus 
1bout the "foreign· Muslims. Even a section of the Congress High 
Command, particularly Vall1hhbhai Patel, bad become fairly syrn
pethctic towards the R.SS, alth0ugh Nehru remained bitterly hostile. 
In the interViews they gave us, K.S. Sudarshan kept discreetly quiet 
about these bloodstained years; B.L. Shanna, however, boasted 
openly 1hout his .:U.e role in the Punjab riots. 

The onward march of the llSS was abruptly halted by the impact 
of the murder of Mahatma Gandhi. Nathwam Godse had left the 
organization many years b.ck, but no one could deny that he had 
been initially trained by it, and RSS rhetoric 1boot "appeasement' 
of Muslims seaned all but iodistioguisb1hle from the justifications 
uft"cred Cm the 1swssination. GolwaUc:ar sent telcgr1ms cxpn:ssing 
sboclc to Nehru and Patel, and sWIM work wa suspended for 13 
days "out of respect• foe "Mahlrmaji'. But pop•l1r suspicion •nd 
user could not be allayed so msily. ~ ofFtecs and houses of ia 
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members were attacked in many parts of the country, particularly 
in Maharashtra where popular anger took an anti-Brahmin tum. On 
4 February 1948, the Government of India declared the ~ illegal. 

The shM.bas lay low, confining themselves to 'social functions' 
and quiet gioup discussions. The organization in fact crumbled ...... 
quite rapidly, despite its much-vaunted discipline and militancy; 
even though repression was never very sevcre--much less so than 
what the Communists were facing in the same period. The main 
response was to approach eminent personalities in effons to pers11adc 
the Government to lift the ban. In August 1948 Golwalkar began 
a correspondence with that goal with Nehru and Pat.cl. His letters 
to both on 24 September 1948 harp on the alleged danger from 
Communism, as· evidenced by 'the alarming happenings in Burma, 
Indochina,. Java and other neighboring states'. The Indian youth 
were strongly attracted, fur 'the one effective check of the ~ no 
longer exists'. The ~. he pJNded with Nehru, should therefore 
be allowed 'to work honourably and help the government fight the 
menace on its own cultural lines'. He assured Pat.cl that 'if you 
with government 'power and we with organized cultural force com
bine, we can soon eliminate this menace. •2~ As could have been 
expected, Nehru remained unimpressed, and even the more sympa
thetic Patel wanted proof.that the ~was ready to change its ways. 
Other mechods to get the ban removed proved equally abonive: a 
signature campaign, which could rope in only 9 lakhs, a Jana Adhi
kar S.miti chaired by Acharya Kripalani, and finally, in December 
1948, a brief salJ"grti}M, in which some 60,000 courted 
arrest. Golwalkar Called off the SalJ"grti}M in January 1949, and 
resumed negotiations in which interestingly, G.D. Birla acted as 
one of the mediators. Eventually the ~ IB'eed to adopt a written 
constitution, maintain regular registers of members, not to admit 

· minors without parental permission, and work openly and in the 
cultural field only. The~ won back its legal,ity on 12 July 1949 
in this way, agreeing to conditions which were genef&l enough not 
to seriously hamper its work, but ,..hich still represented a humili
ating surrender under pressure. The contrast with Communist beha
viour in the same years is rather illuminating. The~ leader.wrote 
letters from jail offering cooperation: Communists opened 'jail 
fronts' to carry on militant con&ontations even inside prisons. _, 
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The decade that followed lifting of the ban was not, on the whole, 
a happy one for the RSS or other ri,ght-wing groups. Communists , 
emerged as the principal opposition to the Congress in the 19~2 
elections, and made further gains in 1957, forming a government 
in Kerala. For Centrist forces, these wci:e the golden yean of Nehru
vian 'socialism' and successful non-alisnment, of a certain move to 
the Left, which, then as well as later on, has tended to marginalise 
right-wing forces. The RSS itself in the early 1950s was plagued by 
internal disunion; the prtKhtm:Ju (full-time cadres) had perforce 
functioned largely on their own under conditions of illegality, and 
it took some time for the central leadership to re-assert its full 
control. K.S. Sudarshan recalled aho a certain sense of ideological 
vacuum, a confusion about RSS aims in the new. situation of inde
pendence, parliamentary democracy, and a secular constitution. As 
often in RSS history, internal tensions tended to t•ke the fo.rm of a 
'culture'/'politics' conflict. The older generation on the whole 
wanted to persist in quiet organizational-cultwal work; many youn
ger memben demanded more activist postures and interventions. 

Golwalkar revealed his qualities of leadership in the two major 
initiatives-ideological and organizational-which he .and his asso
ciates took in confronting this near crisis of the early l 950t. In 
March 1954, he refurbished the ideological arsenal of the RSS 
through a long speech at a conkrence of district organizen which 
K.S. Sudarshan recalled for us in great detail. In the self-image of 
the RSS today, it appears, this speech constitutes the 'philosophical' 
foundation of a Hindutva brought up-to-date to suit contemporary 
conditions. This is a 'positive' Hinduism, based on ·.,,g.,,gibu-.· 
('limb-body' relations roughly, organicity). A hierarchy is postu
lated of individual-society/family-nature-divinity (f1Jalui-S111Mjlp.ri
fltW-/Jl'alt.riti-~). and men can reach God only through 
reverence for society and nature. Society is immediately identified 
with familiar relations, which would evidently provide the paternal
ist model for all other relationships, including that between rulers 
and ruled. Contrary to Western ide.ls, we are told, this is a philos
ophy which gives precedence to duty towards the community owr 
individualism and materialism. W estem individualism shatters fam
ily and community, Hinduism inteptes thc•n throush a bannoni· 
ous rihMaa which, Sud.anhan explained, rests .on the rlsht bal~ 
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between four sWtis: intelligence, power, wealth and labour (nd
Jhiln1j/Jb,,,,tllsN,,,..). 

The discourse has the gn:at advantage of pointing in several di
rections at the same time. The four-fold distinction-cum-harmony 
of sWtis would satisfy traditional admirers of 11amasr"1Jld, for it is 
no more than a restatement of the old Brahmanical docuine, with 
the """"' associated with the Shudra, who is placed, as always, at 
the bottom. At the same time, Sudarshan's exposition made clear 
to us how conveniently open the doctrine is to certain very fashion
able tendencies in contemporary W estem intellectual discourses. 
Sudarshan spent some time trying to convince us that true Hindu
ism is based on sristhi-Jharma, which is nothing but ecology. The 
indf.idual and society must seek a proper balance with pralmti, and. 
the age-old Hindu veneration for the Ganga and the cow are ration
alized as remarkable anticipations of modem ecological ideals. The 
R.SS, however, has so far displayed no active concern or interest 
about the ecological movements going on within the country. The 
BJP Gcwemment's stand in Madhya Pradesh over the Narmada Val
ley Project would constitute a particularly telling example of the 
gap between its self-image and practice. Interestingly, religion is, 
after all, made ultimately acceptable through the sanction of science. 
What angangibhatl11 deliberately occludes is of course the theme of 
exploitation, whether of class, caste, or gender: the familial model 
is thought sufficient for ideal harmony, as if the family itself cannot 
be a site for tension or oppression. 

Much more important was the organizational initiative to set up 
a series of affiliates or 'family' members. The RSS itself would con
centrate as before upon unostcntatious cadre-training and 'culture', 
thus keeping to the letter of the 1949 agreement with the Govern
ment; many of its important cadres, however, would be sent out to 
found and to work in organizations catering to specific social groups 
and/or with specialized aims, including electoral politics. Cohesion 
and stability could then be combined with widening spn:ad and 
great flexibility. It could, through an electoral front, seek direct 
political power, and yet, by continuing its regular shakha activity, 
maintain a reputation for disinterested, cultural, character-building 
concerns. 

With the emergence of the RSS affiliates, Hindutva entered a 
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new and more dynamic period of its history, c11lminating in the 
present strength of the RSS-VHP-BJP combine. A closer look at 
RSS organizations and the structure of its relations with its 'family' 
seems indispensable at this point. 

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE OF THE RSS FAMU.Y 

The one-word answer that a swayamslllak will give if asked about 
the aims of the RSS is sangathan. Organization, in fact, has primacy 
over theoretical programmes or specific policies, and, from its in
ception at Nagpur in 1925-26 till today, the shaltht. has been the 

. basic organi2ational cell of the RSS: reproduced in identical fOnn in 
every part of the country and the key to all its work~ 

Many RSS publications include a vivid description by Golwalkar 
of daily life in a shaltha. Young men and boys, he tells us, begin 
with 'Bharatiya games' in an 'open playground under a saffron fLIB'. 
Then 'the leader's whistle or order has a magical eft'ect on them: 
there is instant perfect order and silence.' There is next a round of 
physical exercises 'lathi, SIWYanamasluw, marching, etc.', fullowed 
by collective singing of a patriotic song. 'Discussions follow. They 
delve deep into the problems affecting the national life. And finally 
they stand in a row before the flag and recite the prayer: Many 
salutations to thee, 0 loving motherland!' The proceedings end with 
'Bharat ""'ta JU jai•.26 

What is interesting here is the juxtaposition and balancing of 
opposites: boys romping around, playing in an 'open playground', 
who stiffen into martial stances at the 'whistle or call from their 
leaders'; the ability to wield both play on the one hand and author
ity and discipline on the other; the paramilitary formation that in
visibly e1'ists beyond the playground. Physical training in the RSS 
is only the means to the end of a psychological drill leading to a 
total surrender of individuality to what the RSS likes to call the 
'ideal'. Very relevant in this context is a story Golwalkar loved to 
relate, of a rich man who, seeing a beautiful peacock in his garden 
one day, gave it some opium mixed with food. The peacock started 
coming every day, and eventually got 'so habituated that it used to 
come regularly at that hour, even without that opium'. Implicit in 
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the puab.le, of coune, is the sense of trapping the game through a 
bait that leads on to something very different. Golwalkar identified 
'three facton' in this technique of habit h>m1ation: 'constant medi
tation of ideal that is to be funned into a ImflSb.,.': 'constant com
pany of penons devoted to the same ideal'; and 'engaging the body 
in activities congenial to that ideal'.27 Shaltl:Nu, therefore, orient the 
body, the mind and the immediate environment entirely and on 
identical lines. 

It is not surprising, given this basic approach, that Hedgewar 
began with boys of 12 to 15, and that the R.SS has always tried to 
catch its recruits at a very tender and impressionable age. Its total
itarianism is therefore significantly different &om the classic fascist 
model which moulded cadres from a higher age-level. 'leave aside 
the minds already crammed with well-formed opinions,' R.SS work
en are told, 'and concentrate on clean slates.' Since the organization 
has primarily pedagogical functions to train cadres for wider 
&oats it seeks to monopolize the sources of pedagogy by starting 
with clean slates. On these the political message gets inscribed 
through oral exposition of a few fairly simple basic themes in a 
flee-to-face sitmtion where the jw«htwt:Jl gives and the disciples 
receive; an ~ntirely non-<lialogic, non-argumentative mode of learn
ing which leaves, as we saw through our own questions, teachers 
quit.e unequipped to deal with questioning. 

The games-c\1m-physical culture aspect of sWIMs have a major 
appeal, particularly in the oven:rowded lower middle class living 
areas in the city or small-town neighbourhoods, where alternative 
ttcreational facilities may well be absent. As trainiDB proceeds, RSS 
ttcruits acquire a new sense of corporate identity. This is oft.en 
desperately desired among traders, shopkeepers, clerks, and petty 
profession•ls men with lives otherwise bitterly competitive and 
separated, who feel demoralized and lost in a still partly unfamiliar 
aod rapidly changing environment. The successful among them 
might well feel even more isolated and fra&mented, and, as with 
Hindu trading communities in north Indian towns in the put,28 

investment in modern fonns of the sacred perhaps becomes the prin
cipal mode of assuaging a sense of guilt over individual profit as 
well as an anchonae in tnditional collectivist moorings which do 
not threaten class int.crest. Such appeals are likely to be all the 
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greater under conditions of rapid urbanization and small-town 
growth, characteristic of many parts of the country tod•y. A group 
and a god are necessary here, and ·the RSS provides both. It is 
significant that RSS sbaith.s have always had much less appeal in 
villages, with open spices and a more rooted sense of community. 
In villages too, the community is experienced as a series of opposi
tions and exclusions as well as some kind of mutual link. In towns 
and cities, life can be lived much more entirely within one's own 
class and caste without constant physical contacts with different 
groups. In a sense, then, the image of a unified Hindu community 
may go less challenged within an urban situation. 
R~ identity is exclusivist, based on a self-image of moral and 

physical superiority-but at the same time it is conveniently fn:c 
of dangen of non-conformity or rebellion. The RSS teaches its youth 
to revere elden, and entry into it normally does not inwlve familial 
conflict. The fairly brief sbaithd routine does not disrupt stµdies, 
•and, with the deepening penetration of the ideology of Hinduna to 

·which the RSS itself has contributed so much, the basic ideals would 
have become the common sense of many relatives, friends and neigh
boun. Our case study of Khurja gave us an almost claustrophobic 
sense of a small-town Hindu trade-cum-prokssional milieu where 
any alternative culture seems, quite simply, non-existent: the )'OUllg 
men move from communal-minded families to schools and colleges 
full of R~ teachen, and ~ sWhds provide, practically the only 
other source of recreation, leisure-time socialiration, and intellectuaf 
training. 

What adds to the RSS appeal is the basic simplicity of its ideo
logical message, preached in a style that deliberately avoids com
plexities and debates, and inculcated simultaneously via a whole 
battery of rituals and symbols. No major intellectual effort, or mas
tering of difficult texts, is required--unlike, say, in Marxism. RSS 
bookshops are bare of serious or substantive publications. Cadres are 
not meant to read closely and reflect, through developing stages of · 
undentanding, on a few crucial texts like the Gita or the&:..,.,,. 
which do not have the wne significance or function as they had in 
different phases of the national and revolutionary movements. TI»e 
contrast with the theoretical reflection within any branch of Marx
ism could not be greater. By linking up with the uses of the audio- 1 
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~sual media by the VHP at a lacer stage, it seca11 to have bypassed 
the literate sca,e altosether· The core doctrine an be sum1ned up 
in a handful of propositioo1. Hindu, and Hindus aJone, constitute 
the Indian nation, since they are the orisinal inhabitanu and sole 
creators of its society and culture. Hinduism is uniquely catholic 
and tolerant, and hence superior to any other faith, but its tolerance 
bas often been mistaken for weakness. The Hindu nation has been 
iq:ieatedly conquered by aliens, particularly Muslims and then the 
Christian British, and must acquiie strength through RSS Ylllgllll:Nm 
to counter all pieleOt and futuie threau. The subsequent entry and 
tiakeover by fuieignen created the illusion that India was a land of 
many diftaent and equal cultures. In truth, however, all cultural 
tnditions survived by Hinduizing themselftl otherwise they re. 
mained alien, distanced, oppressive. It was the Western form of 
knowledge, proceeding through classificatory and divisive modes of 
perception, that systematized and popularized the idea that India 
lacked a homogeneous civilization and a single community. 'Pseudo
secul•r' oationalisu like Nehru, who piefet-red the bondage to an 
alien system of thought, perpetuated it by integrating this notion 
within the 'pseudo-secular' constitution. This must be changed and 
only a 'truly secular' Hindu Rashtra will afford protection to non
Hindus. The threau remain, because the present state is ruled by 
traiton to the Hindu nation, 'pseudo-secularisu' who 'appeased' 
Mwlims in their punuit of a politics of 'vote banks'. 

The glaring flaws heie would be fairly obvious: most notably, the 
unproved assumption that 'Hindus' are, and have always consti
tuted, a fundamentally homogeneous and unchanging bloc. The 
charge of 'Muslim appeasement' is equally absurd, for the minority 
community is grossly unrepresented in ~ery kind of contemporary 
elite (whether administrative, police, military, business, academic or 
professional) and Muslims have comprised the vast majority of riot 
victims in post-Independence communal clashes (most notably from 
the early 1980s onwards). RSS recruits, however, are disciplined 
from boyhood onwards to ignore argument, and a discourse of 
Hindu harmony that glosses over tensions of class, caste and gender 
fits in well with the presuppositions of an entirely male and pre
dominantly high caste, middle and lower middle class membership. 

Formal intellectual training in the sWhas takes place at least 
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once a week through btuu/Jbj}, classes conducted by full-time cad.ra 
(/w«hMaiu). The lectures arc enlivened by illustrations from myth
ology and R.SS-tailored hismry, but can also include simple cau
chisms of brief questions and aaswen. They deliberately avoid 
conceptual subtleties, and represent a straightforward rhetorical as
sault on the emotions. Our interview with K.S. Swl•nhan gave w 
a taste of the mode of discouning, for we were talking to a full-time 
cad.re of many years' standing. We h.d come without any prior 
notice, yet Sudanhan was able to immediately launch out into an 
unhurried, good-humoured, coherent, fairly systematic ex:poaitioo 
lasting over three hours. Except towards the end when he suddenly 
launched an anti-Muslim tinde, the style was quiet and reined, 
expository rather than exhortatory, with many parables and even om 
or two risque jokes. 1nere was a striking absence of reference to any 
basic text. R~ learning practice secn1s to rely heavily on morality 
alone, maintaining a total control that might have been difficult to 

ensure if recruits bad been enc<>UnBed to read widely by themselves. , 
The high-ranking R~ leader knew be wu talking to a group r1 
Univenity teachers, but the level of exposition remained common
sensical, and never went into subtleties of Hindu philosophy or 
religion. Evidently in the 11MU. the~ talks, the members 
listen, learn and revere. As K.S. MalJc•ni puts it, 11.wJJ.w trainins 
produces 'certitudes'-the RSS does not encourage 'doubting 1 

Thomases' .29 
Unquestioning, disciplined faith is inculcated above all through 

evocative symbols and rituals. The saffron flag flies over the 16.IJM 
playground, and a favourite R$ game ends with the cry: 'Hi""-s""11 
HinJM ka, 11abi kiri 1# "*'J> u'. Golwalkar cmphasiud this ritual 
dimension by drawing an explicit puallel with Hindu sects: 

Without a suitable technique no ideal, however great, can be 
realized . .. A Shaiva, a Shakta, or a Vaishnava, each has his own 
method of worship, his own ritual, his codes and connections 
regulating his own life. We too have evolved a technique, an 
emblem, a mantra and a code of discipline in keeping with our 
ideal of an unified and disciplined national life.'° 

There arc a few Sanskrit mantras with which all sawh arc meant to 

begin the day, begin their meals, and which they chant bc:fute sleep. 
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The day is closed with a singing of the entire hymn of Bt»ll:U Mat
aram by Bankim Chandra, its Bengali parts included. The entirety 
is given special emphasis since the hymn supposedly encompasses 
the authentic shape of undivided pre-partition Bharat1'11'1ta: an ab
breviation of the hymn, consequently, implies a symbolic surrender 
of her symbolic integrity. As the saffron flag rather than the tricol
our is regarded as the true national flag, this hymn is similarly 
affirmed to be the true national hymn. Rabindranath's 'Jana gana 
""'""' is expunged, by expounding the false myth that the poet had 
composed it not to salute the country but to greet George V. 

The fundamental tenet for the RS.S is Hindu sangathan, the em
blem is the bhagwa Jhwaj (worshipped as gtlf'*), the khaki shorts 
uniform (remarkably non-indigenous, bY, the way, and copied from 
the British Indian police and army) and /athi serve as the distinctive 
dress, the daily shakhas with their rituals constitute the core of 
discipline. And, like all religious sects, the RS.S has its festivals, 
which are six in number: Naflaf'atri-Vijaya Dashami, celebrating 
Ram's victory over Ravana, when weapons arc worshipped and 
shakhas take out route marches; Makanankrnti in January, to foster 
' integral nationalism', Varsh-pratipada in April, when Yuclhishthir 
and Vikramaditya supposedly started the old Hindu calendar year 
and Ram was crowned; Him S1111Wajya Diwas in May, to celebrate 
the coronation of Shivaji; Raluhabandhan in August, to remind swa
JdlllSlfJdlu of the duty to sacrifice life itself, if needed, and to protect 
the honour of Hindu society; and Vyas P•ja in September, when the 
bhagwa Jhwaj is worshipped and members make anonymous dona
tions to the organization. These donations incidentally constitute 
the basic funds of the RSS. No records or receipts arc ap~tly 
maintained, enabling a unique flexibility, secretiveness, and leader
ship control in matters of finance. 

Four out of the six RSS festivals arc appropriated from the tra
ditional Hindu calendar. All have been given a highly martial colour 
and a 'national' reinterpretation. Significantly, however, there is no 
festival derived &om the history of the modem, anti-British national 
movement: not even 1857, which Savarkar had once hailed as the 
fust national war of independence. The appropriation of traditional 
Hindu rituals for a moral rashtriy• objective is also a two-way pro
cess. As we shall see in a later section, the RSS from the early 1980s 
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has deliberately moved the location of some of their festivals, orig
inally held within shaitho confines, into temples, making them oc
casions for propaganda work among temple devotees and visitors. 
The interpenetration of tlhat•ilt and ftl.lblriJll, religious and ·na
tional', is geared towards modifying the meanings of both. If Hin
duism is 'nationalized', the nation is to be ir. the same measure 
Hinduized. The basic logic of Savarkar is still very much at work; 
B.L. Sharma, for instance, insisted that not only Ram, but Hanu
man, has to be revered by everyone as 'the commander-in-chief of 
the Hindu nation'. 

The steel frame that welds the multitude of shaith.r into a mono
lithic whole is apexed by the s1W11111glxhakdl (nominated by his pre
decessor on a life-time basis), SIW~ (general secretary) and 
jwa&har jwllllllll!h (chief organizer) and manned basically by jw«haMlu 
(a term borrowed from Hindu sects that have gone in fur prosely
tizing). All these are full-time cad.res, and arc usually expected to 
remain unmarried. The distractions of married life and parenthood 
are thus avoided, and the RSS full-time cadres, through their celi
bate way of life, acquire an element of ascetic sacredness without 
being sanyasis themselves. A Vishwa Hindu Parishad leader in his 
interview with us explained in these terms Golwalkar's success in 
building bridges with the world of umJs and SMih111 while floating 
the VHP from 1960.31 

The sMStmglxhalalt gives an annual address laying down the tasks 
of the coming year, and this is conveyed down the chain of com
mand in more or less the same style to the sWhas. The basically 
undemocratic structure of the RSS is indicated by a marked discrep
ancy between organizational theory and practice. The written con
stitution of 1949, a concession to governmental pressure, gave a lot 
of power to local and provincial level S1111gbc""""'1, and made them 
elective. But elections have remained largely formal and, despite the 
similarity in title between sMS1111glxhalalt and 11111~ the latter 
is often a decorative post. Sa"flxholah do not have to be full-time 
workers, and it is the pwK"""'6lt, appointed and control)ed strictly 
from the top, who is the real kingpin of the whole organization. 
The 'Officers Training Camps' arc basically fur jw""1t:mtJu and the 
latter have also been the instrument fur settins up and manasiQB 
the growing &mily of RSS affiliates. 
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The inner life of the RSS soe•11s to-be a blend of iron discipline 
and a certain human touch, to which the '6unily' ideology no doubt 
contributes. 'We go to sWl:ws, we visit people's homes, we look 
after people's problems. If a person is ill, we ask if he has money. 
If this answer is negative, we borrow from others to lend him some.' 
Such was the account of R.SS life given to a member of our group 
by Cbakrabarti R1dhey Lal Awthi, an er.-Jwd.wlt., now a trader 
in Tisthi village near Bilhaur (Central U.P.). But it is the discipline 
that rea1•ins the most striking~ formidable dimension of the 
~- Thus a regular question put to sWbd recruits is: 'What will 
you do if your officer (""'1ilwn) asks you to j••mp into a well?' The 
expected answer is 'I will do so immediately,' and those who hesitate 
are mercilessly jeered at. The combination of m~rtial disc:ipline and 
familial ideology has ma~ so far-to keep together a bewil
dering number of affiliates of apparently vay diverse chanicter. 

The RSS is virtually unique among modem Indian socio-political 
organizations in being exclusively male. It did, however, set up a 
women's branch, the Rashtrasevika Samiti, the fint, in fact, of its 
affiliates, way back in 1936. The &uhttwSwibu have kept a rather 
low profile, and Sud1nhan even forgot to mention them in an other
wise comprehensive account of RSS affiliates. Growth has been slow, 
with about one lakh mcmben now ·s compared, say, to 29 lakhs 
in the All India Democratic Women's Association (AIDWA) linked 
to the CPl(M), and founded only in 1981. Even in Delhi, where the 
Left is extremely weak, the Janwadi Mahila Smniti affiliated to the 
AIDW A has 15,000 mcmbers and significant beses in labouring 
areas: the 2000 mcmben of the Rashtruevika S.miti are confined 
almost entirely to middle clua neighbourhoods. In sharp and sig
nificant contrast to most Left and fe111inist groups, the RM/Jlfws.lib&s 
have preferred to work in a more or less 11me-class situation. 

The internal structure of the Rashtrasevika S.miti is closely mod
eled on the RSS, with a JINWlllil s1111g~ nominating her suc
cessor, unmarried jw«btiribu u full-time cadres, daily slwU.S 
providing physical~um-intellectual traioins, and all the R.SS fati
vals except the Sh•ft U IJIJ•• being observed. A tlM1 " trJdlrfi model, 
related but subordinate to the male body, aec111s to be at worki 
manbers are not J'flJll'}llWISwMM but more modestly entitled na61fw 
Ulli4tu, and evayone we met hid relatius in the RSS. There is also 
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a greater stress on family work outside sWh.s. Simple daily rituals 
are prescribed for home use, with even a 'correspondence course' of 
postal insuuctions for those who, after marriage, are unable to at
tend the shalthas. Members make it a point to visit each other's 
homes, help out in domestic crises, and maintain contJM:t even with 

-those who can no longer find time for Suniti work. Ideology is 
spread through sustained kinship and neighbourhood contact with 
non-&uh1nu.,;b. women, and there is a system of informal training 
for unaffiliated wives of RSS members and sympathizers. Educa
tional work is carried on through the closely related S&raswati 
Shishu Mandir,~k, but othcrwi1e there is little emphasis on 
charity or social welfare, or, of course, on militant mobilization 
around gender or class issues, Golwalkar's instructions for women 
had carved out a sort of a 'l.Aluh'llUtlgmuil" of faithful motherhood 
in which the women affiliated to the RSS would confine themselves 
to the proper training of children and spreading the word through 
quiet domestic and neighbourhood contacts with her sisten. Mem
ben pool resources to reduce the burden of dowry, instead of cam
paigning against it. Swilllls are always told to try persuasion, but 
never openly revolt against their families, in matten of choice of 
husband, marital ill-treatment, or even participation in Samiti work. 
The Samiti differs from other women's organizations, as a member 
told us, """' ghM '°"" flldli 11dhi11 hai11 (we are not wreckers of 
homes). They disapprove of divorce and offer no legal counselling 
to women fighting against their families for their rights. Theoreti
cally there arc no caste restrictions on membenhip, but caste like 
class and gender-is never discussed in a contentious way in IN»tJ
Jhik sessions. 

Yet, to dismiss the &t.shtn:u111iltas as relatively unimportant and 
hamstrung by a monolithic patriarchal ideology, would be a serious 
mistake: the massive turnout of luw swiltas at Ayodhya, often trained 
and sent by the Semiti, provides a sufficient warning against any 
such underestimation. The same-class situation in which the Samiti 
has operated facilitates easy, informal interaction, a surprising self
confidence and articulation even among junior members in the pres
ence of their seniors. The Samiti, like the RSS as a whole, has 
pursued a strategy of slow, socially limited, but extremely intensive 
mobilization: a family-to-family, mind-to-mind percolation of Hin-
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.duna, almost, one might say, a Grunscian construction of hege
mony on a molu:ular model. The A•JJhilt programme in sWM.r, 
along with infurmal discussions in homes, meets a very real hunger 
for serious, yet easily comprehensible, intellectual discussion among 
women with lives otherwise largely bereft of such mental food. Pa
tient sustained work across several generation underlie the recent, 
apperently sudden and deceptively spontaneous entry of women 
from very conservati"Ve backgrounds into public spaces in an aggres
sively communal cause, epitomized. by the prominence of s.dhvi 
Rithambara and Uma Bharati. 

Nor is the ideology conservatively patriarchal in an unqualified 
sense: there may be a potentw for certain tensions, even ruptures. 
The decision to p&rticipate in public, confrontationist b.r ,,,., a 
RMhtr.swiltA told our interviewer, had been opposed by the elden, 
but pushed through by young militants. A Rlzsht,.a.slflika violently 
condemned lllli, and ruled out any possibility of its ever being vol
untary: evidently, as with post-1920s Hindutva in general, a simple 
model of 'fundamentalist revival' will not work. The Samiti journal 
]agriti glorifies ancient Hindu womanhood in the conventionally 
revivalist manner, but also occasionally carries fairly sympathetic 
accounts of contemporary women's movements. One article argues 
the need for the economic independence of women, and even de
mands reservations in employment of women judges. Even the 
training programme, gean:d to produce powerful self-confident bod
ies, might perhaps acquire unintended meanings in a context 
marked by male harassment, typical of the north Indian urban mid
dle class environment where the Samiti has its bases. Perhaps the 
implicit conflict finds expression also in two slightly different origin 
myths of the Samiti. The RSS account is that Hedgewar was ap
proached by Mn. Kelkar with a request to permit women to enter 
the organization; 'Doctorji' penneded her t.o start .the Rashuasevika 
Samiti instead. The official Samiti history underplays Hedgewar's 
role, and a &uhtraslllika told us that Mn. Kelkar had been con
vinced of the need for such an organization after witnessing a Hindu 
girl being raped on a min by g0flll."'1s in the presence of her pusil
lanimous husband and the g«mda.s, interestingly, were not 
Muslims but Hindus. 

The ]•griti cover depicts two helpless, crouching women against 
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a dark background, out of which steps out a young, rather grim
faced woman, with firm steps, uplifted bead, tightly-draped sari, no 
traditional Hindu marks of snullw, veil, or bnrt/i-but wearing the 
Samiti uniform of white sari with purple border. The image indi
cates the paradox of the .RJ&Jhtf"dJ.,;'1.u-undoubtedly empowerins 
in some ways, but bringing women from a traditionally conservative 
social stratlim into public space in a regimented, colourless, grim 
manner, in a violent campaign of blind hatred geared to produce 
citizens of an authoritarian Hindu R1sbtra, on the ruins of secular, 
democratic politics. Whether Hindutva would be able to sustain 
this paradox, so far a source of strength, remains an open question- 1 

though it would be dangerous to underestimate the formidable sup
pleness of its ideology.32 

Sudanhan claimed the Bharatiya Mudur Sangh (BMS) actually 
set up in 195 5 as "the fint, chronologically, of the ~ affiliat.es, 
and explicitly related its foundation to the urgent need to count.er 
the influence of Communist class-war ideas ('haves and have-nots1 
among worken. Rejecting class struggle, the BMS claims to be 
critical also of the capitalist greed for profit. Echoing a favourite 
theme of Golwalkar's B1m&h of Tho.shts, and at times appropriating 
some Gandhian ideas, the BMS rejects both capitalism and commu
nism as W estem materialist notions, and puts forward as the Indian 
or Hindu alternative the ideal of converting enterprises into occu
pational 'f.unilies'. Workers should be invited to participate in man
agement, and in return must cultivate harmonious relations with 
their employers: strikes are permitted only as a last resort, after 
conciliation efforts have failed. The BMS motto is 'labourize indus
try, industrialize the nation, nationalize labour'. The total rejection 
of ideas of international labour solidarity is embodied in the effort 
to replace May Day by Visuw~ P•fal. Few efforts scan to have 
been made, however, to implement such long-term (and vague) ide
als, and the BMS in practice probably operates as a fairly conven
tional, if milder than usual, trade union. Specific labour 
participation under the BMS banner in the recent Rs.S-VHP-BJP 
movements has not been very prominent-though a group of Bhilai 
worken at the VHP Delhi rally of 4 April 1991 did tell us that 
some BMS units had sent volunteers for the Ayodhya kar 11114. 

If the labour front of the ~. though numerically far from neg-
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li8ible, has remained somewhat marginal to its principal concerns, 
success or even efforts, in mobilizing peasants or agricultural lab
ourers have been almost conspicuous by their absence. Both the 
Rayat Sangh of 1971 and the Kisan Sangh of 1979 remained shad
owy organizations. The main thrust has always been among edu
cated middle class groups, and so it is not surprising that the Akhil 
Bharatiya Vidyarthi Parishad (ABVP) was floated way back in 1948. 
The ideal of this student affiliate of the RS5 is to restructure rela
tions between teachers, students and college managements on the 
family model, and administrators and teachers can also become its 
members. The Vidyarthi Parishad has a Vyas PMja where students 
pay homage to teachers. As with the BMS, however, the actual 
functioning of the ABVP within student politics (contesting elec
tions, running unions, occasional agitation on student demands, 
etc.) has not been markedly differently from that of organizations 
affiliated to other political tendencies. Its main utility has probably 
consisted in recruiting RSS cadres from the college student commu-

• 
n1ty. 

Much more distinctive is the sustained effort of the RS5 to pen
etrate the world of schools. Education has been absolutely central 
to the entire RSS enterprise: a Rashtra.rlflilta told us that her orga
nii.ation is geared to 'class' (in the sense of teaching), as distinct 
from 'mass' work. The first Shishu Mandir (a significant title) was 
set up at Gorakhpur in the 1950s and now, Sudarshan claimed, 
4000 such institutions are functioning under the Vidya Bharati 
scheme, going up to high school and occasionally college level. The 
Vidya Bharati was set up in 1977 to coordinate school activities. 
While Shishu Mandirs teach primary school children, Bal Mandirs 
teach at High School level and Samskar Kendras, or informal school
ing is provided for urban slums, forest areas or remote villages. 
Shishu and Bal Mandirs exist for the middle classes and dlarge fairly 
high fees-Rs 175 for Bal Mandirs and Rs 100 for Shishu Mandirs 
in Delhi. Dr. Meenakshi Sharma, Principal, Bal Mandir at Jhande
walan, told us proudly that students come from 'good' families
factory owners, businessmen, doctors, teachers . She herself belongs 
to an RSS family and the bulk of the teachers are recruited from 
among known people. For the teachers coming from outside the 
known circle, strict supervision and training is continuously 
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maintained through regular teacher-training camps. Although the 
Government prescribed syllabus is followed, frequent lectures on the 
necessity of dying for one's religion, assembly and mealtime prayers 
on the same theme, patriotic and devotional music and an overpow
.ering visual display of the armed Ram, the future Ayodhya Temple, 
and of Hindu figures fighting Muslims, ensure the projection of a 
different and sttpnger message. The most important departure is 
made through the annual test in 'Indian culture' for which each class 
is given a separate textbook. Written in a question-answer cate
chism format, this compendium enumerates lists of Hindu heroes 
especially those who fought Muslims-Hindu mythological figures, 
names of sacred texts, geographical spots and events, short comics 
on messages of Ramayana and Gita. No Muslim or Christian names 
intrude on this account on 'Indian culture'. The Vidya Bharati is 
now reorganizing school syllabi in the four BJP run states. 

They follow the usual courses after Class YIII, but include extra 
lessons on Sanskrit, moral education, yoga, and 'national orienta
tion'. Shishu, Bal, and Balika Mandirs are most numerous, as could 
have been expected, in UP, MP, Delhi, Haryana and Rajasthan, but 
they are now also spreading into provinces like Andhra Pradesh. The 
broad RSS influence on education, it needs to be added, goes much 
beyond the range of schools directly controlled by it. A member of 
our team found a Shishu Mandir and an adjoining DAV school 
under the Arya Samaj remarkably similar in appearance and tone. 
In both, the usual colourful pictures and decorations one expects to 
find in nursery schools were absent: birds, animals or flowers have 
been totally displaced by portraits of the standard Hindu-nationalist 
pantheon. RS.S ideological presence is also obvious in the world of 
children's books. Unlike some other Indian languages, Hindi seems 
to lack a developed genre· of secular children's literature, and this 
has contributed to the spectacular success of the Ainar- Chit.-" Katha 
series, which are prominently displayed in the RS.S bookshop, Suru
chibhandarr, adjoining the organization's Delhi headquarters of 
Keshab Kunj (Jhandewalla). Not unexpectedly, Sudarshan spent 
some time describing RS.S efforts to fight 'distortions' in history, 
among which he mentioned the view that Aryans had come as in
vaders, and the late dating of the epics. The R.s.s, we were told, is 
working on a multi-volume comprehensive history of India. 
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'The centrality of history-writins within the pedagogy of the 
Hindu Right is a long and continuous tradition. The Kangri 
Gwukul, in the first decade of the century, produced textbooks in 
Hindi to rewrite the history of India. The VHP today flourishes the 
arguments and counter arguments offered by sympathetic profes
sional archaeologists to stake its claim over the Bahri Mosque. 

The early ~ Md been imbued with a certain distrust of con
ventional politics, and the break with the Hindu Mahasabha under 
Golwalkar must have sharpened this 'culture'/'politics' divide. The 
device of setting up affiliate 'family' memben provided a convenient 
way out of what had become a recurrent internal debate, and in 
1931 Golwallw sent ~ cadres to help Shyamaprasad Mukherjee, 
ex-Mahasabha leader (who had quit Nehru's Cabinet fur its alleged 
appeasement of Pakistan), to start the Bharatiya Jan Sangh (BJS). 
The ~ thus came to have a frankly political extension, open to a 
considerable measure of pragmatism and flexibility-while retain
ing fur itself the advantage of a claim to be purer and 'above' pol
itics. 

The BJP today, acknowledged successor to the BJS, is a mass 
party with formidable (and, in recent years, rapidly growing) elec
toral support, which yet embodies the paradox of being constituted 
by something like an absence: its cadres and ideology are over
whelmingly borrowed from a furmally distinct organization, the 
R.$. The book shop attached to the BJP central offite in New Delhi 
is strangely bare of ideological literature, and stocks little more than 
party conference reports and manifestos. It seems to generate no 
autonomous political doctrine and few cultural signs of its own 
particular existence beyond the high investment area of election 
ptopaganda: for which, of course, a wide variety of devices are de
ployed from wall slogans and photographs, to couplets and posters, 
sticken, ttiMo raths, rallies and moc:orcades. Since the rath y11tra days 
of Advani, however, even the election campaign has become inex
uicably bound up with VHP activities. Advani's rath used and aug
mented VHP symbols and the movement, while the 4 April VHP 
rally at Delhi and the Sanl S""'1Mlan that preceded it were really 
the opening of the BJP's election campaign. 

In his interview with us, Sunder Singh Bhandari, .BJP Vice-Pres
ident, began with a neat tripartite disjunction. The BJP, he said, is 
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down u he went on U> .Id that all three woe 'nationalist•, and all 
were guided by a 'culture•, which wa promptly equated widi 'the 
Hindu ethos•. Bhandari, we learnt, ha been in the~ sint!C 1937, 
and belooss U> the original mt.ch of adres (•'°"8 with Deen Dayal 
Upedhyay, Vajpayee, and At.:hani) sent by Golwallcar in 1951 to 

start the BJS. 
In 196~. Deen Dayal Upedhyay aied co gi't'e the Jan S.nsh an ! 

ostensibly distinct iGmlogy and impert a veneer of flesibilicy and I 
openness U> the S.w.rkar-Golwalbr framevrork through a seria ci 
lectures to party memben on 'integral humanism·. Upadhya1 
claimed to be 'scientific•, welco••wed Weston science (u distinct 
from Western 'ways of life'), and declared that even the principles 
of Jh.a., may have 'co be adapted to changing times and places'. 
Certain ecooomic objectives like full employment and free educa
tion and medical tratmeot-were mentioned fur the fint time, 
without specifying concrete methods for ralizing such laudable 
pis. There was little use of the won! 'Hindu·, and no obviow 
abuse of Muslims. 

The fundamentals, boweYCt, clearly remained unchanged. A ref
erence was slipped in to the 'thousand-year-old suuggle fur fiee
dom ·,and Golwalkar quoted to the effi:ct that while there are good 
and bad individ••als anong Hindus and Muslims alike, Hind.us are 
distinctive in the way they 'always think of good thiDBS• when 
acting as a group. Change has to be in conformity with 'our culture 
that is our very nature•, and here 'B"'1mlli]d. integral humanism is 
opposed to both capi ... list individualism and Marxist socialism, fur 
these are b.sed on the harmful Western idea that progress comes 
through conflict. The ideal, in contrast, is one of harmonious rela
tionships everywhere, as between a body and its limbs, applied to 
man and nature, individual and society, labour and capital: an ob
vious echo of Golwalkar·s l!llltprtgib/Jtn'd. In an interesting gloss on 
Savarkar, the 'underlying unity' of 'bhtwa1i,. culture' is located. not 
so much in a place of ori&in as in a distinctive 'soul' or 'identity', 
and the 'laws that help manifest and maintain' its inner essence ! 
constitute the 'Jh..w• of the nation. Dbanna, in this sense, is su
perior to the state. Particularly relevant in today·s 'Ram Jan•m-
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bhoomi· context are Deen Dayal's categorical statements that tradi
tions are more important than Parliament, and that dharma cannot 
be determined by plebiscite. 'True democracy·, if it is to avoid li
cense and conflict, has to combine freedom with dharma. There is 
also a sharp attack on the federal .aspects of the Indian constitution, 
which dilute the indivisibility of Bharat. Instead, there should be 
'decentralization' giving more powers to village pmK~als: how that 
could be combined with a strong unitary state was left admirably 
vague. 

Integral humanism seems to have been kept deliberately vague, 
and this has helped it to plug into changing intellectual conditions. 
Sudarshan, who talked much more about integral humanism than 
Bhandari, described it as an effort to recover, in suitably modernized 
form, the alleged Hindu ideal of a multi-centred pluralist world. 
This had been harmed by Islam, but damaged much more funda
mentally by Western forms of power and knowledge. British rule 
had brought in political and economic centralization, and the evils 
had been compounded by the Nehruvian model. The BJP ideal, 
stated Bhandari, was decentralization through village panrhayats as 
well as in economic life, and combined with the growth of a strong 
nation, Gandhian socialism, he added, could be readily accommo
dated within this framework. 

If we compare the BJP discoune, as represented by Bhandari, 
with that of the RSS and the VHP, it appears to consist of a series 
of politic qualifications that inadequately mask an underlying iden
tity. The BJP probably needs both the mask and its fairly apparent 
inadequacy. Thus Bhandari disclaimed any intention to treat 
Muslims as second-class citizens-but 'you are not permitted to be 
pro-Pak,' and the 'pseudo-secular' placating of Muslims and dis
crimination against Hindus must stop.' He repeated all the usual 
charges against Muslims, but added as 'qualification' that 'the 
Muslim, too, can be a gentleman': pseudo-secularist politicians are 
ruining him. Bhandari was obviously cager to emphasize the more 
secular aspects of his parcy·s activities. The BJS and the BJP, he 
said, have always been 'political through and through', and have 
campaigned on any number of day-to-day political and economic 
demands. But all these have only 'prepared the soil' fur the crop, 
and now barish (rain) has come with Ram. Evident also was a desire 
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to disabuse us of any notion that the BJP was primarily a town and 
trader-based party. Bhandari repeatedly talked of his party's work 
among peasants, starting with a campaign in the mid-l 950s against 
Nehru's plans to 'socialize' agriculture, right down to rural partic
ipation in the Ayodhya movement. The BJS, he told us, had won 
95 seats in UP in 1967, thanks to the Other Backward Classes 
(OBQ support, but then Charan Singh took advantage of anti-Con
gress coalition politics to walk away with that stratum: an unwit
ting admission, of course, of the fragility of this rural base. About 
the Mandal issue, Bhandari strongly favoured economic as against 
caste-based reservation. He suddenly flew into a temper when 
probed a little further; evidently we had touched a sensitive spot. 

Twentieth century Hindutva had originated in middle class 
groups with a measure of modern education, and had little or no 
connection for long with the world of traditional religious special
ists-sadhm and sants, mahants and ptwohits. It was, therefore, a re
markably bold initiative of Golwalkar to organize a meeting of , 
Hindu religious leaders in Bombay in mid-1964 to discuss ways in 
which various Hindu sects and tendencies could sink their many 
differences, work together, and establish contacts with Hindus re
siding abroad. Thus was laid the foundations of the Vishwa Hindu I 
Parishad, and an R~ pr«haralt, Shivram Shankar Apte, became its 
first general secretary. The subsequent career of the VHP, today the ' 
most formidable of the RSS affiliates, demands a separate study, and 
will be taken up in the next chapter. 

THE RSS IN PoLmcs: 60S TO 80s 

The activist turn in the RSS from the early 1950s, manifested 
through the setting-up of affiliates, found expression also in oca· 
sional participation in movements that were more or less distant 
from traditional RSS concerns. Thus Golwalkar assigned some pr11· 
chtwalu to work with Vinoba Bhave, perhaps because the Bhoodan 
movement had as one of its context the Communist-led peasant 
insurrection in Telengana. In 1954 RSS volunteers joined the sat~ 
graha to liberate the Portuguese enclaves of Dadra and Nagar 
Haveli. This virtually unique R~ participation in an anti-colonial · 
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struggle seems to have been occasioned by the fear that Communists 
might come to dominate the movement. Relief work among East 
Bengal refugees and 1950 Assam earthquake victims fitted in more 
with standard RSS traditions, while the campaign against cow
slaughter of 1952 provided an early opportunity for building con
tacts with traditional religious specialists. The RSS, however, 
remained at a rather low ebb throughout the 1950s, and &om 1956 
to 1962 there were even moves for a reueat into pure charactcr
building. Eknath Ranade, general secretary during these years, tem
porarily stopped the practice of sending prMluwalu to work in 
affiliated organizations a retreat opposed, significantly, by the 
Dcoras brothers, Balasaheb and Bhaurao. 

The India-China war of 1962 inaugurated a sea-change in Indian 
political life, with right-wing forces beginning to sr.eadily gather 
strength. A broad range of Left and centrist opinion, at times in
cluding Nehru himself, could now be branded for having been 'soft' 
towards China, and the new respectability of the RSS was reflected 
in the government permission given to it to participate as a separate 
contingent in the Republic Day parade of 1963. The RSS and the 
Jan Sangh made full use of the 1965 Indo-Pak war to deepen sus
picions about Muslims, and cashed in also on the growing unpop
ularity of the Congress wherever as in the Hindi belt..._the Left 
alternative was weak or non-existent. The turn towards activism 
routed through affiliates was conformed with the rapid rise in the 
RSS hierarchy of B1lasaheb Deoras, who became general secretary 
in 1965, and succeeded Golwalkar as sdf'Sanglxha/a.k in 1973. Mean
while the VHP had been floated, and connections with sadJ.nu 
strengthened, through a second, bigger and quite violent agitation 
against cow-slaughter in 1967. 

1967 also inaugurated an era in which the RSS's political affili
ate, already committed to agitational methods (justified by Deen 
Dayal Upadhyay in his Presidential address of that year), decided to 
strive for broad alliances with anti-Congress aims: a policy that had 
very mixed results, many ups and downs, and occasioned much 
internal controversy. The RSS once again showed its flexibility by 
backing a united front strategy which, for a time, in the short-lived 
non-Congress governments of Bihar and UP in 1967, even included 
Communists. Balraj Madhok, who had strongly opposed this policy, 
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wu e'ena•lly pushed out of the BJS. The new impcxunce gi~ 
by the R.SS to electoral politics wu reflected in its organmrloml 
chaoses in the early 1970s which made RSS units constituency- , 
based. Sh.U.S now inrerested themselves directly in elections, not 
only of legislatures, but also of a.de unions, student and cultwal 
organizations. An early expression of this wu the pcmnineoce of 
R.SS sW"'1 ,,_.IW in the elections to the Delhi University Stu
dents' Union and Delhi Univenity Teachers· Association in 1973. 

RSS and BJS anti-Congress agitational politics reached a point of 
1 

climax in the 1974-75 countrywide campaign apinst the Indira · 
Government led by Jayapralaish Narayan. JP and the RSS beame 
for a while unexpected but close allies. Demas hailed Jayaprabsh 
as a 'saint' in December 1974; the latter returned the compliment 
by publicly absolving the Jan Sengh of charges of &scism in March 
1975; and, right on the eve of the Emergency, the Lok S.nsbanb 
Samiti set up on 25 June 1975, chose Nanaji Deshmukh, former 
RSS /JIW~ and top BJP ·telder, as its general secretary. 

R.SS attitudes under the Emergency revealed a curious duality, 
rei11iniscent of the 1948-49 days. The RSS (though not its affiliata) 
wu banned, Deoras wu arrested, and RSS sources claim that tens 
of thousands of its members were imprisoned. It tried to orp.nizc [ 
a protest 'flll'1"gw./Jd between November 1975 and January 1976, ' 
carried on some underground activities, and helped to organize the 
Janata Pany alliance prior to the 1977 elections. Yet Deoras in jail, 
like Golwalkar in 1948-49, quickly opened channels of communi
cation with the Emergency regime, writing fairly ingratiatins let
ters to Indira Gandhi in August and November 1975 that promised 
cooperation in return for a lifting of the ban. He tried to pers•11de 
Vinoba Bhave to mediate between the RSS and the government, 
and sought also the good offices of Senjay Gandhi. During the last, 
most reactionary phase of the Emergency, Indira Gandhi, too, 
seemed to have made some abortive overtures to the RSS, foreshad
owing the (partial) rapprochement between the Congress and Hindu 
communalism that would become quite evident in the 1980s.33 

The Janata uiumph of 1917 made R.SS members central minis
ters fur the fint time (Vajpayee, Advani and Brijlal Verma). Fairly 
soon, however, the history of the lace 60s' anti-Congress awlitions 
started repcatins itself. The Jan Sangh had for111ally surrendered its 
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identity to the Janata Party, but the question of 'dual member
ship'-formcr BJS memben retaining obvious links with the R.SS, 
which had steadfastly remained an independent body-became one 
of the issues which led to the Janata split in 1979. An interesting 
sidelight of these years was the blunt refusal by the R.SS in August 
1977 to open its membenhip to non-Hindus. 

There had been 93 Jan Sangh MPs in the Janata majority of 
1977, at the height of the anti-Congress wave; this went down to 
16 in 1981, and the BJP, which was formed that year as reincarna
tion of the BJS, cou.14 get only two Parliamentary seats in the 1984 
elections. The progress of the R.SS organizationally, however, seems 
m0tt or less unrelated to such electoral vicissitudes. The number of 
1Wlws went up from 8500 in 1975 to 11,000 in 1977; it bad risen 
to 20,000 by 1982, expanding particularly in the four southern 
states where it had been negligible earlier. A Government of India 
Home Minisuy report in 1981 estimates the number of regular R.SS 
participants at about a million, and financial contributions from 
mernben amounted to over Rs. 10 million annually. 

The R.SS by the early 1980s seems to have perfected its strategy 
of llC'Ver keeping all its eggs in one basket. While the BJP remained 
fundamentally as tied to it as before, it developed some contacts 
with the Congress which, in Indira's last yean, moved steadily to 
the right and displayed considerable eagerness to compete for the 
'Hindu' vote in an increasingly opportunistic manner. There have 
been suong rumours that the BJP electoral debacle of 1984 was 
partly caused by the fact that the RSS switched some of its support 
to the ConfJress. 

In the context of the breakup of the Janata alliance, Nanaji Desh-
rnuk.h in 1981 made a violent attack on parliamentary politics: 

Will it be possible to defeat the present immoral dictatorial 
tendencies in Indian politics through a resort to the power
oriented opportunistic and vote-getting politics?34 

What this R.SS attack heralded was not a return to unostentatious 
'cultural' character-building, but a new premium on extra-parlia
mcncary politics of an openly and aggressively Hindu communal 
type. A suitable insuument for this was .already.at hand, and, with 
the campaign against the Meenakshipuram convenions of that same 
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year, the VHP entered Indian politics in a big way, setting the scene 
for the present Ram Janambhoomi movement. 
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The VHP: Organizing Mass 
Communalism 

THE VHP PHASE OF HINDUTV A 

The Hindutva of today constitutes a major departure from previous 
phases of Hindu communal mobilization in one crucial respect. Un
like earlier periods of acute communal tension (in the 1890s, the 
1920s, the 40s or the 60s) it is inseparably identified with a concrete 
organizational complex. Earlier communalization did depend on or
ganizational inspiration as well, but the VHP (and the larger insti
tutional structure that it is tied to) has made itself co-extensive with 
the phenomenon of mass communalism. 

This is done through staking out a new and a very large claim. 
The movement it leads is supposed not only to represent the van
guard, the politically aware elite within Hindu society (this would 
have been, roughly, the earlier ~ claim): it asserts that it alrutly 
includes the whole of Hindu society as it stands here and now, and 
that an exact correspondence exists between its own field and the 
boundaries of an admittedly varied, pluralistic, differentiated Hindu 
world. 

An important way of staking this claim is to assert an identity 
of interest with a broad range of Hindu organizations that are of. 
ficially distinct from itself. The VHP docs not claim oneness with 
very different and historically distinct bodies to simply demonstrate 
its leadership over them. It makes these diverse institutions stand 
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in for a pluralistic Hindu society. Claims of identity with them then 
gets easily translated into claims of full powers of representation 
over the entire Hindu world. 

The claim has important practial implications. Having asserted 
it often and forcefully enough, the VHP can then present its own 
commands and injunctions as Hindu collective will. Each Hindu 
can be told authoritatively that all Hindus feel the need to arm 
themselves against Muslims, not because the VHP tells them to do 
so, but because the whole community so desires. Not only is the 
relationship with the Muslims altered, but Hindus are then made 
to look at their own religion in very different ways. The centrality 
given to Ram worship, for instance, crucially ruptures, devotional 
patter111 in non-Hindi belt regions. In Bengal, while a particular 
version of the Ril1My""4 is a familiar and cherished epic, there is no 
tnidition of Ram temples or Ram worship as such, the chief deities 
being Durga-Kali and Krishna in different forms. By making the 
devotional traditions of north Indian Hindus obligatory upon all 
Hindus everywhere, regional and local patterns of belief are being 
arbitrarily violated. The claim of today's Hindutva to an immediate 
identity with the entire Hindu world thus conceals and legitimizes 
the operations of an intrusive, authoritarian political formation 
which defines not only the Muslim, but also the Hindu solely in its 
own terms. A deeply undemocratic syllogism fullows: Hindus are 
the majority, the R~-BJP-VHP combine has the unique power of 
defining what being a Hindu rrieans, and therefore, the will of this 
political formation must prevail on a permanent basis. 

In the course of this section, we shall explore some of the crucial 
ways in which the VHP seeks this self-image: through its organi
zational apparatus, its popularization of the R.SS world-view, and its 
strategies. 

Our exploration in areas adjoining Nizamuddin after the riot 
there in March 19901 forcibly brought home to us the coming 
together of very diverse Hindu organizations which is such a strik
ing feature of the present, VHP phase of Hindutva. At the Arya 
Samaj Mandir at Jangpura, we were directed towards the Sanatan 
Dharm Mandir by a Samaj official who said that sanatanists would 
expound the same basic principle$. The late nineteenth to early 
twentieth century heritage of bitter Arya-Sanatani conflict seemed 
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utterly forgotten. At the Dbarm Mandir p.fatris told us that their 
Lajpat Napr premises are shared by the VHP. At the Namdev 
Temple Samiti office on Lodi Road, we came across busy mobiliza
tion fur a march under VHP auspices which would protest against 
a recent judgement of the US Supreme Court against ISKCON 
(International Society fur Krishna Consciousness) properties. On 
Ram Navami day in April 1990, we saw trucks sporting VHP 
placards in &ont and Arya Samaj ones at the back. &uhtraswi"-s 
told us that all VHP, Arya Samaj or Sanatan Dharm premises were 
freely available fur their activities. The R.$-run Saraswati Shishu 
Mandir at Naraina Vihar in Delhi has the identical architectural 
layout and visual design as the DAV school at Yusuf Sarai: a central 
icon of Bhtwa""""" is flanked on both sides by wall ficscoes of Hindu 
nationalist or legendary heroes, of wars with Muslims. :Each organi
zation told us that 1925 was the key moment fur Hindu awakening: 
all explained subsequently that the R.$ was born that year. 'We ate 

all Hindus, we are all the same; every spokesman of each organiza
tion recited at the beginnin_g .of their exposition. All of them re
duced differences in beliefs and prac::tica to personal idiosyncrasies. 
None claimed an exclusive monopoly over the fundamental truth of 
Hinduism. 

This could well be a purely temporary tactical coordination. Yet 
it has already introduced a quali~iv.ely new concept of Hindu 
u~ity. A whole hisrory of .conflictins paths and resolutions has been 
freed of real difference. Historical plurality is substituted by the 
political myth of an unvarying common fight ~ainst the l.f uslim. 

The claim of cpe. VHP to represent the entire Hindu space has 
an important te;mporal dimensiop. Earlier HiQdu -communal orga
nizations that aimed at mobilizing society would assume a time-las 
between the foundation of the organization and the realiza~~ll of 
its aims. There would be some notion of an intervenitlB historical 
process through which the organization would come ~o enfold soci
ety within .i~lf. In effect the time.lag implied an intemaediate stage 
of self-reform. Late nineteenth cen~ rev.ivalists bad set out to 
~ork for certain basic doctrinal transfurmations -withU:a Hinduism. 
Even though the organizational drive of the 20s had-·div.~ed itself 
of any insistence on a uniform, reformed doctrine or practice, a trace 
of the earlier imperative persisted. The RSS or th~ Hinc;lu Maha-
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sabha saw themselves as the nucleus of an organized militant society 
of the future. Sangh S1U1Wj 11!# sangalhan nahi, samaj ka sangathml hai 
(the Sangh is not an organization in society, it is the organization 
of society), proclaimed an Rs.5 pamphlet.2 Yee even this assumes a 
deferring of fulfillment. If 1111N1j does not need co reform itself, it 
still needs to be organized by the R$.S..-.-5omething that lies in the 
future. The present departure resides in the face that the presumed 
time-lag between aspiration and realization has been completely 
erased. Ram's birthplace still needs to be won back and Hindu 
Rashtra muse replace the secular state. Yee the organization and the 
samaj arc already one: no internal transformation is required. 

A tremendous self-multiplication of the core organizational clus
ter is used to confirm this suggestion. The Rs.5 strategy of contin
uous export of trained cadres from the mother organization to an 
expanding raDBe of affiliates and sub-affiliates had already paved the 
way for that. The VHP itself brought in its wake a whole range of 
dynamic, subsidiary fronts. Each of them was used during the RJB 
movement to indicate a breakthrough into varied social level
women, youths, sadhus-until it seemed that nothing was left that 
was not i~ the movement. A planned coordination that deliberately 
organized a phased self-multiplication, was presented as spontaneous 
participation by new ranks of Hindus, the mutual conjoining of 
society ancl organization. The movement thus appeared as rooted in 
an unmediaced social will rather than in the directives of an orga• 
ni~tionL This consequently added immense authority to its apti
secular and anti-Muslim commands. 

This was sought to be realized by a rather unusual strategy-chat 
of steadfastly refus.ia.g claims co originality and innovation, of con
tinuously dispersing its sources of inspiration as widely as possible 
among au~horities who are distant, even antagonistic-Rabindra-
nath, Gandhi, Bhagat Singh, Ambedkar. No great Hindu figure has . 
been wasted. Rathef ctian composing a distinct, defined lineage for 
itself, the attempt is to establish a complex, constantly proliferating 
and sprawlios,kinship network which scops only ac the Muslim,. the 
Chr~s~U\n and the ·~ular' .. At the same time, the great figures are 
froien into static.icoa.s and their specific ideas and mess88es arc left 
unpack~. Pluralis~ i~ . made into a spectacle through a process of 
co-option which never spells out the grounds for appropriation: how V 
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Rabindranath, Gandhi, Bhagat Singh and Ambed.kar could conceiv· 
ably be pulled into the orbit of Hindu Rashtra would have been an 
impossible question to answer, and hence cannot be raised at all. 

Since the VHP claims to have appropriated all Hindus, signs of 

\ 
this occupation have to be made visible all over the Hindu world. 
The movement therefure works its way from the overtly political 
domain into everyone's everyday life, primarily through the innova· 
tive use of small icons, derived from calendar art: the sticker. the 
slogan, the bhagwa Jbwdj. During thew 111111 campaign, all Hindu 
households were required to fly and a very large number of wben 
as well as rural households in U .P. did fly-the saffron flag. The 
most interesting specimen in this connection was the sticker dis
playing Ram and/or the temple. Slickly produced in a variety of 
garish colours, at one time they could be seen all over North Indian 
cities and towns and also in many villages. They could be pasted 
anywhere on vehicles, offices, houses, or on school blackboards. 
Their reach extended much beyond that of posters or wall.writing. 
They swamped individuals in their ubiquity, contriving a sense of 
the irresistible tide of Hindutva. 

This was no spontaneous upsurge of popular devotional creativ
ity. For one thing, the concerted and expensive process of produc· 
tion required a high level of planning and investment. A. Shankar's 
w ammg: India in Dangw (VHP publication) that WIS promoted at 
least six months before the small icons swept into the market, is a 
booklet which asks each reader to xerox and distribute copies of 
itself among at least twenty more people. It also provides a blue
print about how and why Ram messages could occupy the entire 
visual space of Hindus. It advises the putting up of prominent hoar· 
dings 'highlighting Hindu principles', universal display of W&on 
flags, use of the om symbol on doors and vehicles and wearing of 

. 'om lockets'. The point then is not simply the ubiquity of Hindutva 
symbols but a monopoly of their production in VHP hands. Unlike 
visuals used by other political groups, the VHP does not put its 
visible signature on its products. What it does is to use a distinctive 
format (say the coupling of Ram and the yet to be built #ll:#U/W), 
which identifies it as the work of the VHP, at the same time as it 
symbolizes a 'non·partisan' symbol of Hindu aspirations and self. 
identification. 
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Not only is production prolific but messages are made to rein
force each other, develop each other's meeting in an ascending spi
ral. The need to create a self-referential system of images and 
meanings is important since Hindutva works through several inter
related organizations and is engaged with changing political objec
tives over a fairly long period of time. When elections approach, for 
instance, the BJP takes over the sticker culture from the VHP and 
develops the theme of Ram Mandir into a call for Ram Rajya. A 
popular election slogan in 1991, for instance, was: &- r11jya ii on 
chtJ,/Bhajpa It. stltllb chak {Lets go towards Ram Rajya, lets move 
with the BJP). The VHP itself coordinates its images with contem
porary middle class aspirations. The most familiar iconic rendering 

' of the Ayodhya temple on a poster is one where the warrior Ram 
is displayed on the left comer at the top. The centre is filled with 
a pseudo-photographic depiction of the non-existent temple, de
signed by a descendant of the architect who had rebuilt the Somnath 
temple on North Indian Mgllri rather than on South Indian archi
tectural lines (we were told this by the VHP umy111i Giriraj 
Kishore). The future construction is projected as an already-realized, 
existing present, typifying once again the basic VHP strategy of 
&ing the distance between aspiration and fulfilment. On the 
right-hand comer at the bottom, the present tense is embodied in 
the shape of a blue Maruti car which substitutes for human devotees. 
The spectacle is indeed worthy of the Hindutva of twenty-first cen
tury consumerism a living expression of the fetishization and com
modification of human devotion. 

The successful elaboration of the self-referential network of usable 
and portable messages is dependent on the deployment of a limited 
range of basic symbols: Ram (as a b.by, and as armed adult), the 
temple, ,,,,., the saffron flag. A danger exists, however, that their 
target group need not necessarily accept the desired single message, 
especially since the symbols are traditional ones, loaded with older 
and different meanings. Asked if he had joined the 'Ram party', a 
New Delhi panwa'4, who had a sticker pasted on his cigarette cup
board in the shop, gestured at the image of the .,,,Ji, and said, 'I 
don't want this,' and then pointing to the figure of Ram in the 
foreground declared, 'I have kept this for him.' Stickers use tradi
tional religious symbols in a constituency that is increasingly 
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making distinctions between politics and religion. They still repre
sent, however, a major advance in the dissemination of the VHP 
world-view, fur the ubiquity of small icon tries to transfurm their 
character from objects of worship (an om sign on a car, or a picture 
of Ram stuck to a bus stand, can hardly be that) to signs of one's 
Hindu identity. 

The VHP carefully regulates the production of variations on the 
same theme. Take, fur instance, the figure of Ram in two poses, 
apparently very different from each other. In one an.apocalyptic 
leader is silhouetted against a purple sky, his torso and legs uncov- ' 
ered, his hair and loincloth flowing against a raging storm. This is 
Ram the disinherited, radiating a mood of elemental anger. In the , 
other image he stands against a bright golden temple with an °" 
inscribed on the blue sky above. his smiling fu:e is almost feminine ' 
in sweetness, his body is laden with jewels. The viewer is offered 
two choices: Ram the warrior, fighting for his rjghts in a battle that 
signifies apocalyptic upheaval, and Ram the king, embodiment of a 
golden age of Hindu culture, source of stability and reassuranc-e. Yet 
both share two fundamental aspects-his weapons and his single 
presence, unclut.tered with additional figures. Whatever else he may 
mean, Ram, above all, symbolizes martial prowess. His weapons are 
his only companions, sustaining him in both disinheritance and 
glory. While Ram as a .Kshatriya kins is rightfully a warrior figure, 
the new clement that makes all the difference here is the unstated . . . 

reference to the fact that the weapons are meant fur the destruction 
of the Muslims. The message is simultan~usly conveyed and af
firmed by so many other furms of VHP pro~ganda.that it µeed not 
be added to the icon itself explicitly, .but will, nonetheless, continue 
to frame its reception. 

The small icons that insinuate t~er,nselves in:. the daily lives of 
Hindus, arise out of and create a basis for larger symboli<; actions. 

' Since the early '80s, when the VHP came into its own in North 
India, it has invented a series of political rituals that were mean~ to 
encompass every comer and ~h individual of Hindu India--the 
sacrifices and d1e .. yatf'as (Ek.mata Yajna in 1983, Shri. ~jmwh , . 

Janambhoomi Yatra .in 1984, several oth~ rdtb ,aJras in · 1985-89, 
the Shila Pujan and Shila11y11S ce.cemonies at Ayodhy,a m 1989, and 
finally, Advani's rath yatr41. in 1990) . . While some: ~consc:iQusness-
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raising toun, othen require active contributions from everyone a 
brick, a rupee, or the sale of a bottle of Ganga water in each village 
of the country. It is a way of claiming, and, to an extent, creating, 
oneness always under VHP auspices. Interestingly, the human 
devotee is yet again embodied in a brick or a rupee that he/she has 
sent or the bottle of holy water he/she has purchased: i.e., devotion 
is ultimately translated into money. The rituals, moreover, are 
spread over months and are continuously innovative. Through them, 
Ram's saga is transcreated for contemporary consumption where the 
rath becomes a dressed-up DCM Toyota van. 

The VHP creates its own form of oneness through a new calendar 
of Hindu festivals that also includes some Scheduled Caste (espe
cially Valmiki and Ravidas /JM/as), Sikh and Buddhist sacred events. 
Altogether, it seems to sum up the entire span of Hindu festive 
activity. Noticeably, oneness is not projected as sameness, or a fun
damentalist commitment to an identical body of doctrine and prac
tice, but through its reverse. It is achieved through a controlled 
pluralism, through a single organizational cluster that allows yet 
coordinates a larBe range of sacred events. 

The most striking aspect of small icons ~nd new rituals that 
virtually substitute Ram and his temple for all other Hindu prac
tices and symbols, is that they have made Ram irrevocably associ
ated not with Ravana in a 'Manichaean' world-view, but with Babur 
and Muslim rule. The new historical myths have achieved this vital 
substitution of associative feeling so silently and effectively that in 
the .icons and festivals, the Muslim need not be introduced at all, 
and so the establish~ iconic format need not be disturbed. Ram's 
face and his life story are enough to release a chain of associations 
that has. detached itself from all known epic narratives and brought 
in the invented medi<;val history of India. . . . 

Pluralism in VHP. discourse translates into many ways of expe-. . 
ricncing pleaJSure once again introducing a consumerist impera-
tive. Sudarshan spent a lo~JJ time enumeratin&, with relish, the rich 
vai:iety of p~tices among different Hindus, ranging from strict 
mutual monogamy to even polyandry. Acharya Girir~j Kishore 
frankly described the many differences among the Shankaracharyas 
all of whom hpwever, bless the cause of the temple. The t'ashtrl!P 

s«1ikm maintained that there were no co(Ilpulsory, observances fur 
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women. There was tolerance, good humour, celebration in such ref
erences. At the same time, Giriraj Kishore was speechless when we 
insisted on an answer to our query: what happens when two mutu
ally exclusive practices confront each other? For instance, when hari
jans are massacred by upper castes because of accidental pollution 
through physical touch? Which side would the VHP be on? Giriraj
ji's silence pointed out that the VHP can describe diversity only as 
a higher furm of harmony, and never as a source of conflict. For it, 
differences are not structured by oppre5sion and violence, they co
exist in the departmental stores of Hindutva as a row of attractive 
packages. 

VHP ORGANIZATION 

Behind the VHP's claim to incorporate everything within itself lies 
a subtle restructuring of the individual units as well as the general 
shape of the Hindu world. For the very first time, an ecumenical 
order is being sought to be imposed upon Hinduism. It is necessary, 
therefore, to have a closer look at the VHP organizational structure. 
The VHP was born in 1964 when Golwalkar, on behalf of the R~. 
met a select group of 1anya1i1 and heads of religious organizations 
in Bombay to start a new mass front which was supposed to unite 
all Hindu religious sects under a single umbrella. For the first ten 
years the new organization worked largely in the North Eastern 
States, proselytizing against Christian missionaries. After the Mee
nakshipuram incident of 1981 when some harijans converted to 
Islam, its fucus was turned against Muslims. In this new phase, it 
sought to enlarge and furmalize the institutional links with men of 
religion across the country. Two apex bodies were created for reli
gious leaders-the Marg Darshak Mandal, meeting once or twice 
annually, and the Dharm Sansad which meets only when needed. 
Shankaracharyas-the heads of cop ranking math1-were given a 
prominent role within them and most of them became closely iden
tified with VHP policies. 

Such linkages with 1adhm and 1antJ are crucial, for they give to 
Hinducva the platfurm by which it can be seen as part of the long 
and popular history of Hinduism itself. The sanyasis become the 
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vehicle to articulate Hindutva's ambition of organizing a Hindu 
identity and State. At Bilhaur (central U.P.) just before the elections 
in 1991, we met a stmyasi from the Bandra forest area who told us 
that he had read Savarkar at the age of ten. When asked to define 
a Hindu, he repeated Savarkar's definition verbatim. The movement 
to 'liberate' the three j""",,,/,h«nnis was initiated through two dhatm 
slRl.UUls held in 1984 and 1985. The VHP video cassettes focus long 
on their deliberations, suggesting that their demands spring from 
an urgent devotional necessity. The transaction was a two ways one, 
and the VHP put some specific interest of religious organizations 
on their agenda: most notably the freeing of temple managements 
from government control. 

Legally, the VHP was conceived of as a trust, with a 100-mem~r 
Board of Trustees and a 51-strong Governing Council. The latter 
body includes only one s11111asi at present, Swami Chinmayananda
an indication, perhaps, that the ultimate controlling power rests not 
with traditional religious leaders, but with ~ cadres. As a trust 
cannot enroll memben dUcc:tly, VHP activists are called hikhi111.Ju 
(well-wishen). 

The trust, in coune of time, has developed eighteen departments, 
and even a mere enumeration of their purposes provides a clue to 
the range of VHP 1etivities and aspirations. There is a Dharma 
Anusthan department organizing kif"ldlu and bhajan.s in temples. 
Another branch looks after the missionary, or tihtMMa J>r«ha,. work, 
geared to the 'reconvenion' of Christians and Muslims. Yet another 
is the Acharya Vibhag which trains pajMis for the VHP as well as 
fur many non-VHP run temples. The Parva Samanuyaya department 
coordinates common festivals with non-VHP temple committees. A 
VHP leaflet listed 72 such organizations in Delhi, including Sana
tanis, the Arya Samaj, Sikh Sangha, several Buddhist and Jain bod
ies, and Valmiki Mandir Committees from among harijan groups. 
By expanding in such ways its influence among the pajdri network 
and also by setting up or acquiring temples of its own, the VHP 
clears the way for a common set of deities, rituals, sacred occasions, 
all with the explicit purpose of initiating a common fight against 
the Muslims, the demand of Hindu Rashtra. 

At the heart of the huge VHP complex at Ramakrishna Puram 
in Delhi lies a Hanuman temple that preceded the VHP construe-
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tion. The Jmjari has lately affiliated himself to the VHP and the old 
temple space is going to be overshadowed by a large new sanctum 
with Bha,.at Mata as its central icon. There is also a department on 
maths and mandin that coordinates activities among different reli
gious establishments. Another department looks after Sanskrit edu
cation and provides a ten-day crash course in spoken and written 
Sanskrit. The VHP has announced its intention of reviving Sanskrit 
as a living Indian language, since all the crucial sa1111ka,.-forming 
texts are in Sanskrit. For the VHP, however, the Sanskrit treasure 
trove is not constituted by either classical literature or the philoso
phies, but primarily by prescriptive texts. Man111mriti and Arlha
shastt'a are taken to be specially central to the idea of Hindu Rashtra. 
It is interesting to remember that the Mantmrwiti prescribes a rigid
ity stratified caste and gender hierarchy, while the Anhashastf'a rec
ommends a police state under a single despotic head. These remain 
live and valid traditions for the VHP. Doordarshan too extended its 
cooperation to the project by initiating the long serial "Chanakya", 
based on the life of the putative author of Arlhasha.stf'd. 

Alongside such branches oriented towards mobilizing and train
ing high caste religious specialists, the VHP also has a service de
partment which w.orks mainly among harijans and tribals, especially 
in forest areas. Picking up from a rather scanty · network of R.SS 
welfare organizations, the VHP first developed them in the sixties 
and the seventies mainly among the Christian tribals of the North
East. Later they were extended to Delhi, Kamataka, Orissa, Andhra 
Pradesh, M.P., Tamil Nadu, Maharashtra, Kerala, U.P. and Bihar. 
The 'Hinduization' of exploited social groups became urgent, par
ticularly after the Meenakshipuram incident.3 There are recent plans 
of working among backward caste peasants of U.P. and Bihar, but 
so far the accent has largely been on forest tribes: relatively isolated., 
marginal, and less integrated with formed caste hierarchies. A sadha 
from the Banda forest area of U. P. told us that the VHP arc in 
constant touch with the forest-dwelling Kol tribes. The form of 
VHP activity among such groups reveals the significant influences 
of the R.SS model. It is mainly educational work, setting up librar
ies, yogashramas, balwadis, student hostels and child s11111Sit.at- centres 
for developing knowledge of Hindu texts and Hindu national he
roes. There is some provision for vocational training for small-scale 
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employment projects; but the central thrust-though seldom de
scribed as such is clearly a 'convenion' of tribals and harijans to 
recognizably respectable Hindutva forms of wonhip. Upper caste 
&$ youths at Bilhaur described tribals and harijans as 'dirty and 
ignorant', who can now join Hindu society by contributing to 
Ram's cause. VHP workers give Ram icons to Kol tribes in Banda, 
and R.agh11n•nd•n Prasad Sharma's VHP: J\n.u, J\aWiti#s aJ }._,hiMJe
,,..,,,, advises the spmid of the 'chief religious soublras' among 
·fHl~is. girijans and harijatu'. Clearly these are meant to replace 
existing beliefs and practices among uibals and ensure a homoge
nized version of religion. Equally clearly these three categories are 
seen not really to belong and must earn that right. There is no 
provision for any circulation of beliefs or practices from these levels 
to mainstream Hindus, not a hint of any perception that aJiflasi 
traditions may conceivably have something worth preserving or add
ing on to Brahminical Hinduism. 

The rhetoric about the equal validity of plural custom within a 
wide and tolerant Hindu world thus. breaks down. At bottom, tribal 
and lower caste practices and beliefs are treated with Brahminical 
contempt and suspicion, a distortion that needs to be corrected. 
It is significarat also that in recent yean the interest in tribals seems 
to have moved away from the North-East to areas where tribals have 
been waging class and political struggles under left-leaning 
groups the Bastar region in M.P. or Chotanagpur in Bihar, fur 
instance. To the overarching imperative of insulating tribals and 
forest people from the attraction of Islam and Christianity is added 
a social imperative of creating a base and movement among them 
which would be violently activist but which will not question the 
politics of the social and economic marginalization of these tribes. 

A third category of VHP work is more directly agitational. There 
is, fur instance, a department of cow protection, which continues 
the older Slllllilkmi tradition of go-shalm but functions now primarily 
as a confrontational body. It agitates against the legalized sale of 
beef in Kerala and West Bengal. The Bajrang Dal (BO) department 
looks after the training of young boys. It calls itself by different 
names in different parts of the country. In Bengal fur instance, it is 
known as the Vivekananda Vahini. The department ofDurga Vahini 
is its counterpart among young girls. Both are primarily urban with 
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a significant reach within small t.owns in U.P., and draw their re
cruits from young people with regular leisure time and some finan
cial security. Unlike the RSS they do not have regular shalJJ. 
uaining, but organize seven-day camps t:Vcry year. Their cenacs art 

located at Hanuman Mandirs where they organize weekly Ultslflllll. 
Lacking a regular ideological or physical training programme, or , 
fixed ~bedule fur activities which still rem•in the preserve of the 
RSS, they seem t.o constitute really a reserve furce for 1Bitational 
activities. A BO activist described the department as· an organ for I 
the 'protection of Hindus', that is, by definition they come alive 
only in times of conflict with Muslims. They were largely instro
mental in recruiting urban youths for the w SMldS at Ayodhya. The 
f'dlbtrdlwibi.s t.old us that they had provided martial arts training to 

the Ourga Vahini at that point. At the VHP rally of April 4, 1991 
in Delhi, we ulked to a group of local Bajrang Dal youths who we« 
wmewhat inarticulate about their aims and programmes. Then Pra
matb Pandey from Bbilai explained that the Dal teaches youths 
'how t.o be Hindus and how to obey instructions'. Vikas, a young 
RSS member from Sbahdara, Delhi, incerveoed to say that the Dal 
is instructed in disciplined work by the RSS. He then filled in 
Pramath's hesitant comments by telling us that the Dal's main ideal 
is, 'not t.o retreat and they believe in tit fur tat', once IB&in con
firming that the Dal functions largely in conflict situations. 

After the BJP assumed power in Uttar Pradesh the latest skir
mishes on the Ayodhya issue featured BO activists directly, while 
the BJP, RSS and even the VHP shunned a public posture. A sub
affiliate can thus be deployed to keep an issue alive for future use 
while the more important fronts can remain relatively quiet so that 
the issue is not highlighted beyond a point, to create embarrassment 
to the BJP government. The fact that the BO is known t.o recruit 
untrained., volatile, semi-lumpen elements in contrast t.o the hand
picked. and thoroughly-coached RSS cadres also absolves the larger 
front and core organizations from direct responsibility fur reckless 
acts of indiscipline or violence. But the BO was clearly straining at 
the leash and the VHP, equally clearly, did not mean to expand the 
scope of their action in the immediate futwe. Signs of strain wete 

all too evident. 
The Matti Manda! department is the affiliate that works among 
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older women. It started operating in Delhi from the early eighties 
and has now about 500 members. The rate of growth has been quite 
low compared to the radical Delhi based women's organizations. It 
promotes Sat111luw Kmdf'as among small children aged between five 
and cen. It also undertakes some charity work, especially in large 
urban hospitals. Krishna Sharma, who heads the Delhi mahila wing 
and who is married to B.L. Sharma, described how their workers 
regularly visit critically ill people in several hospitals, comfort rel-

. atives in distress and prepare food for those patients who do not 
receive delicacies from homes. Significantly, no special work is pro
moted by this department for women's rights. Instead .of regular 
group meetings they pay informal visits to each other's homes. The 

1 work is low key, distanced from various problems, not geared to 
rapid expansion. The real purpose seems to be the training of work
ers in related but minor frontline work. 

The foreign coordination committee believes that Hindus all over 
the world constitute a single country which is then divided up 
among 30 odd 'branches'. There are a few technical departments 
that look after finance, publications and administration work. The 
most influential departments at the moment are the propaganda and 
Ram Janarnbhoomi 11ibhags (departments). 

Through the VHP, the RSS has made a significant break from 
its own past. The Hindu that the earlier RSS sought to construct 
was surely grounded in a known religion; yet, the definition of that 
religion itself was overtly cultural and implicitly political. Prior to 
the VHP, the ecclesiastical institutions within Hindu society were 
left scrupulously alone while fronts were built up among most lay 
sections-women, workers, students, kisans. But today we find the 
flourishing Mataji temple near the Jhandewalla RSS office being run 
by an RSS-dominated board of trustees. Some sanyasis from Basti 
related how they had overhauled regular readings of sacred texts 
(leathas) at temples to include taped messages of Sadhvi Rithambara. 
With the VHP bridgehead into organized religion, the RSS has, at 
last, filled up a crucial gap for itself. Its claims to all of Hinduism 
is consequently fuller and more confident. 'Even the sanyasis are 
rising in defence of RJB,' thundered Rithambara and she was echoed 
by all the important sa'1ts at the last Oharm Sansad at Delhi in April 
1991. The message has two implications. Since, within a traditional 
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Hindu world view, renouncers have a special claim aver truth .M 
wisdom even about the mundane world, their authority is supreme 
and their summons cannot be ignored. Equally, their participation 
reveals beyond doubt that the entire Hindu world was wit:hin the 
present movement, and that violence against Muslims was a sa
cred duty, prescribed by sanyasis. During October 1990. house 
and temple walls at Ayodhya and Faizabad displayed slogans that 
said 'it is the compulsory religious duty of Hindus to JU/I those 
who kill cows' (emphasis ours). The involvement of ascetics in 
the movement ensured that the injunction was issued by the 
proper authorities. 

The agenda-from training P•jaris in proper Sanskrit and sams
ltaras to constructing a single hierarchical structure with an apex 
body in the Dharm Sansad-relies on, draws in and changes the 
traditional temple, math, and Shankaracharya networks. Simulta
neously it reorders the traditional priorities within Hindu piety 
by imposing its own circuit of new pilgrimage sites. While 
Giriraj Kishore acknowledged the sanctity of older sacred sites 
like Gaya and Puri, he was clearly not very enthusiastic about 1 

them. The major spots, according to him were Somnath, Benaras, 
Mathura and, above all, Ayodhya. He explained the principle 
behind the hierarchy; 'The other ones had not been destroyed by 
Muslims.' It was, therefore, the association with violence and 
conflict in past and present that conferred sanctity. The struggle 
for the RJB is also the VHP's struggle for the conquest of Hindu-
• ism. 

The break from the past agenda is, nevertheless, only partial. 
There is a dialectic between the present sense of a surfeit and the 
traditionally austere boundaries of the RSS. While initiating and 
identifying with the new move, the RSS still retains its organiza
tional autonomy and the old agenda, albeit within the broader 
movement that it has created around itself. The VHP derives all its 
pr«ht!Waks from the RSS. Its entire ideological and organ~ionaJ 
apparatus, therefore, remains under RSS supervision. Like c.ieatures 
which encase themselves and breed within a protective outer cover
ing provided by their own saliva, the RSS continues its molecular 
model of cultural change and character formation. 
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IDEOLOGY AND S0cw. Co~mON 

Hindutva at this moment is in a triumphalist mood, having 
CJnuged ideologically and electorally as a Tiable alternative to the 
Gandhi-Nehru legacy of a democratic State, professins adherence to 
social welfare and multi-culturalism. Even global events these days, 
with the rapid dismantling of the Second World along with the 
crisis that &ces socialist theory, seem to confirm and add to its 
claims. The emphasis on the collapse of non-capitalist orden es
pecially marked in R.$-VHP e:Kpositioos of the past two years-
underlines, all the more strongly, the relatively hidden agenda of 
Hindutva which is directed against socialism. Doctrinally, socialism 
is more disturbing for Hindutva than the ideology of Islam, for the 
RS.S-VHP world-view is singularly ill-equipped to deal with ques
tions of social conflict. Its own argument poses no alternative socio
economic perspective that can possibly cope with the fundamental 
questions of inequality and exploitation raised by socialist doctrines. 
Hence its recent pronouncements like Soo•nban's speech on April 
4 on the one hand, continues the old assertioo of I1111g1wl H•w• r•isw 
that materialism is spiritually impoverishins; on the other hand, a 
fresh u11pirical weight is added by pointins to the collapee of the 
Second World, which relieves Hindutva of directly replying to the 
doctrinal challenge of socialism.4 

Just as socialism is conveniently piseonholed into a crude and 
limited this-worldliness and some failed historical systems, there is 
similarly, neither an adequate theory of capitalism nor its critique. 
Capitalism is seen as yet another form of materialism, equally b.sed 
on the notion of mutual conflict against which a non-analysed" idea 
of harmony is counterpoised. At the same time, while its competi
tive and materialist nature is rhetorically condemned, the labour 
relations and forms of social organization generated by that order 
arc implicitly accepted. New generations of the Hindu Right are 
obviously to work diligently within them and benefit accordingly. 
In Upadhyaya's l11ugt'dl H11111J111i.s111 there was a small, undeveloped 
reference to hedonistic consumption and the consequent depletion 
of natural resources. Interestingly, recent writings have shifted the 
focus to a more trans-social notion of a rather crude form of ecology, 
which traces the spoliation of nature to the innate character of 
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Western scientific man and to his desire to conquer nature. The 
delinking of ecological problems &om consumerist capitalism con- · 
stitutes an absent argument5 which is illustrative of the relevance 
of new Hindutva for a diasporic, urban, business-oriented, booming 
global formation fueled by consumerist desires and opportunities. 
The counter-order is located in a superior 'scientific' organic under
standing within traditional Hinduism which structures man within, 
and not against nature. Hindutva today is in a self-congratulatory 
mood. While ln14gNI H•Wltmn did concede that Western science ' 
has something to teach us, more recent R~ VHP publications arc 
more at pains to establish that W estem scientists themselves arc 
rediscovering the relevance of Hindu social, physical and human 
scienccs.6 

'Western' social orders, whether in the First or the Second World 
are claimed to be equally premised on mutual conflict and compe
tition rather than on harmony and organic links, and being entirely 
materialistic, they constitute a relatively underdeveloped notion of 
social existence. Significantly, problems of individual freedom, civil 
rights or democracy within the Second World, or of exploitation, 
alienation and commodification of all human relations under capi
talism, are pushed aside. In a move that suggests lineages in the 
third path (neither communism nor capitalism) that national social
ism in Germany had set itself, Hindutva's simplistic constructs of 
the 'West' are meant to provide foils to the construction of a 
'Hindu' order. Presumably the sources of this idyllic alternative 
comes from actual historical experience. Yet nowhere are these 
'Hindu' values historicized or historically proved: they are simply 
pulled in random fashion as contrasts and are made to co-exist con
tinuously as a seamless whole for a supposed 'Hindu history' . 

Given the centrality of the ideal model of Hindu values, it is 
curious to find a persistent inability to see it in terms of different 
historical periods. 'Hindu history' is always pushed back into the 
mythic world. History, for B.L. Sharma, really begins with Muslim 
invasions. Everything that went before is taken to be an undiffer
entiated, unchanging continuation of Ram Rajya. While the histor
ically unspecified 'Hindu period' acts as a repository of stable 
symbols, within ancient history as a whole, a sort of a break is 
introduced through the notion of Buddhist 'states' and their sup-
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posed neglect of Hindu temples and martial valour.7 The R~ plans 
I to bring out a multi-volume history of India. The only volume on 

which work has so far begun is the Buddhist period. Even though 
rhetorically, Buddhism is made a part of Hinduism, in practice the 
interpretation of Buddhist historical experience present as a disaster 

1 that emasculated the ancient 'Hindu natio!l'. All departures from 
an animal slaughter centred Brahminism and imperial ambitions are 
thereby implicitly condemned, and a justification is provided fur the 
extermination of Buddhism within its birthplace. At the same time, 
an 188ressive warrior ethos is made into an immutable, absolute 
'Hindu' value, from which any change would be undesirable. So 
while the core of 'Hindu' philosophy is made out to be peace and 

) tolerance (and, a contrast is made with other world religions which 
supposedly lack these qualities), the ideal value of the historical 
Hindu is taken to be military glory. This way the best of both 
worlds is ensured: gloating about a superior tolerance, while con
firming the necessity for its own violent and aggressive agenda. 

On the eve of the ur s1111a programme, Rithambara proclaimed 
an immediate, all-out war: 'kh«m ~ hota IMi to Jt bar lxml Jo' 
(if there has to be bloodshed let it happen once and fur all), impa
tient to pulverize an already battered minority community, her 
longings not yet satisfied by Meerut, Maliana, Bhagalpur, Ahmed
abad, Banaras and Kanpur. Angry HindM! Ya. Wby not? Why .
Hi"""1 m th. Doeil? exhorts the title of an Rs.S booklet, celebrating 
lethal anger as the saving grace for the communicy. A Hindu Jag
aran Manch leaflet from Khurja evokes the image of divine ven
geance seeking Muslim blood, thereby transposing revenge from the 
political need of a human community to the desire of the gods: 
''RIRl&hmuii J,.haJj khappar liy1 gali gali wh.r rahi IMi' (the goddess of w• is roaming around the lanes looking for blood). 

While the image of the angry, rampant Hindu gets transl•r.ed 
into reality like a self-fulfilling prophecy, so grows the emphasis on 
the notions of tolerance, peace and 'real' secularism in the Hindutva 
discourse. We have already referred to the repeated expositions of 
Hindu pluralism. Hindu Rashua, str•1ctured by this principle, 
therefore offers maximum security to other faiths, says a VHP book
let, Why Hiw Rmhtra?. Secularism in its internal principle, is 
supposec:lly contained within the definition of the Hindu Rashtra 
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itself, and 'pseudo-secularists' only want to subvert this potential. 
In our investigations among a wide range of people in Delhi, espe. 
cially among school teachers deeply influenced by the R.SS, we often 
came across a particular sentence: 'Of course we love the Muslim, 
we love ·even insects.' 'Even Muslims have their gentlemen and 
Islam has produced its own civilizations,' Bhandari had assured w . 
Ram Swarup's subtly persuasive arguments ground this reassurance 
on claims ·to a philosophic distinction: 'unlike Semitic religions, 
God is not an external commandment for us, but resides within 
ourselves. Our religion taiches us to realize this divinity progres
sively within our lives. This is supposed to impart to Hinduism a 
quiet, intros:Pectivc, non-intrusive character. '8 

Al.ready we are on the way to an invisible slide which insidiously 
takes us to a very different plane. The very love and tolerance that 
is associated here with Hinduism must place it above other religions 
which are then consequently relegated to a lower-order existence. 
Since these are defined by the absence of love, so the argument goes, 
they are made intrinsically intolerant, ~pansionist and violent. A 
whole range of characterizations grow from this point, spelling out 
danger that needs to be resisted. Hindu tolerance is always coun
tcrposed against supposed Muslim intolerance and fanaticism, rely
ing on the unstated and unproved assumption that the philosophical 
postulates of a particular religion (which arc in this case arbitrarily 
taken for granted) constitute the exclusive, unchanging organiza
tional principles for an entire people across all kinds of spaces, time$ 
and historical changes. If Hinduism is more tolerant (which is stated 
as an axiom and is nowhere really expounded) then all Hindus at 
all times will be peace-loving. Whatever the provocation, since 
Islam is a proselytizing religion, all Muslims are necessarily intol
erant, so the argument goes, whereas a Hindu Rashtra is a safe 
repose for all creeds and sects. A Muslim-majority India, or a secular 
state which takes Muslim support into account, must be dedicated 
to the conversion of Hindus and to turning India ultimately into a 
fanatic Islamic state which will root out all ocher beliefs. In our 
investigations at Nizamuddin, the VHP, Arya Samajist as well as 
Sanatan Dharmist, insisted that this was going to happen in three 
distinct ways: Muslims, being irrepressibly and aggressively lustful 
by nature, rape Hindu women and force Hindu wombs into pro-
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ducing Muslim progeny; their legalized polygamy enables them to 
breed at a g~t pace, so that the existing Hindu demographic ma-, 
jority is a fri.gile and vanishing reality and Muslims will soon out-
number Hindus. The project will be aided by the influx of Muslim 
money from the Islamic countries and invasions from Pakistan. All 
three arguments have been extensively developed by VHP journals 
and pamphlets. In fact, they have become the received wisdom even 
among a large set of middle class, urban, educated people who do 
not otherwise subscribe to VHP programmes. The corollaries to 
these assertions (each is made without concrete reference to histor
ical or demographic evidence, or when this is done, the source of 
information is conveniently missing) arc significant. The secular 
scate, which is part of the conspiracy, must be replaced by a Hindu 
Rashtra to ensure real toleration. Toleration, to be secure, must then 
scamp out all that is not Hindu, fur what is not Hindu is always 
intolerant. 

Bhandari and Sudarshan both ended their expositions on Hindu 
tolerance with shrill diatribes against Islamic 'expansionism'. Dr. 
Saifuddin Jeelaney's interview with Golwallcar9 includes a quip by 
Guruji who had apparently been told by a 'tolerant' Sufi that the 
only path to religious unity was conversion to Islam. The moral, 
therefore, is that even the best of Muslims is a fanatic. Similarly, 
Seshadri a al. conclude their hitherto reasoned description of Hindu 
tolerance with: 'The Muslim is not prepared to give any right to 
people other than his own Muslim sect,' and the Christian is equally 
hid. Hinduism is under a ban in Nagaland, they declare. 'Even the 
pseudo-secularists arc more fanatic and intolerant of any other idea 
of so-called secularism.' The 'Western' origin of other political and 
religious faiths arc thus given a racial cast which makes their 'vio
lent intolerance' a characteriological trait. To this is. added a con
ception of colonial discourse and power-knowledge, which allegedly 
induced self-furgetting among us and imposed alien categories of 
understanding, structuring a false self-knowledge. The West con
quered w by its own furm of knowledge, while the Muslim had 
subjugated us through 'brute force'. As an example is cited the very 
notion of communalism itself, which is called and classified away as 
a colonial category .10 

Emphasis on Hindu pluralism permits yet another slide-the 
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Hindu must fight the 'intolerant' Muslim so that the inttinsic tol
erance of Hinduism may remain in command. We have seen its 
political implications in riot situations. The Muslim is represented 
as a danger because he (or the Christian or the secular) does not 
subscribe to a homegrown religion unlike Buddhism and Sikhism. 
Having first assured explicitly that the Muslim is an equal part of 
the Hindu nation, an unannounced, silent move is slipped in and 
non-homegrown religions are made simultaneously alien, anti
national and threatening. The move is reinforced by a parallel one. 
Savarkar's definition of Hinduism was an overtly 'secular' one, 
linked to devotion to the Holy Land alone, but then land was im
mediately sacralized through a Hinduization of its geographical, 
historical, even zoological features. Golwalkar had prescribed a 
shared 'respect for the cow' as the only basis for Indian unity 
whereas Seshadri describes a true Hindu home as a space sanctified 
by domestic shrines and holy icons, and a Hindu disposition as 
marked by regular temple attendance, daily worship and, at least, 
'minimum satNl&:.f'as: like naming, marriage and funeral ceremo
nies.11 Ha•.-ing first been freed from all observances, the Hindu is 
then thoroughly reinvested with all the known marks of orthodox 

1 

Hindu piety. At the same time, the celebration of complete freedom 
and plurality of choice transfurms itself into a series of observance, 
of 'musts', of the very external commandments which are supposedly 
the marks of non-Hindu Sa11itic cultures. 

All penons outside these boundaries are not Hindus, i.e., not 
Indians, and can therefore only function as potential or actual trai· 
tors. There are, however, ways of separating out 'bad' from 'good' 1 

Muslims. After all, even Rithambara had made a distinction be
tween 'Babur ka aulad' (children of Babur) and 'Rahim ka aulad'. 
Vaman Das Agarwal, (retired Professor) elaborated this point in a 
VHP publication entitled Hi1"1M &ubt""· 'Those people are also in
cluded in the Hindu society who were forced to become Muslims 
and Christians, i.e., those who see their faith as a mark of conquest, ' 
not as a genuine conviction.' The VHP does. take some pains to 
present us with evidence of their presence. The bulk of the hate
filled Angry Hi1"1M, fur instance-, is written by Sikandar Bakht. One 
of the 'charioteers' of Advani's ""'b was a Muslim. The moral drawn 
from these instances is that those who do not s~ this opinion att 
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simply pcrvcne. Uma Bharati gave a very literal expression to this 
moral in her speech at the Delhi Sant Semmelan in April 1991: 
'Muslims always do the opposite of what Hindus do. If the East is 
sacred to the Hindu, then the Muslim will wonhip the West.' 

Within the imagined Hindu Rashtra, the Muslim is fint declared 
a free and equal citizen and then his survival is made conditional 
upon a number of criteria imposed by Hindus alone. This seems to 
be so far the most substantive content of the notion of Hinau 
Rashaa. The f"lllhtr• (nation) is conceptually separated from the state 
and is defined as a cultural idea which embraces a community that 
resides upon a piece of land with which it shares an organic as well 
as an emotional relationship. The sacred significance of the land is 
central, since Savarkar's definition of the Hindu serves several func
tions. Through it, a continuity with the structures of feelings of 
nationalism has been retained. The Muslim remains forever the sym
bol of those who disrupted this sacred integrity and divided this 
holy land. Both associations are carried over into a struggle for 
Ram's land, and it is important to remember that the general im
plications of the RJB movement are mirrored at micro levels in a 
.number of Hindu-Muslim land disputes. Similarly, 'we-ness' 
(Scshadri d "1.) which seems to be a carry-over from the idea of ·,hiti' 
(integral humanism) must assume a condition of permanent struggle 
with the 'non-we' other, since the identity of Hindus cannot be 
pinned down to any other commonly accepted denominator. The 
practical embodiment of this essential 'we-ness' is a supposedly con
tinuous, commonly-held body of'°""""' which has always summed 
up the laws of Hindus. In actual history, however, different Hindu 
sources had described this JJ,.,,,,. in very diverse ways. By ·refusing 
to spell out particularities, modem Hindutva is absolved from re
stricting itself to any concrete or known rules. 

While the nation remains undefined and amorphous, something 
of the general shape of the desired state, however, can still be de
duced. ·Democracy' and 'secularism' (which must be in full conso
.nance with Hindu Rashtra), arc recommended, though very 
occasionally and somewhat perfunctorily. It is also generally quali
fied with many reservations. l11ugr11J H"""'11inll had already idcnti-
6ed democracy as a W estem notion, which breeds problems. The 

' . 
cautjonary note w.as suengthcned by Sudanhan and Bhandari, both 
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of whom expressed a firm commitment to an absolutist state, within 
which the individual must learn to merge his/her identity. Desires 
must always be collective, otherwise they tum irresponsible. The 
principle of the harmony of the whole was invoked each time, to 
confirm the necessity fur complete submission of the individual 
puts. 

Centralimtion is complemented with a predilection for a totali
tarian, big-state complex. Girilal Jain, whose book Slt'ldarinn ....,'SllS 

N"'iONJinn (first published serially in the RSS newspaper Pan&ha
jMly4) starts with a glowing description of the King-Emperor or 
Chakravartin, who not only ruled the whole country but who also 
continuously expanded his territories. There arc longing references 
to India's supposed rule over Afghanistan, Sri Lanka and Burma. 
Empire building was obviously the high water-mark of Hindu 
glory. 

The conjunction of the A.rlhashastra and the MAr.tumriti in VHP 
discourses sums up a highly stratified, rigidly hicrarchizcd ideology 
of the state and the domestic sphere.12 While the A.rthashastra de
scribes a highly organized surveillance system, complete monarchi
cal and bureaucratic controls and monopolies, the Mant1S,,,,.;1; advises 
on how best to rule over the subordinate spheres of Shudras and 
women. 

The supremacy of the family over the individual is reinforced by 
the gender ideology of Hindutva. The rashtraswiluzs implied that 
family considerations should reign supreme in marriage and career 
choice, and that even organimtional work must depend on family 
sanction. Seshadri asks Hindu NRI mothers not to opt fur profes
sional careers and glowingly describes how a senior bank officer
cum-VHP activist in the U.S.A. has given up her job, to bring up 
her children better. NRI teenagers arc issued strong warnings about 
miscegenation which ultimately implies severe parental control that 
would distance the NRI youth from Western modes of intersexual 
sociability. Through carefully-regulated marriages within the high 
caste-upper class NRI circles that the VHP bases itself on financial 
resources are concentrated within the community and are not dis
persed beyond its boundaries. The business interests of a commercial 
class which rely on Hindu norms of conjugality were expressed in 
a very different context, too. Ac Khurja the RSS sanglxhalale referred 
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to Sita's chastity and its influence on true Hindu wives. It was only 
the certainty that Sita's precepts are being followed that enables 
traden and businessmen to go away on long business trips with an 
untroubled heart. Scshadri provides an inventory of Western social 
and moral flaws: they range over widow remarriage, divorce, adul
tery, drugs and 'sexual orgies' without distinction. The Hindu man 
triumphs over the Western man in his ability to regard all women, 
c:Xcept his wife, as mothers. Interestingly social and domestic purity 
is made more actively dependent on controls over male sexuality 
rather than on the woman's whose chastity is more or less taken fur 
granted. The Rs.5 exaltation of the ascetic model (segregation of 
sWbas, celibacy of UWS1111gJxhalt,,/u and of most jwacharait.s and Jwa
chtwi.Ur) marks an important distinction between itself and other 
similar patterns fur youth organization. The fascists and the Nazi 
youth fronts had inculcated a hard macho attitude and an aggressive 
male sexuality. Here however, the ascetic Brahmanical model at
tempts to temper the virility of the warrior ideal, and contains it 
within a frame of low key, monogamous, chaste manhood which 
carefully regulates its sexual activities within strictly procreative 
purposes. 

One of the most sinister features of recent Hindutva has been the 
highlighting of the militantly communal woman in a variety of 
unprecedented ways. A certain disjunction is noticeable between the 
continued austerity within the Rashtrasevika Samiti and even in the 
domestic ideology of new Hindutva, and the flamboyant militancy 
of the new woman activist of the Hindu Right. Rural women at 
Bhagalpur in 1989 or upper middle class Maruti-driving women at 
Ahmedabad in 1991 have appropriated active roles on the centre 
stage of riot scenes where they would rarely put in an appearance 
bcfure an ironic inversion of the woman's traditional invisibility. 
According to VHP reckoning (which was conveyed to us at their 
Ramakrishnapuram Office at Delhi in February) 20,000 lt.ar swiltAs 
courted arrest on 4 January alone at Ayodhya, and a total of 50,000 
were involved in the entire December-January rourid of satyagrahas. 
The VHP furtnightly, Hind• Chetna of 15 December 1991, displays 
a cover photograph of lt,a,. swiltAs sporting the saffron headband. The 
caption says: 'Matrishalui It.a Abhymtha11'. Its Ayodhya office is sell
ing works by women poets, like the SbMt:JJhd S•man Mak., which 
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celebrates sacrifices by mothers and wives of martyn. A..,. ShtJ.J, 
a VHP account of the October/November events, accords particular 1 

importance to Vijayaraje Scindia's arrest. If 'Kaakhakra', a Hindi 
video news-magazine, focuses long and pointedly on the victim fig- ; 
ures of a lone woman resister being dragged away by the police on 
30 October, then the woman as a dynamic leader is highlighted by 
the 'Newstrack' (covering October events) where Vijayaraje Scindia 
is striding pwposefully between two senior and enormously respect
ful police officers towards a car, &om inside which she is shown 
again as leaving messages for the future conduct of the movement. 
VHP office-bearers in Delhi spent a long time explaining animat
edly to us the precise differences in the quality of speech between 
Uma Bharati, the BJP MP and Sadhvi Rithambara, a 's""'Jt1Sin'. And 
finally, and most obviously, if Advani and his rath had been the 
visual emblems of Ram Janambhoomi, then the voice and the words 
that fixed its message belonged to a woman. 

J Nor is the phenomenon a flash in the pan. The BJP has located 
women along with SC/ST as a primary wget area fur the next 
elections and, for the first time, has formed a new group of full-time 
women cadres to work for them. The new scenario definitively 
demolishes a rather comfurting article of 6U.th,.that prevails among 
certain groups of feminists: that women are intrinsically a force 
against communalism and that they arc victims, healers, p(CSCrvers 
of community memories during and after riots, but not its active 
agents. 

Admittedly the Hindu communal groundswell has been res
tricted largely to urban U.P., to predominantly high caste, middle 
class milieus, as even VHP activists admitted to us. At the same 
time, the strength of the new phenomenon must not be underesti
mated. Kar s111jkas have been mobilized &om traditionally the most 
conservative backgrounds-upper class, middle ranking service sec
tor and trading families. The very limits of the movement may then 
be taken as signs of strength within a different kind of reading. Nor 
can we draw false comfort from any illusion that these wo~en are 
not speaking their own minds or their own words. While speaking 
to a bunch 0£ male satyagrahis at Ayodhya, we were fur some time 
faced with an array of archaeological-cum-historical arguments as 
well as the standard RSS definition of Bharat as 'pjtriJJbali, ..wi-
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il.w.i, jl##ya},J..,,,; and ~'" abh.Wli'. Then Chandravati, a woman 
from· Aligarh, excitedly broke into the conversation and introduced 
a very different note: 'Jllfllllf "1' bai11 lth«m ban.,. Ju liy. ... 1'la1fllir 

6s mh ,,,,JJa Ito pbtmsi lag JaY'· .. MM/a,_,, """' VP Ito phtmsi klg jaJI' 
(we have come here to shed blood . . . the meaning of temple building 
is that ,,,,,n,., should be hanged, Mulayam and VP should be 
hanged). The whole discussion was subsequently shifted to a mark
edly more violent plane. Nor does it mean that women voiced mere 
mindless abuse. Each of thew swilt.tt.s interviewed-VHP as well 
as non-affiliated ones.--played a distinctive individual variation on 
the themes of Ram Janambhoomi and Hindutva. For Vijaya Dube, 
a would-be SMIJasin from Ghaziabad, Hindutva implied a sweeping, v· 

) millenarian vision of collectivity (S1111111Shti) 'Y j, (Hi"""-1"611) s""""'1w 
jtlis1 gambhi,. hai, ""ltmh jam~ hai •.. HiNIM hi adi ant hai.' (It 
is as deep as the. ocean, as endless as the sky ... the Hindu is the 
beginning and the end.) Unlike other religions it is not time-bound 
but eternal. It is not an individual but a collective experience. It 
finds its centre of gravity in Ram Janambhoomi which then be
comes: 'ht:nnara SMflaSUNI hai, JhMam JU bat uhi11 hai, S"""'1df'f/4JU/d 

bt.i' (it is everything to us, it is not just a matter of religion, it is 
our all, it is our everything). With the liberation of Ayodhya, 'potw• 
vishu.w badal ho ja11g11, Ill wya shrishti ~ ,,;"""" hoga (the whole 
word will change, a new creation will come into being). For Mithi
lesh Vashisht, a VHP worker from Modinagar, on the other hand, 
che value of the movement lay in the assertion of strength and 
self-respect against oppression: 'atyacha,., anyay naahin sahmg1, ltisi 
'* JU s#fl'kl hoti hai' (we will not tolerate oppression and wrongs, 
everything has limits). Another (unidentified) woman intervened 
with a more poetic-mythical venion of the necessity: 'yJJ hatnara 
ang hai, IJama,.a ab""1han hai . . . Krishna bhag"""'" ~ c/Ja.6,.a hai' (this 
is a limb in our body, an ornament . . . it is the chakra of Krishna). 
All bw- swibl.s were bunting with speech-with arguments and 
descriptions, each had an accent very distinctively her own. Within 
an as yet limited social and geographical scope, then ~the Ram 
Janambhoomi movement seems to have effected major break
throughs in women's political self-activization, not awilable to ear
lier communal upsurges. 

In a curious way the present movement invens the usual pattern 
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oi symboli:ation within national and earlier commuml move1nenu. 
So far, in both, the fetisbiied ucred or love object to be recupcrauxl 
ma been a faninine figure-the cow, the abducted Hindu woman, 
the motherland. Here, however, the occupied j.a t '-"'-.U belonss 
specifically to a male deity, and women ue being pressed into action 
to liberate it and restore it to him, to bring beck honour to Ram's 
army of monkeys and squirrels bu now acquired a new combatant 
and Sita's sex is coming to the rescue of Ram-e.n inversion of the 
epic narrative pattern where Ram and his army had to go and bring 
Sita b.clc. The revenal of roles equips the communal woman with 
a new and empowering self-image. She has stepped out of a purely 
iconic status to take up an active position as a militant. 

In this context, the very careful and significant handling of the 
baby LsrtlsJJ. image acquires new meaning. Ayodhya stalls sell a 
large number of stickers and posters depicting a chubby infant bar
ing his pink gums in a toothless smile. Local legend has it that in 
1949, just before the deity 'miraculously' reinstalled itself within 
the mosque, a police constable had found a dark and lovely child 
playing by himself in that comer: the homeless baby had come back 
home to claim his patrimony. The VHP video cassette produced by 
J .K. Jain, 'Bhaye Prakat Kripala', reproduces the event over a long 
time. We must remember that Ramayana and the Raakflllbas reso
nate with the many losses of Rama: he loses his kingdom, his &ther, 
he is separated from his mothers and his brothers and then he loses 
Sita-his is a figure bathed in tears, a reason perhaps why the com
mon man and woman can identify more with him than with other 
mythical heroes. The entire series of deprivations has now been 
collaped into the shape of that irresistible human idol-the de
prived male infiant. On top of that, within the mosque and next to 
the main deity, is an icon of the crawling 'RMrltl/'4 a posture 
traditionally associated with the baby Krishna and linked to a long 
chain of associations with emotional and aesthetic suuctures. While 1 

the appeal of the homeless baby would be a general one, it would 
be especially poignant for women. Readings of recent events that 
insist on a monolithic militarization of Hinduism by present iconic 
trends, therefore, miss out on their fM'SllliJity which is their most 
reniarkable feature. While the R.MtJ.11. appeals to the mother in 
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her, the warrior Ram probably simultaneously arouses a response to 
an 138rcssive male sexuality. 

All this, it needs to be emphasized, is a rather new development. 
The presence of women was minimal even on the crucial days of 30 
October and 1 November. At the RashtraseVika Samiti office we 
were told quite frankly that the decision to train ur swiltAs was the 
result of an internal debate that was eventually won by younger 
Samiti memben. VHP news-sheets that covered the sbila pj.11 and 
sbik.y11J ceremonies of 1989 gave little scope fur the women's voice. 
Even Rithambara's cassette addressed its invocations to rise and 
fight exclusively to men: 'bw bhaiy"" jdgo!' (brave brothen awake!) 
Women listenen were obviously being targeted as well. There were 
intimate references to domestic politics among mothcn, sisten and 
daughten-in-law, to women's work within home. Yet the call to 
action was addressed each time to brothers: 'you have to make your
selves into a clenched fist, my brothen.' Inspirational feminine ex
amples still related to motherhood: Bhagat Sinsh's mother, crying 
after his death, not because she had lost her son, but because she 
had no other son to be martyred. Even the Rani of Jhansi was 
invoked as the mother of a brave pauiot. The warrior figure of a 
queen as the advenary of Babur was inserted into the 'Bhaye Prak.at 
Kripala' video cassette, and Sadhvi Rithambara and Vijayaraje Scin
dia were endowed with an exalted position at the climactic phase 
of the Ram Janambhoomi movement. But they were, still, excep
tional, rare figures: women in general remained the productive 
womb, mothers of heroes. The flood of ordinary w SMliiAs thus 
represents a very recent shift, pregnant with possibilities for Hindu 
communalism, as well as with problems. 

Yet linkages do exist between the austere, deliberately self-lim
iting pattern of work of the RaShtrascvika Samiti and the current 
tumultuous militancy. There has always been a primary emphasis 
in the self-definitions produced by the Samiti on physical courage 
and strength, on a trained, hardened, invincible female body. 'SUM1-
11111gr.luh.nJuht.,,, wi l!i s11ftlj ,,,. Mlhik pr..1isbt. boli ht.i' (a woman 
who is able to defend herself gets a higher status in society), declares 
a s.miti publication. The specific deity which sums up their aspi
rations is the militant icon of .sht.bh•i• Durga who subsumes Saru
wati, Lakshmi and Kali. SwiltAs are meant to meditate on her 
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weapons particularly. They see themselves as full-fledged soldiers in 
an impending apocalyptic war: their daily pre-meal ""'111r• is trans
lated as: 'our limbs and bodies have been nurtured by our mother
land •nd we must give them back to her in her service alone.' Why 
is a strong feminine body of such primary importance? Expounding 
on. this theme, Asha Sharma, who is in charge of the Delhi organi
zation, explained that this binds up the notion of sacrifice with that 
of active fighting. When I asked if it was some kind of a civil war 
situation that she had in mind, she replied that it was a possibility. 
Certainly then, the explicit purpose for which the empowered 
Hindu female body is trained is patriotic war against the Muslim 
combatant. The large place that the myth of Muslim lust occupies 
within the general mythology of Hindu communalism would also 
explain the need for self-strengthening. Yet we mwt rerr1embcr the 
oral venion, the origin myth of the Samiti-Muslim criminals rap
ing a girl in the presence of her Hindu husband and also the 
reference to the larger status of the 1JW11Jt111grahhanluha. wi' (a 
woman who can defend henelf) within her own social milieu. 

Defence a.gainst and respect within her own environment is then 
the implicit subtext which might, in everyday calculations, become 
a more powerful motive force and a more real compulsion than the 
ultimate political intention of HindMtfJd jagaran. When we consider 
the context from within which the Samiti mobilizes and trains its 
women, the force of the immediate compulsion becomes clearer. 
Swib.s come from upwardly mobile, urban, solvent, trading or mid
dle-ranlring service secton a fertile breeding ground for dowry 
murden and the violence on wives that precede them. Women's 
organizations that deal with huge numbers of divorce or mainte
nance suits arising out of this social level, are very &miliar with the 
violence and oppression that flourish here against women. In the 
big northern cities, if not in the rich small towns so far, education 
and professional opportunities for women have come in late and 
recently but have come in a big way. Nor are families opposed to 
women's employment and professional training since it is regarded 
as a valuable source of extra income. Thrust into public and mixed 
spaces for the first time, women encounter yet new forms of overt 
or covert sexual discrimination and violence. It is no wonder that 
the physical training programmes of the shtlkht:u prove extm:11ely 
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attractive to such women, with the promise of a powerful body and 
the attendant self-confidence. That body and that mental attitude 
that it generates would be a vital shield against gender oppression 
within domestic as well as public spaces. 

We may then assume that despite the overarching aim of Hindu 
power, the woman needs also to utilize Samiti facilities to empower 
herself against her own hostile environment. Problems of the newly 
mobile professional women are often discussed in the ]agriti, the 
Semiti journal. An article, for instance, describes how the author 
withstood the offensive behaviour of a police officer who partially 
undressed himself in her pttsence when she had gone in to report 
a street accident. Several others take up this theme: how to construct 
a responsible and fearless woman-citizen and teach her to exercise 
her civic rights and duties within a chauvinistic world. 

Two very different readings of the precise location of the Hindu 
woman within her own society seem to be jostling each other within 
the Samiti. The Pf'amideh SangJxha/ilta's speech at the 1990 annual 
conference insisted that 'Bhewat (read Hindu) ki ,,.; sMYl!fU/a 11 ,,.Ju 
hai' (the women of India have always been &ee). An article in]agriti, 
entitled 'Rashtra 6. aJhtw ,,,;• reiterates this conviction and traces 
a long history of her power within Hindu society from Manu to the 
current movement. Yet the same issue carries another article NMi 
Jagar.m where the present women's movement in India (which is 
not equated with the specifically Hindu movement) is described as 
a result of and an antidote to the generalized oppression against 
women. Whereas the earlier trend is extremely critical of the global 
women's movement as a sign of Western corruption, the latter ex
p.la.ins and legitimizes it. Another article, 'P~it }Nwiwsh,,. BIM
rwtiya nan', criticized Indian men fur obstructing the larger entry 
of women into politics. It is interesting to see that while the more 
authoritative statements-Golwalkar, RSS sttictures, the Samiti's 
official accounts-applaud the new Hindu women for resisting 
Western modernism, women's own articles, _when they deal with 
their everyday problems and perceptions, are little concerned about 
W estemized modernity. In fact the new Hindu woman citizen is 
sometimes cast in a mould which is very close. to that of bourgeois 
fet11inism. 'Nari Ju SM'fldngin fliw It# liy1 iuu llWlbill roop 11 s"""""'11MI 

ho,,.. Jla'"""""tJaShyait IMi, at4'J nari ki anbilt swatmdtWIJI It# liJI nqt11r 
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1IN sa11gbr.Ju/Ja11 bo. ,bt,J,jJ' lalOa IUSI ~iJ SIJlbbi ~ 
lu liy1 •ahila 11yay.Jhish cbahiy1. • (In order to attain the comprehen
sive development of women it is extremely important for them to 
be economically independcn.t. So, in order to ensure economic inde
pendence, they need reservation in employment and they need 
women judges to conduct all cases related to such issues.) The new 
Hindu woman is therefore a person with professional and economic 
opportunities, secure property ownership, legal rights to ensurt 
them and some amount of political power to enforce these rights. 

Women's power is a theme that is evoked and celebrated, often 
in the most grotesque of circumstances. At the Ayodhya Mf' snw, a 
crowd of women was chanting the beautiful feminist slogan: 'Hlllfl 
bha,.at ki 11Mi hain. P/J()()/ nahi11 chi11g•i 1Mi11.' (We are the women 
of India. We are not flowers, we arc sparks.) When our interviewer 
asked them why Sita was absent in the invocations to Ram, the men 
fell silent but women had their answer ready. One said that this 
was Ram's birthplace and not Sita's which accounts for her absence. 
But Vijaya Dube interrupted. her to say that Shri actually means 
Sita and hence in the chant 'Siya Ram', Sita is actually placed before 
Ram. The interviewer asked, 'You mean Sita is contained in Ram?' 
'No,' said Dube, 'Sita comes before Ram: Not only has thought 
gone into the location of Sita, there was also a recognition that Sita 
must come before Ram. In a VHP book for children, Han""""' lei 
KAiw-JJi., 13 Hanuman declares himself to be neither Ram's bhah, nor 
Sita's /,bah, but the bb.lu of Sitaram together . 

And yet it would be utterly wrong to suggest that a sort of 
women's liberation is going on happily within a somewhat unfur
tunate Hindutva framework. They offer no formal legal counseling 
to women, nor is divorce encoura&ed. Dowry is regarded as an evil, 
yet there obviously is no ban against its practice among RSS or 
Samiti members. If a demand for full citizenship rights and affir
mative action is made in Jagriti from time to · time, there is no 
critical review of Hindu patriarchy. When Mf' SM1ilt.as· at Ayodhya 
were asked if their status would improve within Hindu Rashtra, one 
of them said yes, because Muslims then would not be allowed to 
have four wives and that alone would ensure greater respect for 
women. She could not, on the spur of the moment, think of any 
other possihility within Hindutva fur herself. While the Durga 
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Vahini mobiliza young women exclusively foe agitatioo by trans
forming religious discoune into a sustained hate campaign, the 
Matti Mandal has stuck to its limited, low key programmes im
plyins an intended gap between the nature of expectations from 
JOUDB and older women. Yet, once they have gone through a more 
ICtivist orientation, it is likely that the nme lot of girls might find 
the role model fur older women irksome. 

Just before the mid-term elections in May 1991, some women 
activists publicly interrogated spokespersons from major political 
parties about their programmes for women. Malkani, the BJP 
spokesman, was most often at a loss and found vety little to say to 
the women. He also infuriated a lot of labouring women from slum 
areas by chastising them for bringing their b.bies into the hall. 'Ale 
our babies shoes md slippen that we can leave them outside?' they 
retorted. 

If gender represents a problem area for Hindutva, so ultimately 
does caste. Hindutva claims to have abolished cute within its realm. 
The cute of shtJJ:Jt,, memben is not mentioned in ad.minion forms, 
and, within 1btJJN.s, apparently there is no way of telling the cast.e 
composition. 'I want to strike out the word •caste• from the dictio
nary,' declared B.L. Sharma with much heat. S4111 SMfmtl.u regu
larly pass untouchability rcn1oval plqes, and Manish Chaudhury, 
a Bajrang Dal student from Aligarh told us that the RJB movement 
was created 'to organize Hindus and remove caste'. 

Distinctions need to be made, however, between somewhat vague 
strictures against the caste system as a whole and far stronger verbal 
exhortations against the specific practice of untouchability. We also 
need to distinguish between verbal exhortations and the concrete 
absence of any involvement with Dalit struggles. While theoreti
cally untouchability is excluded from the classical Hindu social 
model, the caste system itself is covered with silence. We find many 
positive references to the principle of f1M1111JM1!11'1 tlh.11 _, with the 
routine proviso that it does not validate untouchability and that it 
aspires to a system of mutuality. We were told that the sWb. 
b.tt.rJJhik sessions never raise any discussions on caste since it might 
make the lower caste members sensitive. On this ground therefore, 
any critique of a problematic theme, that could have interrogated 
the R.SS vision of a unified Hinduism, is avoided. An anecdote 
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recounted by a ,.,J,1r111.U. also contndicted a previous •1Krtion 
that the caste of me111bers J.'enaaim unknown. She said that she bad 
to break a ritual fast and accept tea fnxn a barijan ,,,,;e,, to cOQvince 
her that she did not believe in umouchability. Clearly the cute 
affili•tion m the harijan member was known and as a harijan this 
swi'11 harboured a suspicion of discrimination. 

In Delhi, we (i.e., a group of visibly Westernized, 'secul•r' peo
ple) bad ailked to national level leeders of the Hindu Right. They 
were quick to size us up and pronounce a .RSS-VHP version of social 
order which would be most acceptable to us. In small towns and 
rural areas, howeftl', our 'liberal breed' with its anti-cute values is 
a ttlatively unknown element. Local level leaders were. consequently 
far more open in their talk. At Bilhaur and Unnao in central U.P., 
RSS volunteen workins in vi1lages candidly admitted that their 
organization depended on upper castes. Chakravany Awasthi, RSS 
jw«btmJl and BJP activist from Teesti village (near Bilhaur), admit
ted that slwlthtl memben were drawn mainly from traders. Just 
befott the 1991 elections we had found a highly articulate awareness 
among lower castes about the upper caste complexion of the RJB 
movement. A group of lower caste villagers openly accused Sudul
hare Awasthi, an important RSS activist of Bilhaur, of promoting 
the RJB movement and of disrupting nor1nal business in order to 
speculate on grain prices. At Khurja, Bhardwaj, ex-President of the 
BJP and a teacher of English literature at the local NREC Collese, 
described the BJP as a 'middle class, upper caste' party. Bhagwan 
Swarup Bhayya, the RSS Sd11glx"""6k of Khurja whose family owns 
considerable interest in crockery and cloth business, described the 
s/:JtJJ:JaJ as catering to students and businessmen. 

A major feature of 80s' politics has been the catapulting of the 
OBC sections, especially the Yadavs, into political pre-eminence in 
the two crucial states ofBihar and U.P. Their insistence on a corres
ponding share in educational and job opportunities strained a sys
tem which, since Independence, had guaranteed implicit upper caste 
dominance in the key, interrelated sectors of political governance, 
administration and business. The failure of the Congress to appro
priate their demands created an ideological crisis in 'mainstream' 
politics. While the Congress 'consensus' that had in effect been 
complicit with upper caste domination started to come under strain, 
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there was corresponding consolidation among the upper castes to 
face this new challenge in new ways. It was Hindutva with its 
militant unified Hin<luism that offered a counter thrust to the 
OBCs while disguising this with iu public disavowal of caste. 

While the Mandal proposals accelerated this process of upper 
caste consolidation, it did grievous harm in general to the Hindutva 
cause. It not only pulled back substantial groups of lower castes by 
highlighting an issue incommensurate with the image of unified 
Hinducva: much more importantly, it made it imperative for the 
R.S.S-BJP-VHP at the ground-level to take up the upper caste cause 
with some demonstrative effect. In the conditions of upper caste 
paranoia unleashed by Mandal, they would have had to lose much 
of the crucial upper caste support unless they made themselves vis
ible in anti-Manda! demonstrations. At Khurja, Professor Elhance 
of NREC College and a BJP activist led an anti-Mandal demonstra
tion which was disrupted by stone-throwing harijans. Elhance suf
fered injuries on the head. After the Bhagalpur riots, a VHP 
ideologue had told a visiting PUDR (People's Union for Democratic 
Righu) team that OBCs in the Hindu belt had been marked out 
as the target of their attention. Mandal largely put paid to such 
visions of mobilization through Ram and through minimal charity 
work. 

At the VHP rally in Delhi on April 4, a slogan that came up 
from the floor was 'jis H ma It.a IJJoon na JJJot., woh Hirulll MJJi,,, 
1110b bJ,.,,gi hai' (those Hindus who haven't shed blood are not Hin
dus, but of the sweeper caste). A Maharashuian Brahmin journalist 
told us at the rally that he had joined the VHP to rectify 'Hindu 
hurt'. He defined this as the appeasement of lower castes at the cost 
of 'poor Brahmins'. A Hindu Jagaran Manch leaflet published from 
Khurja reiterated the same charge. Khanna Lal, a farmer-cum-shop
owner from Binki village, Fatehpur, U.P., attending the VHP rally 
described his village Y adavs as predominantly farmers. As soon as 
he said that the crowd around him began to shout, 'No don't say 
they <lo farming, say that they do loot """' (criminal activity).' At 
that rtlly we were told by every group we met that harijans and 
OBCs had come in great numbers. No group, however, could pro
vide actual evidence of their presence. Incidentally, there was a 
strikill8 absence of contingenu from the Nortb-F.ast or Hill areas 
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as well. Large groups of RSS activists had come from Hydcn11bad1 

but they admitted that all the speeches at the rally were in Hindi 
and that they could not understand them. They also admitted that 
there was only one temple dedicated to Ram in their city and that 
was a very new one. 

As with caste, the VHP-8.$ track record reveals no sign of in
volvement with class struggles. We found no discussion of rural 
class struggles let alone an involvement in such issues. S.K. Varma, 
Secretary of the BMS (Bokaro Majdoor Sabha) Union at the Bokaro 
Steel Plant, told us that they opposed strikes on labour de111•nds 
since they destabilize the national economy. The VHP leaflet
w.,. ,.;,,g: 1'""4 ;,, D1111gn- referred to strikes as a sign of communist 
treachery 98&inst the nation especially among 'railway worken, 
bank employees and kanna&haris'. The only strike the BMS bad 
engineered in Bokaro was in 1965. According to Varma, it was only 
ostensibly about greater safety measures for the worker on the fic
tory floor. The real reason was a show of BMS strength to undercut 
the importance of other unions. Yet another reasnn was an attack 
on Bindeshwari Prasad Dubey's government. The BMS motto is, 
1f'lllhtrllln1 first, mazdoorhit second'. RASh1r11hi1 (welfare of the nation) 
is identified with Hnu/Mhit (Hindu welfare), and the BMS receives 
regular postal instructions from the VHP. Political leaders of the 
VHP addressed workers within the union office on RJB. Yet, curi
ously, even the working class politics of the Hindu Right sec111ed 

to have a distinct discipline of its own: 'We never invite s1111ts to 
our office, only political leaders,' Varma told us. 

The BJP has several ways of tackling this social dilemma. Once 
the militant moment of its movements was over, and the anti
Mandal storm subsided, it reverts to its ritual gestures towards 
Harijan welfare-notably in U.P. where it has seized power. It also 
preserves its ascendancy over lower castes without undertaking any I 
meaningful reforms in_ their status through a monopoly over 
ground-level intellectual leadership. Even where it has no direct 
bases amons lower castes, it exerts an ideological influence through 
te1ehers and priests. Mitra Sen Yadav, the CPI ex-MP from Faiz
abad, made to us the important observation, that harijans and OBCs 
have ·not so far thrown up their own intellectual leaders. Bhardwaj 
at Khurja indicated yet another resolution of the problem of a I 
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basically upper caste base and ideology. This was located within the 
traditional caste structure of Hinduism and its endless self-divisions. 
There cannot be a sharp polarization between upper and lower castes 
to seriously threaten BJP ideology, for the low castes maintain strict 
ritual divisions among themselves. Referring to the relative purity 
of the better educated Jatavs over other harijans from whom they 
do not accept water, he made a revealing statement: 'A Jatav hates 
a harijan more than a Hindu hates a harijan.' Clearly he was seeking 
solace &om the fact that harijans are far too stratified to challenge 
the overall hierarchical scheme of caste. At the same time, the 
Hindu here is admittedly someone who is not a Jatav or another 
kind of harijan i.e., he is an upper caste person. The Hindu is also 
boaJ to hate the harijan, even if the Jatav hates him more. 

Perhaps the most important answer to this problem of social 
limitation without undertaking any fundamental change within in
ternal power arrangements, is the device of rioting. In 1983-the 
year of the VHP's foundation in Khurja there ,was a brief conflict 
between Valmikis (an upwardly mobile section of Bhangis), and 
Muslims in the town. The pattern was repeated on a much enlarged 
scale in the riots of December 1990 and February 1991. In BJP
VHP-R~ . narratives, riots seem to be confined to Muslim versus 
Valmiki conflicts. Upper caste Hindus are depicted as sympathetic 
onlookers rather than as active protagonists. No doubt, part of the 
strategy is to secure their own line of retreat, by finding themselves 
convenient and dispensable scapegoats. Valmikis have been de
ployed in similar communal conflicts in Nizamudclin in 1983 and 
in the walled city riots in Delhi in 1987, fur instance. A more 
fundamental motive, however, seen1s to be the Hinduization of this 
upwardly mobile section from among the Bhangi caste through the 
test of rioting for Ram's cause. Th~y are given the privilege of 
fighting fur Ram a privilege that would incorporate them within 
a spiritual brotherhood without upsetting the material status quo. 
Similarly, a Harijan was given the great privilege of laying the fint 
foundation stone at the temple site in 1989. Symbolic solidarity is 
expected to overshadow the necessity of practical solidarity. In fact 
the VHP promotion of the Valmiki group in particular, is signifi
cant. It coordinates with Valmiki temple committees fur its festi
vals. VHP literature pays obeisance to Valmiki and Ravi Das as 
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Hindu religious leaden. The association between Valmiki and Ram 
is striking, It is also significant that in Delhi, Valmiki temples 
abound and constitute pnctically the only visible monumental ac
tivity ftot11 among low caste groups. 

We have dW"Clt a great deal on the upper caste/class composition 
of .Hindutva. In conclusion, it should be observed that this social 
group has changed its character. In the 80s there was a tremendous 
boom in both the numbers and prosperity of this upper caste/class 
.formation which wu bred in great part by the upurge in consum
erism, fuelled by imported screwdriver technology and facilitated 
by 'soft' bank loans and government-aided small scale indusuial 
projects. Predictably .this has led to widespread and rapid social 
mobility. Simuluneously, the bue for a huse civil and military 
bureaucracy has grown, spanning urban as well u semi-rural areas 
in north India. 

It wu (and remains) a class that was committed to two objec
tives: to an unfettered growth of consumer capitalism and to a 
strona state that could maRIBe the political crises of the counuy 
and the economic discontents arising from the boom in private en
eaprise. For a time, this class found its representative, indeed its 
self-image, in the penon of Rajiv Gandhi and his policies. His 
policical ineptitude in addition to the internal crises within the 
Coftaress, paved the way fur Hindutva-with its aggressive right 
wm, world-view embodied in a secoaingly coherent ideology, its 
empha&it on a strong organization together with the projection of 
i~lf as an watried party to KqUin: the allegiance of this class . 

THI MEDIA 

When W'C bcs•n our work on the Nizamuddin riots in April 1990, 
·w. hid fuund that the VHP wu fucusing on the production of 
prinred literature, leaving audio-visual messa&es largely to the care 
of the Doordanhan authorities a proof of which lay in the contro
venia surroundins TV serials: the "U ttar Ramayan • serial to fullow 
.t:be "Ramayan", demands fur the ~ of "Tamas·, debates over the 
~~tioft oi "Tipu Sulwi". In an incredibly short time, however, 
the aituat~ chanpd diutically. By about August 1991, VHP cul-
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tural production was predominantly audio-visual-the Jain Studios 
video productions, 'video raths' and Rithambara's audio cassettes. 
Other political parties have also attempted to exploit the media 
boom in our country which started from the late 70s, and in fact, 
the pioneer here had been Rajiv Gandhi. But today the .R.S.S-BJP
VHP network has far outstripped other political tendencies so far 
u media manipulation is concerned. 

Moreover, the VHP uses the media in a distinctive way. Political 
parties and individuals, such as Rajiv Gandhi and N.T. Rama Rao, 
used the media for electoral purposes alone (though the government 
did promote a new view of India's past, as we shall see). On the 
other hand, the VHP broadcasts a vision of Indian history extending 

) to the present. Using all the media techniques at its disposal--dra
rnatic sequences, editing, music, commentary, etc.-it tries to proj
ect its world-view as the natural source of this country's heritage. 
This in turn naturalizes the RSS-BJP-VHP claim to be the legiti-
111ate representative of Indian historical aspirations and needs. The 

' persuasive power of these media products should not be underesti· 
mated. For instance, Advani in his speech in the April 4 rally in 

J Delhi, referred to the VHP videos to prop up his claim that there 

1 
had been a massacre in Ayodhya. He did this despite the repeated 

; revelations published in Tht S1'ntlay Obswwr and FrontliM among 
others; which have established that many kar sevaks classified as dead 
by the VHP are actually alive, with many of them never having 
gone to Ayodhya at all. Given chis persistent persuasiveness of 
media technology that enables these leaders to make claims contrary 
to public facts, it is important to decode the ways in which the 
VHP uses images to communicate its own messages, and understand 
the implications of the particular social and political programme 
that the VHP is pushing through their naturalizing presentation. 

Much of the VHP's power in being able to present its world-view 
as natural is due to the impact of the televised "Rarnayan" serial. 
The VHP cassettes do not have to spend time to popularize the 
"Ramayan" nationally: on the contrary, they can build on the 
themes that the serial had outlined. Ramanand Sagar's "Rarnayan" 
projects Ram's life and character as a national ideal. The VHP de
velops this dubious point by indicating chat Ram's heritage has 
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reappeared through the 'rebirth' of the baby Ralldalla in Ayodhya 
in 1949. 

The focus in 'Bhaye Prakat K.ripala' (hereafter BPK), the first of 
the VHP video cassette series, is on the sacred land that is Bharat, 
with Ayodhya as its capital city. Bharat, the narrator assures us, was 
gifted with superior wisdom by the Gods, which was embodied in 
Ram.· The visuals dissolve from a simulated shot of the cosmos to 
a clearly defined, saffron map of 'Akhand Bha,.at' with a blinking 
light showing .Ayodhya, to suggest that India as a geographic entity 
was born with Ram. Ayodhya then becomes the heart of the body 
of Bharat. After quickly relating Ram's tale, the video turns to 
Babur's invasion, so that its abrupt entry suggests a sudden violence 
wreaked on the undifferentiated being of Bharat/Ram. It is now that 
the people of India came alive, led by innumerable rulers and sadh111 
who waged repeated battles against the invaders. The already stirred 
memories of the serial are now given a concentration and new di
rection by images of Muslim barbarism: a miniature of a Muslim 
slaying a deer suggests the perversity of their violence, while their 
continuing and looming menace is created by a short, inflammatory 
sequence showing shadows 'of knives on a street wall. On the other 
hand the counter-movement is show~ in the 'rebirth' of Ram, who 
is pictured with a bow and arrow which he points to the audience 
with a seductive smile. Ram, the narrator had told us earlier, was 
the 'desire and identity' of Bharat, and extending this principle, 
baby Ram is given -the familiar look of a sugary 'Giaxo baby'. Ram 
is thus presented as a contemporary ideal by translating him into 
the idiom of commercial advertising icons. 

What is the idea that emerges from this presentation of Hindus 
and Muslims? On the one hand, pre-Mughal history is furgotten in 
the mythology of Ram. This gives the impression that the Hindus 
had never had any differences among themselves, or with other re

ligions and cultures; nor do they seem to have developed their own 
society and culture after what the gods had gifted them. By making 
Ram embody Hinduism, it makes the latter a finished product and 
puts an end to the prospect of any further development of Hinduism 
itself. On the other hand, the Muslims do .not seem to have any 
other aim except the humiliation of Hindus. There is, no suggestion 
of the human aspirations lying behind Islam, the vastness or the 
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diversity and richness of the lndo-lslamic cultural heritage. In fact 
the Muslims are robbed of their humanity and manipulated by these 
cassettes to demonstrate the need for Hindu mobilization under the 
banner of Hindutva. The Muslim, for Hindutva, is only an instru
ment. 

Two elements characterize the VHP presentation of Hindu mo
bilization. Firstly, they show it as a spontaneous stirring (a jan 
jagaran) and correspondingly they play down the role of the actual 
mobilizing agencies, the RSS and its affiliates. BPK shows the Ram 
Janambhoomi movement as emanating from Jhd,,,, sMUads (at Delhi 
and Udipi) and other meetings of religious heads held at Aycxlhya 

\ itself during the shikmyas programme. In these meetings traditional 
/ feelings of reverence attached to religious discounes are given a 

political and activist direction. The speeches of these religious lead
ers have little to do with explicating religious texts and ideas: dif
ferent sanymis give different messages, ranging &om Ram's national 
identity to the innate secularism of Hindu 'tibatm' and to the need 
for a militant mass movement etc. In their saintly garb, these reli• 

1 gious personnel actually mouth snatches of the entire RSS-VHP 
programme while the immense number of .speakcn gives the im
pression that traditional Hindu leaders arc doing so spontaneously. 
In these proceedings, the organizations other than those of sanyasis 
occupy a subordinate position: the leadership of the VHP is shown 
to be primarily in the hands of Mahant Av8.idyanath, who makes 
the important announcements. The RSS is presented as if it were 
yet another religious organization by locating it among these lead
en, but its position is made memorable visually by inserting the 
absent Deoras's image in golden outline, while his message is read 
out. The position of the RSS is made more ambiguous by presenting 
it repeatedly as an organization that is engaged in drills and 
marches--clcarly suggesting a more long-standing source of con
temporary militant Hindutva than the platform of S""JdSis. Follow
ing a pattern noted earlier, the guiding hand of the RS.S is 
simultaneously concealed and subtly displayed. 

Sttangcly, by the time we come to the last cassette in the VHP 
series 'Pran Jaye Par Vachan Na Jaye' (hereafter PJP), the Sll1l'}dJiJ 
are only seen, but not heard. We hear only the non-religious leaders 
of the VHP. The change can be seen in the shift of leadenhip from 
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Mahant Avaidyanath to Ashok Singhal, who is also a man of action. 
He is the first wounded person we see on the screen, and thereafter 
a stream of the dead and the wounded fullow, giving the message 
that even in violence and adversity Singhal remained the leader. On 
the other hand, the sanyasis function either in a ritual capacity 
chanting "1a11lt"as and preparing the shilanyas ceremonies, or are used 
as images to heighten (sometimes indiscriminately) the sense of out
rage at police action. 

We had earlier referred to the way in which the VHP cassette 
inhumanely strlpt-'the Muslims of their humanity. This instrumen
talist approach to the 'other' community is also ironically evident 
in the way the VHP makes the sanyasis subordinate to the RSS 
leadership symbolized by Ashok Singhal. Hindutva is quite pre
pared to use the Hindu religion as a pure instrument fur its own 
self-advertisement--end it tries to do this in a way that seems nat
urally a part of a spontaneous movement. 

The image of Hindus as spontaneously moving to recover their 
lost inheritance in the Ram Janambhoomi, needless to say, hides the 
careful planning and political aims of the RSS-BJP-VHP in prepar
ing this movement. But it also docs something equally dangerous. 
It defines Hindus as people who fulfill themselves in violent ac
tion-which makes a mockery of Hindutva's professions of commit
ment to democracy. As we have observed, the sanyasis do not engage 
in discussion: they merely mouth the RSS programme. And the 
'people', as we shall sec, act only as violent 'inspiration', clearly 
dispensing with the value of debate or dissent. Hindus, for the 
VHP, arc spontaneously authoritarian. 

The image of crowds (besides the shots of meetings) in BPK is 
that of rustics who sing a steady, unexcited bhajtm as they walk 
along. By the time we come to PJP, this is transformed i~to a wild 
and violent storm, led by youths with lathis, flags and trish.Js. This 
'spontaneously' violent crowd is then shown to organize itself into 
a determined, collective congregation on November 2, which inches 
its way in a stubborn block towards the nr11jiJ. All this while of 
course the effect of the mobilization is seen as widespread: women 
actively help either by pouring water to neutralize tear gas, or if 
they know English, by pressurizing the district authorities; a rustic 
leaps in joy and grabs hold of an equally enthusiastic urbanite as 
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they walk along the city streets (incidentally offering a magical 
solution to the contemporary resentment of farmen against the 
city): This seeaaingly autonomous development of Hindu militancy 
develops from an inexplicable energy, and in this parallels the mag
ical power of Ram to 'reincarnate' himself in 194.9 

By giving political violence engineered by the VHP the religious 
sanction of Ram, it demands that the viewer should be obliged, in 
the natural coune of thinss, to be violently communal. It tries to 
make it incumbent on the viewer to join other Hindus in their 
'sacrifice' and 'awakening'. It may be remarked here that these cas
settes attempt to build up a tremendous pressure of &ustration and 
108ef, by repeatedly dramatizing the Hindus in a victim role. The 

)Hindu warrion and religious leaders generally fall a (heroic) victim 
to the Muslims. It is significant that a 'successful' Hindu warrior 
like Shivaji is not mentioned. And yet ironically, the truth of such 
an intense praentation of Hindu victimhood and continuous Hindu 
'hurt' throughout history, is belied by the tremendous resources 
which the VHP bas accumulated and deployed, a wealth that is 

· evident in the slick programming of these videos, and the extent of 
their distribution. In many, many cases, these cassettes were distrib
uted free of cost! 

The call for violence is also structured into the very way these 
cassettes arrange their sequence of audio-visual images. It is inter
esting to see how these productions mask their call to violently 
confront the secular state, when it is ostensibly giving a different 
message. Sometimes, as it narrates a particular event, a sequence, 

) symbol or any other element from some popular film is inserted, 
which when added to the sequence being shown, gives it a different, 
implied meaning. Thus the video cassette 'Ramji Ki Sena Chale' 
was meant to capture a peaceful rally that flagged off the BJP's 
electoral mobilization, but it manages to project this as a continu
ation of the militant Ayodhya campaign. The opening shot presents 
a human Hanuman, climbing the raised platform that overlooks the 
main podium. Meanwhile the soundtrack reproduces a portion of 
the signature tune of (ironically enough) the TV serial, "Tipu Sul
tan", which is a wavering, bugle-like sound that immediately pre
cedes the long shot of Tipu and his army marching to battle. The 

~reference to the miliwistic "Tipu Sultan" soundtrack gives to the 
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chant of 'R,... r11;,. ""'"'a combative edge, enables it to represent 
the April 4 rally u vira•ally a declaration of war on the Indian 
secular state, without however committing itself to any clearcut 
position that might invite legal prosecution or alienate the less mil
itantly inclined amongst potential voters. 

Elements of mass commercial entertainment are 11sed by the 
VHP-BJP to both mobilize and keep alive a sense of participation 
when the movement is not goin& through its dramatic moments. 
'Ram rajya ki ore chale', an election campaign videocassette, has the , 
BJP programme presented by Arcbma Puran Singh with small skits 
enacted by TV stan Vikram, Rita Bhaduri and lakshman of the · 
"Ramayao" serial fame. Mass meetings themselves become a source I 
of entertainment news; on April 4 the famous commercial music 
director Ravindra Jain released a new song composed specially fur 
the rally. 

The idiom of commercialiud mass entertainment bu enabled the 
organizers of Hindutva to popularize traditional religious institu-

1 
tions also. In our visit to the Jhandewalla Mandir in Delhi, we j 
encountered the amazing specttcle of a bhajan session which featured 
a band that Md a saxophone, an electronic keyboard and drums 
topped by a look-alike Amitabh Bacchan crooner. The mood in the 
congregation was a far cry from the serious rapture of bh.j.111 of 
yesteryears: there wu loud laughter as the singer, in an act that 
recalled stock Hindi film scenes, held out the microphone to a little 
boy in the audience while encouraging him to sing with the back
ground music. Most of those present were women, and the congre· 
gation seemed designed to release them from their everyday 
schedules through .a community formed by the joy of 'live' ent.er· 
tainment even when it was ostensibly gathered for a serious, · reli· 
gious objective. 

Besides women, popular music is also targeted at the youth. 
'Ram ki nam le', a cassette available in Ayodhya panders to the 
cinematic ideal of youthful romantic love. It makes Sita play the 
seductive damsel calling out to Ram in a tune which imitates the 
hit song 'Di/ Jiwana bin s1111jllna "11 """'" na' with the following 
words, 'sflnl ka mrigaya /, kar Raghllflir"" 1111' (come to me Ram with 
the golden deer). Besides making Ram function like a film hero, 
the VHP music cassettes also seek to encourage an activist disposi· , 
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tion, which elsewhere they define as the prime characteristic of 
youth. ·chalisa aur 6 December', for instance, has three tracks of 
recitative lit~gy to the tune of J"'i ]"'gdish Han' backed by brass 
organ and drums, which gives way to a catchy tune that creates a 
carnivalesque atmosphere, in which the lyrics urge the killings of 
V.P. Singh and Mulayam Yadav! 

Popular media culture has been so thoroughly internalized by the 
organizen of Hindutva, that the movement itself has become a 
source of entertainment. It involves a double victory for the VHP. 
The boom in ~ideo cassettes has allowed it, through its own pro
ductions, to create an alternative to the Congress monopoly over 
Doordarshan. On the other hand, the increasing autonomy of Hindi 

1 film music from the film itself (the song 'Di/ JiWtmd' was a hit long 
befure the film, "Maine Pyar Kiya" was released), offered an oppor
tunity to create political pop without necessarily reminding the 
audience of the actual context of the film itself, which besides being 
jarring may have also had a comic effect. In this way Hindutva has 
attempted to become ·as &.miliar as common sense. 

Among 'the most powerful facilities of new media technology is 
its instant amplification and easy transportability. These features 
have been used recently in western U.P. in amplified cassettes play
ing sounds of riots from cars that vanish without a trace, leaving in 
their wake an actual riot. The absence of any visible agency coupled 
with the blanketing effect of amplified sound is designed to create 
a sense of paranoid isolation for the minority community, which 
would encourage them to cling to violent self-defence as the only 

) guarantee of security. Further, the possibilities of amplification are 
used by the VHP to include the individual listener in a collective 
sphere of illegal activism without disturbing his/her social position 
and comforts. 'Chalisa aur 6 December' which contains a terroristic 
message, explicitly warns the listener that he would be infringing 
the law if it was listened to. 

The riot-noise cassettes broadcast an image of a fictitious riot, 
that in &ct results in a new one. In fact, many of the VHP's media 
products appear to possess a self-fulfilling function. For instance, 
Sadhvi Rithambara's cassette talked of the necessity of a huge 'once 
and fur all' battle, which was borne out by the later events in 
Ayodhya. In tum the Ayodhya incidents can be read back into the 
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cassette to confirm its truths when Rithambara talks of the condi
tions of Hindu 'persecution' in a secular state, and the heroic resolve 
of the Hindus to liberate the jmramhhoomi. This cassette then be
comes a kind of superior historical authority which by its ability to 
'read' the future, confirms its largely fictive interpretations of the 
past. This ability to 'see' the future is no mystical operation. What 
it does reveal is the close coordination between the aims of the 
movement and the media message. Rithambara's cassette, it must 
be remembe~ was released in order to mobili?.e support for the 
J&;,,. se11a in Ayodhya. 

By preserving and replaying the human voice and the spoken 
words, the audio cassette achieves an impact qualitatively distinct 
from the one resulting from re-reading a text. The latter also can 
grow and acquire new meanings in overtone, but it remains an 
individual exercise, a private act. The spoken word is addressed to 
a whole congregation and proceeds through a continual interchange 
of passion between the speaker and the listeners. New technology 
is able to recapture that exchange ad infinit11m for freshly or differ
ently constituted congregations, and, at the same time, allow the 
fint message to fatten on new meanings and associations gathered 
from the movement unleashed by itself, grow from its own sclf-ful
fillipg prophecies. Rithambara's words on martyrdom would have 
had a much enlarged and transformed response for people listening 
to her cassette after 30 October. 

Rithambara's voice circulates with the ubiquity of a one-rupee 
coin in north India. Rithambara has in the process become the first 
mass leader in our country, who has been createii ~y a recorded 
cassette: she has herself become an extension of that cassette, for all 
her highly successful public speeches draw upon its format. But 
more than drumming up support for particular movements, this 
cassette has generalized and intensified communal attitudes to the 
point that they have become the meaning of existence for many. In 
his parting words, the Pesh Imam of the Babri Masjid implored us 
to do something about this cassette, for it, above all, had destroyed 
completely the affective basis of their relationship with their Hindu 
neighbours: 'ek nafrat ki dtJewa1' khadi ltAr di. HMm aaj bhi ,,.;/u html, 
maga,. di/ saaf nahin hain' (it has built a wall of hatred: we still meet, 
but our hearts are no longer pure). 
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Possibly the most important feature of the Rithambara cassette 
is the voice. An hour long harangue without any modulation, high
pitchecl. breathless, taut with intensity, at its shrill moments ap
pearing co break down with the strain of humiliation, the voice is 
at once outraged and hectoring, it has the immediacy of an address 
on the field of battle. Technology covers its own trllees so com
pletely here that we forget that what we are listening to is recorded 
speech lllld not a live recording of an actual speech either, but a. 
studio a.rti&ct which with meticulous deliberation and coordination 
bas pieced together over long stretches a carefully rehearsed address. 
The greatest success of technology it may be observed, lies not in 
preservation or duplication, but in its naturalizing abilities, its self
efhcement. Rithambara's cassette is thus an appropriate embodi
ment of the whole RSS-VHP techniq·ue of presenting a highly 
orchestrated and controlled movement as natural and spontaneous. 

But the voice has more to it than pure intensity, which after all 
could become wearisome. In some ways the form of presentation in 
the Rithambara cassette is reminiscent of the R~b. tradition, 
where the speaker selects a single line from the RM' C"-it Ma,.., 
and extends its '1ht.. (mood) by citing different folk sayings, scrip
tural injunctions, snatches of devotional songs, coming b.ck repeat
edly to chant lines from the book itself.1'4 Rithambara's voice is 
obsessively focused on the theme of violent confrontation, but it 
does give the audience moments of reprieve from the high tension, 
by slipping into stories (which range from the mythological to the 
domestic), or couplets which while modulating the mood, neverthe
less reinforces the basic messages and prepues the listener for a 
return to the battlefield spirit. 

While the form of presentation gives traditional religious practice 
a communal objective, thematically, Rithambara recharges commu
nal prejudices with a new energy and direction, using terms to 
explain the contemporary experience of post-Independence India. 
The most significant feature of her indictment of the secul&r state 
is its corruption. Her own position as 'sadhvi', one who has appar
ently renounced worldliness, provides her with the moral justifica
tion to launch an all-out attack against the post-Bofon world of 
Indian politics. In this India everything-honour, honesty, courage 
patriotism-ere for sale. And nowhere else, it is implied, is the 
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commercialization of political character more evident than in the 
refusal to build the Ram temple, a denial that is compelled by the 
fear of losing Muslim vote banks and fureign cars. A supreme ex
ample of successful market manipulation thus becomes the launch
ing pad for a denunciation of commercial corruption. Ultimately 
however, as the Pesh Imam's words suggest, the everyday burden of 
this violent morality &lls upon the Muslim. Though the battle with 
the Muslims is rendered as a heroic battle in the past with the 
children of Babur and Aurangzeb, the figure of language used to 
describe this is 't•, IN, ""'in, ""1in' which in Hindi is synonymous 
with a no holds barred contemporary street brawl. In fact 
Rithambara's battle situation is assumed to be an everyday occur
rence. Thus most Muslims in India, according to her, cunningly 
tolerate tMndW bells where they are weak, but initiate riots where 
their strength permits. The only way a Muslim· can redeem himself 
is if he adopts Ram as his ideal. An example of this 'good' Muslim 
is shown in BPK in the figure of a Muslim havildar who ecstatically 
relates how the baby RAmlalla suddenly manifested himself in 
Ayoclhya in 1949, thereby concealing the actual communal furce 
used in implanting the idol. By bringing together anger asaiost 
State corruption with the evocation of sueet violence against the 
Muslims, Rithambara's cassette finds an ideal solution fur the casual 
problems that plague any movement against the State. These have 
their ups and downs and the intensity cannot be maintained on an 
everyday basis. But because the living Muslim occupies the social 
sphere, anger against him would be seen to keep alive the fight 
against the state. The power of Rithambara's cassette lies not least 
in the fact that it finds a simple, accessible target, violence against 
whom can mean for the Hindu, a magical liberation from the bond
age of an immoral system. 

An outstanding success of the VHP's media policy has been its 
ability to influence the 'independent' media, especially during the 
Ayodhya kAr s111a days. We compared two video news reports on 
Ayodhya in Hindi and English, produced by 'Kaalchakra' and 
'Newstrack' respectively. The 'Kaalchakra' programme is entitled 
"Voter or Leader?" and it proceeds to unfold a report in which the 
l!Ar swak.s (representing the 'voters') are pitted against the then po
litical leadership a story structure that is derived from the general 
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VHP undentanding. While Advani the leader of the 'voters' is 
shown in his full personable self in conversation with the inter
viewer, Mulayam Y adav is represented as reading from a prepared 
speech. Imitating the PJP sequence (see above) the camera takes him 
from the ground with a special lens, exaggerating and caricaturing 
his action so that he emerges as the stereotype of a non-human, 
non-serious puppet politician. There are other straightforward imi
tat:ions of the VHP production, for instance, the Muslims are inuo
duced by a hunting image. Having established the masterful, 
violent character of the Muslims, it goes on to show them in a 
mosque, which, drawing on another stereotype, identifies the source 
of Muslim power in the seemingly more organized nature of their 
religion. The next sequence is of ur sewdu shouting 'jai Siya &Rn' 
and laying bricks. Their aggressiveness is thus shown as a necessary 
~swer to Islamic perversity, while the VHP by being given a status 
on per with Islam itself, emerges as the sole representative of the 
Hindus. Finally, after dramatizing the 'outrage' at .Ayodhya by fo
cusing on slldhm being beaten and women being dragged, it ends 
on a note of celebration with the screen freezing on a still shot of 
the Bahri Masjid with the soundtrack relaying the slogan 'lathi got. 
lehaymp, ""'ndir wahin banaymgl (we will face sticks and bullets, 
but we will build the temple there). 

'Kaalchakra' presents its report in the way the VHP would like 
to see it, as describing a religious and cultural movement. 'News
track'-which is more concerned with the expectations of the more 
'liberal' minded, managerial middle class, sees it as a political move
ment spun out by a responsible BJP leadership in order to counter 
the Mandal issue (as contrasted to 'Kaalchakra' where the BJP plays 
a minor role). There is thus a great deal of focus on how this move
ment has been mobilized (from the IUuh Yatra) in an organized way, 
while the capability of the leadership is shown in the image of 
Vijayaraje Scindia leaving messages for the future conduct of the 
movement as she is being escorted away following her arrest. At the 
same time, some hard questioning of BM.AC (Bahri Masjid Action 
Committee) leaders which stops at the question as to whether Babur 
had not committed a wrong in building Bahri Masjid, extends to 
the Ayodhya movement a measure of moral support on this issue. 
Nevertheless, compared to 'Kaalchakra' there is not much intensity, 
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little by way of celebrating popular outrage. On the other hand the 
unsettling aspects, the fact that it seeks to alter the way this country 
has related to itself, are pruned away in the general message that 
this movement like any other, is simply a continuation of the old 
politics in a new style. 

It can be claimed with good reason that no report is free from 
bias, ·but the VHP seemed to have so intensively influenced the 
independent media, that the latter's reports had little to do with 
the factuality of events. The climactic point in fictive repottins 
coincided with the assault on the Bahri Masjid. The Ranchi edition 
of-Aaj dated October 26, 1990, carried screaming headlines, claim
ing that the Ram mandir had been destroyed, while the report only 
stated that the canopy over the shilanyas pit had been removed. 
Inspired by Rithambara's cassette, the Patna edition carried a poem 
that called V.P. Singh a progeny of Jai Chand and compared him 
to Ravana. On Novem.ber 2, a special bulletin of Dainil! JagtM'an, 
carried a double column item claiming that a Shri Ram Kranci 
Brigade would cut off the hands and feet of Mulayam Singh by the 
following month. The Kanpur edition of Aaj, on November 3, pro
claimed through its headlines that Jalianwalla Bagh &.ded into in
significance when compared to the Ayodhya · killings, while the 
Bareilly issue of November 1 frankly advised readers through its 
headlines to come armed to Ayodhya, adding that V.P. Singh and 
Mulayam Singh should be thrown to the dogs. The SWdlanlrt1 Chmui 
of Gorakhpur found a novel way of confirming the wildly exagger
ated figures of the dead. In the special bulletin of November 2, it 
had published the figure as 15. However at the last minute a 1 
was inscribed by hand to make the total 115. 

Clearly this amounted to deliberate disinformation, and not 
merely misreporting. The process of large sections of the press (es
pecially Hindi)) becoming mouthpieces of communal mobilization, 
is, in retrospect, not a sudden development. There was an estab
lished bias in riot reports against the Muslims, most dramatically 
revealed in the inadequate coverage of brutalities inflicted on the 
Bhagalpur Muslims, and in spotting a fictitious Pakistani hand in 
the riots. On the other hand, once the Rath Yatra swted there was 
little coverage of any of the riots that it left in its wake or the 
general sense of insecurity if generated amongst minorities. By 
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October 1990 however, newspaper reports started to play a direct, 
active role in initiating riots, and not merely explaining or sanc
tioning them. A typical instance was the A.aj report on the 'demo
lition· of the Bahri Masjid with a photograph of the Ram manJi,. 
princed alongside. Once this was circulated in Ranchi, mobs set fire 
to Muslim shops, attacked mosques and killed at least two people 
belonsing to the minority community. In Aligarh, a massive round 
of bloodletting was sparked off by the publication of a wrong report 
that Hindu patients were being killed in Aligarh hospitals. 

The English language press with its more cosmopolitan reader
ship and 'liberal' self-image, was also biased in its reporting. Thus 
Hindutva's projection of the Rmh Yatf'a was adopted wholesale. The 
crowds who came to greet the Rmh Y atf'a were seen to be motivated 
by religious devotion. The fact that it was a political venture, that 
the •Ram devotees' who flocked to see Advani were instigated by 
and largely composed of RSS and BJP workers, the general wave of 
insecurity it created amongst the minorities. These facts were either 
absent or suitably played down while reporting. On the other hand, 
through editorials and signed pieces, newspapers such as l11JM.n Ex
pr.ss and Th. TitfMI of l11Ji4 sought to provide intellectual legitimacy. 
For instance, in a series of articles, furmer editor of the TOI Girilal 
Jain excused Hindutva's violence as Hindu backlash which he per
ceived as a minor reaction to Muslim fundamentalism. All the while 
he propagated the VHP world-view (which he was also explicating 
in the RSS organ, the Pan&hjanya) through the pages of his English 
newspaper. 

The intensity and spread of this press mobilization fur Hindutva 
was clearly unprecedented in post-Independence India. What was 
then responsible fur this? A possible explanation for media activism 
after August 1990 can be found in the anti-Mandal agitation. A 
recent study15 has shown how newspapers deliberately played down 
news of riots while they highlighted news about the anti-Mandal 
agitation: for instance, between August to September 1990, l11JkM 
Exjmss devoted 1281 times as much space to the anti-Mandal agi
tation than to the riots. This is not merely a question of interest 
alone, the anti-Mandal agitation led diiectly to the support for the 
Rdlh y.,,.. to enable it to bring down V.P. Singh's government. 

What is alarming is that at moments of extreme pressure, such 
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as the anti-Mandal agitation and the Hindutva movement, dissent
ing voices are given an extremely subordinate position in newspa
pen, if at all. A possible rea:son fur this degree of orchestration is 
the change in patterns of newspaper organizations, which have in 
recent time been marked by the intuition of big business investment 
and the growth of a corporate culture which has tended to centralize 
the internal workings of the profession. In Maharashtra big compa
nies such as Lanen and Toubro or Bisleri, _which have promoted 
Shiv Sena labour -unions to oust existing Left labour unions, have 
been among investon in newspapen whose reports have sometimes 
sparked riots.16 On the other hand, since the beginning of the 80s 
there has been an organized attempt by the RSS to infiltrate the 
media. The consequences of this infiltration were visible during the 
Ayodhya days. According to the Press Council report on the news
paper coverage of the Ayodhya events, it is said that many editon 
behaved as if they were part of the Ayodhya movement. It is alleged 
that one of them used his press privileges to smuggle in Ashok 
Singhal, another editor was seen directing /ear stJeWlu while many had 
participated in VHP rallies and had given provocative speeches. 
Finally the system of employing 'stringen' (part-time reporters) at 
the local level has added to the wave of misreporting. Stringen 
generally lack expertise, are given low wages, and have a social 
background which has contributed many cadres to the Hindutva 
mobilization, consisting of contractors, dealers, shopkeepers, lawyers 
and local petty leaders. According to a report in the EmiMIUr Ti11111, 
many mahants of local temples in Ayodhya acted as stringen. 

The extent of networking between Hindutva and the media may 
be surprising, but the &ct itself is obvious in retrospect. The luger 
question still remains: what has happened to the relationship be
tween media, society and politics in our country that could provide 
a sanction for such a widespread broadcast of utter untruths? 

A brief consideration of elements that were (and still are) pro
ducecl outside the interventions of the Hindutva organization, could 
help us in some way, in answering this question. One was the grow
ing preoccupation with the image of this country in the interna
tional arena starting off with a big investment in the ASIAD Games 
of 1982, and crystallized nearly a decade later in the holding of 
international ~ibitions presided over by Pupul Jayakar, which 
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sought: to wipe out the image of India as a poor and conflict-ridden 
country by emphasizing the ethnic richness of its heritage. The 
preoccupation with the living conditions of the poor was converted 
to a glamourization of the products of folk culture. In a country 
thac was internally going through major conflicts which ranged 
from socio-economic issues to questions of regional autonomy, this 
celebratory image of national pride became important for both the 
state and the middle class, for it permitted association with the 
poor_ but silenced their contemporary aspirations. Together with 
this must be considered the other element, that of contemporary 
religiosity. The widespread success of the religious-mythological 
films of Bombay had to an unprecedented extent removed the cul
tural products of religion from religious institutions themselves, and 
reassembled in cinema halls the congregations that would normally 
gather in temples. A major development occurred in the mid-sev
enties, with the release of the film "Jai Santoshi Ma" which proved 
so successful that in some cases, driven by devotional enthusiasm 
the audience threw coins on the screen as offering. More than any
thing else, this film created a whole new, popular, near-national 
religious cult. Further, the importance of popular entertainment in 
revitalizing religion became evident in the mushrooming of jag
arans, which were generally financed by shopkeepers, and where the 
words of traditional bhajam were recast in popular film tunes. 

A growing preoccupation with the image of the nation when its 
society was undergoing its worst crisis in the post-lJtdependence 
years on the one hand, and the ability of the mass media to appro
priate and contemporize the rooted traditions of devotion into easy, 
attractive and dramatic images without entering too much into 
theological debates or the way di·ffe~ent sections of people related to 
religion on the other, were the two strands of image-making 
brought together under Rajiv Gandhi in the serialized "Ramayan". 
This programme reduced Hinduism to its mythology which was 
then presented as the essence of nationhood. The im38es of national 
pride could be served more effectively by the mass popularity of 
devotional traditions revolving around Ram, something which the 
dabbling in sports and ethnicity lacked. Finally this potent mix was 
broadcast from a monopoly holding that assembled a grand national 
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congregation by beaming it into every household or community 
centre at a fixed hour every Sunday morning. 

In this serial the story of Ram is shown to be a unifier of the 
divene traditions of the country: even south India-where the Ram 
legend is hardly popular-is shown to be sharing as passionately in 
the myth of Ram as the north. Ram's story is also said to have 
spread internationally (including Iran and the U.S.S.R.) proving that 
a global hegemonic role is possible for India, if she rallies together. 
The moral message that is said to account for the power of Ram's 
story is one of courage against oppression. It is a morality that is 
not very d.ifferent from the one that has preoccupied the Hindi 
screen from Raj Kapoor to Amitabh Bacchan. Yet there is a funda
mental reversal of the Bombay film theme. The source of oppression 
is not within society as occurs in Bombay productions: the oppres
sion comes here from Ravana, an outsider to the just, Aryan society 
represented by Ram. Thus there is no need for society to change: it 
only needs protection. Cinemacically this just society is brought into 
the present tense; for instance, the celebrations at Ram's birth re
semble a Republic Day parade featuring folk dances, images that 
suggest the Indian State today can claim to be just, for it is of 
Hindu descent. 

But the central feature of the serial is Ram himself, a figure 
meant not only to be revered, but to be emulated. When the baby 
Ram cries, Shiva tells Parvati that though he is an avtar, Ram has 
to behave like an ordinary mortal so that human beings can model 
themselves on him. In keeping with this Ram is obedient (he carries 
out the decisions of the Gods), moderate (never given to the excesses 
of the rebel hero of Bombay films). In short, Ram embodies all the 
virtues that would remove dissent and debate within society. And 

• 
yet Ram's f'aison J'ltn is a violent cause, and the serial constantly 
suffuses the audience with the martial theme. Even a bathing scene 
of women turns to a discussion of the Kshatriya body. But Ram's 
violence is of a modem kind: he releases an array of hi-tech weapons. 
Ram is also a technocrat, who is more concerned with organizing 
violence than with indulging in it himself. This image of Ram is 
reinforced by a major emphasis on the training he undergoes as a 
child, while little else of his childhood is shown: a clear departure 
from Valmiki and Tulsidas's versions. Of course this ·training is 
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received in a Pf*lt.J, which only goes to re-emphasize the point 
that technological knowledge is &r from being incompatible with 
Hindu pedagogy. Even though the serial catered to mixed audi
ences, its most noted triumph was marked in annexing the upper 
middle class urban youth, with no moorings within Indian realities, 
to Ram's cause. Sanatan Dharm leaders, as well as Arya Samajist 
ones from South Delhi, reiterated this point in their interviews with 
us. 

The serialized "Ramayan" gave to the brand new phenomenon of 
high consumerism and media technology imported by Rajiv Gan
dhi, an immediate culture together with a sense of rootedness. It 
provided to the new llg8ressive social class spawned in the 80s a 
packaged, collective self-image which, with the mobilizing by 
Hindutva, became the motivating force for changing, by force and 
violence, the image of the country itself. 
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Conclusion 

The Hindu Right, particularly in its present incarnation, is ensa&ed 
in fundamental forms of religious engineering--tild this is where 
its political agenda differs most significantly &om other right-wing 
formations. The distinction between Hinduism and Hindutva, be
tween traditional religiosity and its perversion by communalism has, 
therefore, been asserted often enough. In such polemics, however, 
religiosity is equated with a rather static, textual or anthropological 
view of practice and belief. Along with politico economic changes, 
the contours of Hinduism as practised by the urban and rural mid
dle classes of northern India (the present bases of Hindutva) have 
also been rapidly and visibly changins over the last two or three 
decades, providing a favourable context for intervention by the or
ganized forces of Hindutva. 

Even before the VHP came into its own, there was an upswing 
in certain new modes of worship and new sacred symbols. These 
included, among many other things, a proliferation of j.gJ11W1U 
around mother-cults like].i Mlllkl Di in places more or less without 
such cults so far; a media-invented goddess like Santoshi Ma; devo
tional pop music; a rush to modem 'hi-tech' pilgrimases for the 
upper middle classes, like Vaishno Devi; and charismatic gurus or 
god-men, each with a distinct interpretation of Hinduism and sal
vational strategies fur well-defined clientel.es. w ·ith the growth in 
so many diverse furms of religiosity, why is it that among them it 
was the hard, communally-oriented, politicized brand of dewtion 
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that has, at least for the moment, gained ground over others. ap
propriating quite a few of them? 

The new forms of religiosity from the 50s and 60s coincided with 
a visible decline in the importance of traditional sanyasis, unzts and 
mahanls within the middle class milieu. Perhaps this accouncs fur 
the easy success of the VHP mobilization drive, investing them with 
renewed authority. Certain tentative connections may also be sug
gested between the growth of Hindutva and the specific patterns of 
north Indian city and small town development in recent years. The 
new urban middle class, spreading out fairly deep into rural hinter
lands, has based itself largely on the rapid growth of relatively srnaU 
industrial enterprises and an attendant trade boom. Government 
planning since the 70s has promoted small private industries through 
training, initial support, and bank loans granted on an individual 
basis. This new sector has achieved a significantly higher growth 
rate than that of the large-scale industrial units, whether public or 
private. The Green Revolution in parts of U.P. has increased rural 
purchasing power significantly, thus feeding into the boom in urban 
enterprises, consumerism and trade. These small-scale units flourish ! 
without the concomitant growth of an organized working class, P 

since individual work-places are far too small to consolidate the ' 
labour force and enable effective unionization. The recent enormous 
growth of small towns has depended largely upon such develop
ments. Even a metropolitan giant like Delhi is crucially dependent 
on these strata, as well as on the vastly expanded civil and military 
bureaucracy. Growth of this kind was accelerated under Rajiv Gan
dhi with the boom in 'screwdriver' technology. 

I 
' 

In significant contrast to the cross-state kinship and caste-based 
credit and trade networks which had characterized earlier phases of 
Indian capitalist growth (most notably Marwari enterprise), the new 
middle class tends to be fragmented into smaller, more individual 
units. They arc marked by intense internal competition, the steady 
pressures of new opportunity structures, ever-expanding horizons for 
upward mobility, and a compulsive consumerism that keeps trans
cending its own limits. The very pressure of growth is disturbingly 
destabilizing; the brave new world of global opportunities creates ! 
anomie and existential uncertainties. ' 

The more reckless the concrete material fact of competition and ~ , 
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fragmentation, the greater, perhaps, is the need for an image of 
shared anchorage and a theory of collectivity, for disciplined com
mitment to a system of values that would never, however, challenge 
the basic material interests and aspirations of these classes. New 
cults have therefore flourished and god-men arc created, while the 
RSS shalthas, which had worked primarily among urban trader 
groups since the 1920s, remained highly relevant with their disci
plined. solidarity, routine actualization of brotherhood, and claims 
to a pure, traditional system of semuifA,.as. 

But more, perhaps, came to be needed. The relatively quietistic 
shakha.J with their long-term character-building perspective had 
possibly reached a plateau by the 1970s. Militant rhetoric found 
little outlet in action, and there seemed small hope of dramatic 
political success: the BJP electoral performance reached its nadir in 
1984. And, if the cadres of Hindutva needed a new activist pro
gramme, the social groups from which they came could not be 
entirely satisfied with Jai Miiia Di, Vaishno Devi, or god-men. 
These were still too individualized, unable to convey a sense of 
intense solidarity and collective life. Organized Hindutva was able 
at this conjuncture to effectively insert the new, aggressive, Ram
centred communalism, which raised solidarity to a new intense emo
tional level through its inherent militancy. One of its major 
departures compared, say, to god-men cults, is the continuous in
vocation of a threatening 'other', with whom an endless war has 
been joined through the campaign for Ramjanamhhoomi: for beyond 
Ayodhya looms Mathura, Benaras and the vista of around 3000 

I temples still to be regained. The promise of assuttd success provides 
an additional attraction. The Muslim 'other', despite the propaganda 
about its threatening presence, is in real life a minority, grossly 
under-represented in the bureaucratic, military, professional and 
business elites, while Hindutva can rely on complicity from many 
ele!llents in the state apparatus. The court judgments about 
Ayodhya in 1949 and 1986, the PAC involvement in innumerable 
U.P. riots, the role of the TV serial ·Ramayan", and the prominence 
of ex-army men and retired civil servants in the VHP and BJP today 
are just some illustrations of these crucial linkages. 

In &ct, Hindutva has enjoyed a productively ambiguous relation
• ship with the Indian state and its official ideology of nationalism. 
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The Nehruvian project had already sought to consolidate and iosti- ~ 
tutionalize the nationalist self-definition of the newly liberaced ' 
counuy into the preserve of a bureaucratic and over-centralized swc 
dominated by its Hindi heartland. While the pressures of regional
ism increased from the 60s to the present day, the process of cen· 
tralization also continued, till a point was reached when merely 
belonging to the Nehru family became an instant criterion for na
tional leadership. A consequence of this was the increasing turn 

towards appealing to Hindu sentiments to find new ways of legir
imizing itself. The lack of success of such a political trajectory fur 
the Congress has benefited Hindutva, which panders to the desire 
for centralization by propagating an ideology that bestows a single 
identity on the counuy, while it attacks the Congress for encoW'l8· · · 
ing fissiparous tendenci~ and corruption, which have, in &ct, been ' 
the result of over-cenuali.zation. This allows Hindutva to projecr 
itself as an oppositional and untried alternative to the Congress, 
while drawing on the very basis of what it attacks. 

We have been exploring interconnections to discover the emer
gence of a con juncture favourable for Hindutva. It is necessary, how
ever, to guard against any slide into determinism. The conjuncture 
of the 1980s crystallized into today's powerful wave, not automat· 
ically, but because an ideological formation had emerged already, 
over a long process of historical development which we have tried 
to trace in outline. This formation, again, is far from being free of 
contradictions and inadequacies, and opportunities still remain for 
effective secular-democratic interventions to block the thrust to
wards Hindu Rashtra. 

The expansion of the Hindutva movement creates its own ten· 
sions between the disciplined core of R~ cadres and the new, mot· 
ley yet increasingly assertive group of sants, sanyasis and 
fellow-travellers mobilized through the VHP. The R~ chief admin
istrator of the Jhandewalla temple in Delhi, for instance, was quite 
dismissive about the temple j>Mjari. On the other hand, a Rajya 
Sabha BJP member who is also prominent in the VHP, told us that , 
the real problem was that the ~ did not entrust others with 
responsibility. Tension between the core organization and the ex- I 
pectations of its mass following take other forms, too: for example, ' 
the BJP government in U.P. cannot afford to move at quite the .. 
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same pace as the VHP on the Ayodhya issue. Such differences in 
tempo may prove to be the undoing of Hindutva's politics. Punjab 
and Assam have shown how the politics of identity can breed ever
increasing extremism that fractures the control of its original lead
ers. The present tightly-orchestrated unity of the Hindu Right may 
well become increasingly difficult to maintain, while electoral re
verses in Madhya Pradesh and Himachal Pradesh indicate that the 
image of a pure, incorruptible R.S.5-BJP can get quickly tarnished 
through becoming a ruling party. Already, in post.-election, BJP
ruled U.P., the different components of the &mily have started pull
ing in diverse directions.1 While the BJP is today the ruling 
establishment in U.P., it also needs to pander to a militant move
ment whose rowdiness in October 1991 at Bahri Masjid raised 
doubts about the BJP's ability to administer law and order, and 
indicated the destabilizing potential of the lumpen wing of 
Hindutva. The RSS too shows signs of returning to a more flexible 
range of options and, as in 1984, considers dialogue with the Con
gress. The cohesiveness of the joint family is again under stress. 
Equally important, as we have seen already, are the contradictions 
within Hindutva ideology and its inherent social limits, which it 
tries to paper over with silence or double-speak. 

A focus on internal tensions can at times be politically dangerous. 
It is easy enough to slide into hoping for eventual automatic collapse 
through internal contradictions. An active contest requires a vision 
of alternative movement. The experience of the national movement 
at its high points, as well as that of the Left, indicates that secular
ism strikes roots only when it ceases to be an abstract principle, 
however well-meaning, and becomes integrated with popular strug
gle on concrete issues. 

Maybe it is instructive to record that even at this triumphal 
moment of Hindutva, a different kind of event has dramatized the 
presence of questions and energies which pose a fundamental chal
lenge to it. Shankar Guha Neogy, the innovative trade union leader, 
was murdered in the BJP-ruled state of Madhya Pradesh. His death 
has been the product of his political effectiveness. Guha Neogy 
shared with many other radical activist groups functioning on very 
diverse fronts (class, gender, education, environment) a capacity to 
encompass within his movement a large array of everyday questions. 
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They ranged from trade union struggles to an anti-liquor movement 
that involved moral self-reform and amelioration of the woman's lot 
at home. In the process, the problems of everyday life and that of 
organized mass movements get inter-linked, encouraging partici
pants to examine themselves critically in their different social roles 
and the consequent diverse ways in which they relate to power 
(becoming, for instance, masters at home and victims in the work
place.) 

In their own way, these groups carry the battle into the enemy's 
camp. For Hindutva is an ideological formation that draws a great 
deal of its power from the use of stereotypes and symbols. Through 
them, Hindutva tries to make its constituency see the problems of 
power and powerlessness as a relationship between stereotyped com·' 
munities. Hindutva thus avoids the problem of examining and con· 
fronting the ways in which the unequal distribution of power and 
resources pervades the larger society and everyday relationships. A 
creative left-wing response to this challenge, as Neogy's and others 
experiments indicate, can engage in varied struggles involving dif
ferent relationships of power. The deepening awareness of the mu!-· 
tiple identities that constitute any collectivity which this process 
implies, acts as a discouragement to think in terms of stereotypes 
and symbols that seek to simplify the problem of power and iden
tity. The death of Neogy, as well as the living tradition of his and 
other similar movements, pose questions as to how such initiatives 
are to be generalized beyond a locality, and how, if necessary, they 
can extend the range of issues they pose. In other words, it leaves 
us with the problems of constructing an alternative culture ol 
change. 

NOTES 

l. /,,dia Today, 30 November 1991. 
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Khaki Shorts and Saffron Flags is a penetrating and 
meticulously researched critique of the forces of 
Hindutva. The authors trace the roots of the Hin
dutva ideology to the politics of the Rashtriya 
Swoyamsevak Sangh. They discuss the history of 
the RSS and the Vishwa Hindu Parishad, analyse 
the institutional structures of these organizations, 
their political language, their attempts at trans
forming Hinduism, and their strategies of commu
nal mobilization around the Ram Janambhoomi
Babri Masjid issue. This tract focuses not only on the 
speeches and writings of the·RSS and VHP, but on 
their video cassettes, songs, posters, and conver-

This important tract is essential reading for onyone 
who is concerned with the real nature of the politics 
of Hindutva, and with the increasing communoliza
tion of Indian society. 
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